
Helena-West Helena School District

Curriculum Document

Grade 8

English Language Arts

Unit I:  Suspense
Enduring Understanding:
There is a quality about the unknown (suspense) that intrigues and attracts.
Essential Questions(s):
What attracts us to stories of suspense?
Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Week 1: D1- Blast:  Suspense; D2- First Read “Let ‘Em Play God; D3-Author's Purpose and Author's Point of View; D4-Word Meaning; D5-Close Read “Let
‘Em Play God”
Student Learning Expectations (Objectives):
D1. Explore background information about the history of suspense, what creates and attracts people to suspense, and what are the best suspense
stories. Analyze a range of literature and informational texts related to the theme of suspense, including essays, opinions, real-life accounts, drama,
novel excerpts, short stories, and poetry. Research using hyperlinks to a range of information about suspense, including articles, an interview, and
different perspectives. Use technology to produce and publish writing.
D2. Perform an initial reading of a text and demonstrate comprehension by responding to short analysis and inference questions with textual evidence.
Practice defining vocabulary words using context clues and related words, as well as common Latin roots and affixes. Participate effectively in a range of
conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
D3. Learn the definition of author's purpose and author's point of view. Practice using concrete strategies for identifying and analyzing author's purpose
and author's point of view. Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
D4. Learn the definition of word meaning. Practice and apply concrete strategies for using context as a clue to the meaning of a word or phrase.
Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
D5.Complete a close reading of a passage of informational text. Practice and apply concrete strategies for identifying author's purpose and point of
view. Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
Pre-write, plan, and produce clear and coherent writing in response to a prompt.
Standards:
 AR.L.8.4.AAR.L.8.4.BAR.RI.8.1AR.RI.8.2AR.RI.8.4AR.RI.8.6AR.W.8.1AR.W.8.2
Key Terminology (Vocabulary)
D1: whodunit, safety valve, sinister D2: consistently, techniques, illustrates, dramatic tension, ingredient, suspects, insensibility, debunking; D3: author’s
purpose, author’s perspective, inform, entertain, persuade; D4: deemed, aspirational, pepper, elusive, tangible, disciplines; D5: ingredient, suspects,
insensibility, debunking, plausible
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Activities & Assessments:
Consult Access handouts to have students:

D1:
1) Research the history of suspense. Be prepared to share findings with the class.
2) Speculate what creates and attracts people to suspense. Participate in class discussion.
3) With the help of the class, generate a list of the best suspense stories.
4) Analyze a range of literature and informational texts related to the theme of suspense.
5) Use hyperlinks to find a range of information about suspense.
6) Use technology to produce and publish writing.

D2:
1) Perform an initial reading of the text.
2) Answer questions to demonstrate comprehension of the text.
3) Respond to short analysis to demonstrate comprehension of the text.
4) Make inferences about the text and cite textual evidence.
5) Define vocabulary words using context clues. Make predictions about vocabulary words.
6) Take part in class discussions to share ideas and hear the ideas of others.
7) Participate in a variety of text related class discussion.
8) Work independently and collaboratively.

D3
1) Learn the definition of author’s purpose.
2) Learn the definition of author’s point of view.
3) Use strategies to identify author’s purpose and author’s point of view.
4) Use strategies to analyze author’s purpose and point of view.
5) Take part in conversations and work collaboratively to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
6) Complete Access handouts.

D4
1) Define word. Learn the definition of word meaning.
2) Using the Access handouts practice concrete strategies for using context clues to determine the meaning of a word or phrase.
3) In groups and independently, answer questions shared by the teacher to spur conversations about word meaning and its uses.
4) Read and annotate the text. Use the annotation tools to identify specific items specified by the teacher.
5) Collaborate with other students to clarify expressions and build upon the ideas of others. Refer to Access handouts.
6) Answer the comprehension questions to test for understanding of how to determine word meaning by using context. 
D5:



1)  Copy the vocabulary into their notebooks. Consult general and specialized reference materials, both print and digital, to prepare the precise meaning
of a specific word with their initial vocabulary predictions from the First Read. Review words defined incorrectly to understand why they were unable to
use context clues or other tools to develop usable definitions. Complete the Access handouts.
2) Complete the fill-in-the-blank vocabulary worksheet.
3) Listen as your teacher models a close reading strategy using the annotation strategies mentioned.
4) Read and annotate the excerpt. Use the annotation tool as they read to identify the areas specified by the teacher. Remember to use the reading
strategy learned in the First Read.
5)  Use the sample responses to the Skills Focus questions to discuss the identified material being used.
6)  Complete the prewriting questions on the Access handouts and then explain their answers to a partner before they write.
7) Review instructions for peer review. Review writing rubric.
8)  Complete the writing assignment using textual evidence to support their response. When completed, click submit.
9)  Submit substantive feedback to two peers.
Materials/Resources

D1: Blast: Suspense!; Blast Response - Student Model; Access handouts
D2: First Read lesson on “Let 'Em Play God”; Grade 8 Unit 1 Grammar handout; Access handouts
D3: Skills lesson on author's purpose and author's point of view in Let 'Em Play God; Access handouts
D4: Skills lesson on word meaning in “Let 'Em Play God”; Access handouts
D5: Close Read lesson on Let 'Em Play God; "Let 'Em Play God" Vocabulary Worksheet; Short Constructed Response - Informative/Explanatory
Student Model; Access handouts
Time Frame/Concepts
Week 2:
D1: First Read: The Monkey’s Paw
D2: Skill: Theme
D3: Skill: Story Elements
D4: Close Read: The Monkey’s Paw
D5: Blast: Make A Wish
Student Learning Expectations (Objectives)

D1: Perform an initial reading of a text and demonstrate comprehension by responding to short analysis and inference questions with textual
evidence. Practice defining vocabulary words using context clues, and follow up by verifying the preliminary determinations of word meanings.
Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
D2: Learn the definition of theme. Practice using concrete strategies for identifying theme. Participate effectively in a range of conversations and
collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
D3: Learn the definition of story elements. Practice using concrete strategies for identifying story elements. Participate effectively in a range of
conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.



D4: Complete a close reading of a short story. Practice and apply concrete strategies for identifying the story elements and analyzing the
theme of a short story. Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
Pre-write, plan, and produce clear and coherent writing in response to a prompt.
D5: Explore background information about the use of lucky charms and traditions to make a wish. Research using hyperlinks a range of
information about the history and practice of making wishes and using lucky charms.
Standards

 AR.L.8.4.AAR.L.8.4.CAR.L.8.4.DAR.RL.8.1AR.RL.8.2AR.RL.8.3AR.RL.8.4AR.RL.8.6AR.SL.8.1.AAR.SL.8.1.CAR.SL.8.1.DAR.W.8.1AR.W.8.2

Key Terminology (Vocabulary)
D1: cautionary, well-to-do, Victorian, dubious, fortunes, perils, visage, mummy, fate, mischief, simian
D2: cause-and-effect relationships, sorrow, tempt fate
D3: proffered, inquired, infer, foreshadows
D4: proffered, fakirs, consequences, talisman, resignation
D5: charms, amulet, evil spirits, goddess, forerunners, traditions, wishbone
Activities & Assessments:
D1:
1) Watch the video preview of "The Monkey's Paw." Share ideas about the story to come based on the preview. Use their Access 1, 2, and 3 handouts to
fill in the blanks of the transcript for the preview's voiceover as they watch the preview along with their classmates.
2)  read and listen to the introduction for "The Monkey's Paw." Refer to the Introduction Glossary on their Access 1, 2, 3, and 4 handouts for definitions
of key vocabulary terms. If there are unfamiliar words that are not included in their glossary, check a dictionary or online reference tool,

like http://tinyurl.com/pye34kb.
3) Consider what you already know about superstition. Use the List Differences activity on their Access handouts to search the sentences taken from the
text for differences between the story's setting and today's world. 
4) Make predictions about the story elements they would expect to find, and how these elements might contribute to the story's theme.
5) Analyze the saying, "Be careful what you wish for" (anonymous). Discuss this with classmates.
6) Make predictions about what they think each bold vocabulary word means based on the context clues in the sentence. Consult Access handouts.
7)  Listen as the teacher models the reading comprehension strategy.
8) Read and annotate the text.
9) Watch the video on "The Monkey's Paw". Consult Access handouts.
10)  Complete the Think questions and then use the peer review instructions and rubric to complete the peer reviews.
D2:
1) Watch the Concept Definition video on theme. Complete the fill in the blank exercise on the Access 1, 2, 3, and 4 handouts as they watch the video.
2)  After watching the Concept Definition video, read the definition of theme. Either in small groups or as a whole class, use the questions (teacher
given) to engage students in a discussion about theme.  Refer to Access handouts.

3)  Take notes on the video on theme in "The Monkey's Paw" as you watch together. Complete the chart on the Access 1, 2, and 4 handouts as they
watch the video. 
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4) Read and annotate the Model section. Use the annotation tool to identify areas specified by the teacher.
5) Participate in the discussion by answering questions posed by the teacher. Consult Access handouts.
6) Answer the comprehension questions to test for understanding
D3:
1) Watch the Concept Definition video on story elements. Complete the matching exercise on the Access 1, 2, 3, and 4 handouts as they watch the
video. 
2) After watching the Concept Definition video, have students read the definition of story elements. Complete the Access handouts.
3) Participate in the discussion by answering the questions posed by the teacher.
4) Read and annotate the Model section. Use the annotation tool to identify areas specified by the teacher.
5) Answer the comprehension questions to test for understanding. 
D4:
1)  Copy the vocabulary into their notebooks. Consult general and specialized reference materials, both print and digital, to prepare the precise
meaning of a specific word with their initial vocabulary predictions from the First Read. Review words defined incorrectly to understand why they were
unable to use context clues or other tools to develop usable definitions. Complete the Access handouts.
2) Complete the fill-in-the-blank vocabulary worksheet.
3) Listen as your teacher models a close reading strategy using the annotation strategies mentioned.
4) Read and annotate the excerpt. Use the annotation tool as they read to identify the areas specified by the teacher. Remember to use the reading
strategy learned in the First Read.
5)  Use the sample responses to the Skills Focus questions to discuss the identified material being used.
6)  Complete the prewriting questions on the Access handouts and then explain their answers to a partner before they write.
7) Review instructions for peer review. Review writing rubric.
8)  Complete the writing assignment using textual evidence to support their response. When completed, click submit.
9)  Submit substantive feedback to two peers.
D5:
1) Read aloud the title and driving question for this Blast. Determine what you already know about the topic. Answer the questions. Discuss the visual
with teacher-shared questions. Refer to Access handouts.
2) Use Access handouts to draft initial response to the Driving Question.
3)  Read the Blast background to provide context for the driving question. When they encounter unfamiliar words or phrases, refer to the Blast Glossary
on their Access 1 and 2 handouts. If there are unfamiliar words that are not included in their glossary, check a dictionary or online reference tool, such
as http://tinyurl.com/6ytby.
4) Pair and discuss the teacher-shared questions. Consult the Access handouts. Work collaboratively with other students.
5) Brainstorm ideas for answering the Driving Question. Complete a chart as directed by the teacher.
6) Use the teacher-given questions to guide your research exploration.
7) Crowdsource findings using a backchannel tool like TodaysMeet http://tinyurl.com/psef72j. Post the research they find individually or in groups to
share with the class.
8) Write their Blast response in 140 characters or less.
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9)  Review the Blasts of their peers and provide feedback.
* Consult teacher’s lesson plan for further activities.
Materials/Resources

D1: First Read lesson on "The Monkey's Paw"; Access handouts
D2: Skills lesson on theme in "The Monkey's Paw"; Access handouts
D3: Skills lesson on Story Elements in "The Monkey's Paw"; Access handouts
D4: Close Read lesson on "The Monkey's Paw"; "The Monkey's Paw" Vocabulary Worksheet; Access handouts
D5: Blast: Make a Wish; Blast Response - Student Model; Access handouts
Time Frame/Concepts
Week 3:
D1: First Read: Sorry, Wrong Number
D2: Skill: Textual Evidence
D3: Skill: Plot
D4: Close Read: Sorry, Wrong Number
D5: First Read: Violence in the Movies
Student Learning Expectations (Objectives)

D1: Perform an initial reading of a text and demonstrate comprehension by responding to short analysis and inference questions with textual
evidence. Practice defining vocabulary words using context, as well as Greek prefixes. Participate effectively in a range of conversations and
collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
D2: Learn the definition of textual evidence. Practice using concrete strategies for identifying textual evidence. Participate effectively in a range of
conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
D3: Learn the definition of plot. Practice using concrete strategies for identifying elements of plot. Participate effectively in a range of
conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
D4: Complete a close reading of an excerpt from a work of literature. Practice and apply concrete strategies for identifying textual evidence to use
in analysis and to explain the development of plot in a drama. Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express
ideas and build upon the ideas of others. Pre-write, plan, and produce clear and coherent writing in response to a prompt.
D5: Perform an initial reading of a text and demonstrate comprehension by responding to short analysis and inference questions with textual
evidence. Practice defining vocabulary words using context. Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas
and build upon the ideas of others
Standards

 AR.L.8.4.AAR.L.8.4.CAR.L.8.4.DAR.RL.8.1AR.RL.8.2AR.RL.8.3AR.RL.8.4AR.RL.8.6AR.SL.8.1.AAR.SL.8.1.CAR.SL.8.1.DAR.W.8.1AR.W.8.2

Key Terminology (Vocabulary)
D1: fussy, querulous, neurotic, peripheral
D2: tension, imbalance, circumstance
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D3: episodes, querulous, neurotic, exposition
D4: fussy, imperious, neurotic, peripheral, querulous
D5: point, counterpoint, aggressive, desensitization, correlation, dictate
Activities & Assessments:
Students may:
D1:
1) Perform an initial reading of the text.
2) Answer questions to demonstrate comprehension of the text.
3) Respond to short analysis to demonstrate comprehension of the text.
4) Make inferences about the text and cite textual evidence.
5) Define vocabulary words using context clues. Make predictions about vocabulary words.
6) Take part in class discussions to share ideas and hear the ideas of others.
7) Participate in a variety of text related class discussion.
8) Work independently and collaboratively.
D2:
1) Watch the Concept Definition video on textual evidence. Complete Match activity on the Access 1, 2, 3, and 4 handouts as they watch the video.
2)  After watching the Concept Definition video, read the definition of textual evidence. Either in small groups or as a whole class, use the teacher-given
questions to spur discussion among your students about finding textual evidence to make inferences. Follow the rules for collegial discussions. Consult
the Access handouts.

3) Look at an illustrated scene from a classic myth, or, alternatively, watch a scene from a television show or movie with the volume off. Make inferences
about what they think is happening. Discuss the clues used to make inferences. Apply these same strategies when they read.

4) Take notes on the video on Textual Evidence in Sorry, Wrong Number as you watch together.  Complete the Analyze the Discussion chart on the
Access 1, 2 and 4 handouts as they watch the video.
5) Read and annotate the Model section. Use the annotation tool to identify areas indicated by the teacher.
6) Answer the comprehension questions to test for understanding.
D3:
1) Watch the Concept Definition video on plot. Complete the matching exercise on the Access 1, 2, 3, and 4 handouts as they watch the video. 
2) After watching the Concept Definition video, read the definition of plot. Either in small groups or as a whole class, use the teacher-given questions to
engage in a discussion about plot. Refer to the Access handouts.
3) Make a graphic organizer that lists each of the five parts of a plot. Fill out what they know so far about the plot of Sorry Wrong Number. Save the
organizer and use it to fill in other parts of the chart as you discuss the rest of the excerpt.
4) Read and annotate the Model section. Use the annotation tool to identify areas indicated by the teacher.
5) After students read the Model text, use the teacher-shared questions to facilitate a whole group discussion that helps understand parts of the
drama's plot.
6) Answer the comprehension questions to test for understanding.



D4:
1)  Copy the vocabulary into their notebooks. Consult general and specialized reference materials, both print and digital, to prepare the precise meaning
of a specific word with their initial vocabulary predictions from the First Read. Review words defined incorrectly to understand why they were unable to
use context clues or other tools to develop usable definitions. Complete the Access handouts.
2) Complete the fill-in-the-blank vocabulary worksheet.
3) Listen as your teacher models a close reading strategy using the annotation strategies mentioned.
4) Read and annotate the excerpt. Use the annotation tool as they read to identify the areas specified by the teacher. Remember to use the reading
strategy learned in the First Read.
5)  Use the sample responses to the Skills Focus questions to discuss the identified material being used.
6)  Complete the prewriting questions on the Access handouts and then explain their answers to a partner before they write.
7) Review instructions for peer review. Review writing rubric.
8)  Complete the writing assignment using textual evidence to support their response. When completed, click submit.
9)  Submit substantive feedback to two peers.
D5:
1) Watch the video preview of “Violence in the Movies: Cinematic Craft or Hollywood Gone Too Far?” Use their Access 1, 2, and 3 handouts to fill in the
blanks of the transcript for the preview’s voiceover as they watch the preview along with their classmates. 
2)  Read and listen to the introduction for "Violence in the Movies." Refer to the Introduction Glossary on their Access 1, 2, 3, and 4 handouts for
definitions of key vocabulary terms. If there are unfamiliar words that are not included in their glossary, check a dictionary or online reference tool,
like http://tinyurl.com/6ytby.
3) Create a Venn Diagram to compare violence in movies and violence in the news. After they have completed their diagrams, discuss. Then, hold a
classwide debate on the topic.
4)  Make predictions about what they think each bold vocabulary word means based on the context clues in the sentence. Refer to Access handouts.
5) Listen as your teacher models the reading comprehension strategy of asking and answering questions by using this Think Aloud that talks students
through the first paragraph of text.
6) Read and annotate the excerpt. Use the annotation tool as they read to identify the areas specified by the teacher.
7) Complete the practice exercise on grammar.
8) Discuss the teacher-provided questions. 
9) Complete the Think questions and then use the peer review instructions and rubric to complete the peer reviews.
Materials/Resources
D1: First Read lesson on "The Monkey's Paw"; Access handouts
D2: Skills lesson on theme in "The Monkey's Paw"; Access handouts
D3: Skills lesson on Story Elements in "The Monkey's Paw"; Access handouts
D4: Close Read lesson on "The Monkey's Paw"; "The Monkey's Paw" Vocabulary Worksheet; Access handouts
D5: Blast: Make a Wish; Blast Response - Student Model; Access handouts
Time Frame/Concepts
Week 4
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D1: Skill: Author’s Purpose and Author’s Point of View
D2a: Close Read: Violence in the Movies; b: Blast: Food for Thought
D3: First Read “A Night to Remember”
D4: Skill:  Author’s Purpose and Author’s Point of View
D5: Close Read “A Night to Remember”
Student Learning Expectations (Objectives)
D1: Learn the definition of author's purpose and author's point of view; Practice using concrete strategies for identifying author's purpose and author's
point of view; Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
D2a: Complete a close reading of an informational text; Practice and apply concrete strategies for identifying author's purpose and author's point of
view in Point/Counterpoint texts; Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of
others; Prewrite, plan, and produce clear and coherent writing in response to a prompt; b- Explore background information about nutrition facts charts
and how to read them; Research using a hyperlink to an actual nutrition facts chart and instructions on how to use it.
D3: Perform an initial reading of a text and demonstrate comprehension by responding to short analysis and inference questions with textual evidence;
Practice defining vocabulary words using context clues, and follow up by consulting reference materials to clarify precise meanings; Participate
effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
D4: Learn the definition of author’s purpose and author's point of view; Practice using concrete strategies for identifying and analyzing author’s purpose
and author's point of view; Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
D5: Complete a close reading of an informational text; Practice and apply concrete strategies for identifying author’s purpose and author's point of view
in an informational text; Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others;
Prewrite, plan, and produce clear and coherent writing in response to a prompt.

Standards

 AR.L.8.4.AAR.L.8.4.BAR.L.8.4.CAR.RI.8.1AR.RI.8.3AR.RI.8.6AR.SL.8.2;
 AR.L.8.4.AAR.L.8.4.CAR.RI.8.1AR.RI.8.2AR.RI.8.3AR.RI.8.4AR.RI.8.6AR.SL.8.1.AAR.SL.8.1.CAR.SL.8.1.DAR.SL.8.2AR.W.8.1.BAR.W.8.2.AAR.W.8.2.B
Key Terminology (Vocabulary)
D1: third person omniscient; third person limited
D2a: point, counterpoint, aggressive, desensitization, correlation, dictate; b: concession stand, additives, calorie, cholesterol
D3: lookout, frigid, jolt, impact, polished plate glass, maiden voyage, biting cold, starboard, windjammer, pastime, mishap
D4: third person omniscient; third person limited
D5: lookout, frigid, jolt, impact, polished plate glass, maiden voyage, biting cold, starboard, windjammer, pastime, mishap
Activities & Assessments:
D1:
1) Watch the Concept Definition video on author's purpose and point of view with your students. Complete the matching exercise on the Access 1, 2, 3,
and 4 handouts as they watch the video.
2) Engage in a discussion about author's purpose and point of view. Refer to Access handouts.
3) Read the Model text. Use the annotation tool to show specific areas identified by the teacher.
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4) Understand how to identify and evaluate the point of view of the articles.
5) Answer the comprehension questions to test for understanding.
 
D2:
a-1) Copy the vocabulary into their notebooks. Consult general and specialized reference materials, both print and digital, to prepare the precise
meaning of a specific word with their initial vocabulary predictions from the First Read. Review words defined incorrectly to understand why they were
unable to use context clues or other tools to develop usable definitions. Complete the Access handouts.
2) Complete the fill-in-the-blank vocabulary worksheet.
3) Listen as your teacher models a close reading strategy using the annotation strategies mentioned.
4) Read and annotate the excerpt. Use the annotation tool as they read to identify the areas specified by the teacher. Remember to use the reading
strategy learned in the First Read.
5)  Use the sample responses to the Skills Focus questions to discuss the identified material being used.
6)  Complete the prewriting questions on the Access handouts and then explain their answers to a partner before they write.
7) Review instructions for peer review. Review writing rubric.
8)  Complete the writing assignment using textual evidence to support their response. When completed, click submit.
9)  Submit substantive feedback to two peers.
b- 1) Read aloud the title and driving question for this Blast. List different types of text features, such as headings, charts, sidebars, or boldface font, for
example. Discuss what the mother and child are looking at in the photograph.
2)  Use the sentence frame on the Access handouts to draft their initial responses to the driving question. 
3)  Read the Blast background to provide context for the driving question. Refer to the Access handouts.
4)  Pair and discuss the teacher-shared questions. Consult the Access handouts. Work collaboratively with other students.
5) Brainstorm ideas for answering the Driving Question. Complete a chart as directed by the teacher.
6) Use the teacher-given questions to guide your research exploration.
7) Write their Blast response in 140 characters or less.
8)  Review the Blasts of their peers and provide feedback.
D3:
1) Perform an initial reading of the text.
2) Answer questions to demonstrate comprehension of the text.
3) Respond to short analysis to demonstrate comprehension of the text.
4) Make inferences about the text and cite textual evidence.
5) Define vocabulary words using context clues. Make predictions about vocabulary words.
6) Take part in class discussions to share ideas and hear the ideas of others.
7) Participate in a variety of text related class discussion.
8) Work independently and collaboratively.
D4:



1) Learn the definition of author’s purpose.
2) Learn the definition of author’s point of view.
3) Use strategies to identify author’s purpose and author’s point of view.
4) Use strategies to analyze author’s purpose and point of view.
5) Take part in conversations and work collaboratively to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
6) Complete Access handouts.
D5:
1) Copy the vocabulary into their notebooks. Consult general and specialized reference materials, both print and digital, to prepare the precise meaning
of a specific word with their initial vocabulary predictions from the First Read. Review words defined incorrectly to understand why they were unable to
use context clues or other tools to develop usable definitions. Complete the Access handouts.
2) Complete the fill-in-the-blank vocabulary worksheet.
3) Listen as your teacher models a close reading strategy using the annotation strategies mentioned.
4) Read and annotate the excerpt. Use the annotation tool as they read to identify the areas specified by the teacher. Remember to use the reading
strategy learned in the First Read.
5)  Use the sample responses to the Skills Focus questions to discuss the identified material being used.
6)  Complete the prewriting questions on the Access handouts and then explain their answers to a partner before they write.
7) Review instructions for peer review. Review writing rubric.
8)  Complete the writing assignment using textual evidence to support their response. When completed, click submit.
9)  Submit substantive feedback to two peers.
Materials/Resources
D1: Skills lesson on author's purpose and author's point of view in "Violence in the Movies: Cinematic Craft or Hollywood Gone Too Far?"; Speaking &
Listening Handbook; Access handouts
D2: a-Close Read lesson on "Violence in the Movies: Cinematic Craft or Hollywood Gone Too Far?"; "Violence in the Movies" Vocabulary Worksheet;
"Violence in the Movies" Venn Diagram; "Short Argumentative Response" Rubric; Short Constructed Response - Argumentative Student Model
Access handouts; b-Blast: Food For Thought; Blast Response - Student Model; Access handouts
D3: First Read lesson on A Night to Remember; Speaking & Listening Handbook; Access handouts
D4:  Skills lesson on author’s purpose and author’s point of view in A Night to Remember; Speaking & Listening Handbook; Access handouts
D5: Close Read lesson on A Night to Remember; Speaking & Listening Handbook A Night to Remember Vocabulary Worksheet; Access handouts
Time Frame/Concepts
Week 5
D1: Blast: How They Saw It
D2: First Read “Cujo”
D3: Skill:  Text Evidence
D4a: Close Read “Cujo”; b: Are You a Smart Consumer
D5: First Read “Lord of the Flies”



Student Learning Expectations (Objectives)
D1: Explore background information about the passengers on board the Titanic; Research using hyperlinks to a range of information about
the Titanic, including survivor stories and photographs from the events.
D2: Perform an initial reading of a text and demonstrate comprehension by responding to short analysis and inference questions with textual evidence;
Practice defining vocabulary words using context clues, and follow up by consulting reference materials to clarify precise meanings; Participate
effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
D3: Learn the definition of textual evidence. Practice using concrete strategies for identifying textual evidence. Participate effectively in a range of
conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
D4a: Complete a close reading of a passage from literature. Practice and apply concrete strategies for identifying textual evidence to support an
analysis of an excerpt from a novel. Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the
ideas of others. Pre-write, plan, and produce clear and coherent writing in response to a prompt. b: Explore background information about how
consumers use online tools to make sure they are getting the most out of their money; Research using hyperlinks to two different consumer buying
guides; Use technology to produce and publish writing.
D5: Perform an initial reading of a text and demonstrate comprehension by responding to short analysis and inference questions with textual evidence;
Practice defining vocabulary words using context clues, and follow up by consulting reference materials to clarify precise meanings; Participate
effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others
Standards
 AR.L.8.4.AAR.L.8.4.DAR.RL.8.1AR.RL.8.2AR.RL.8.3AR.RL.8.4AR.RL.8.6AR.RL.8.7
Key Terminology (Vocabulary)
D1: tradition, steerage, ferryboats, commonalities, primary sources, privileges
D2: pinpoint, tentative, filament, tawny, menace, shambling
D3: viscous, survival equipment, tawny, textual evidence
D4: pinpoint, tentative, filament, tawny, menace, shambling
D5: remote, brutal, depiction, wary
Activities & Assessments:
D1:
1)  Read aloud the title and driving question for this Blast. Have students view photographs of the Titanic. http://tinyurl.com/o6l2gfq;
http://tinyurl.com/o3aswrz; http://tinyurl.com/ae8b7yw. Discuss how the pictures represent the central idea of A Night to Remember.
2)  Use the sentence frame on the Access handouts to draft their initial responses to the driving question. 
3)  Read the Blast background to provide context for the driving question. Refer to the Access handouts.
4)  Pair and discuss the teacher-shared questions. Consult the Access handouts. Work collaboratively with other students.
5) Brainstorm ideas for answering the Driving Question. Complete a chart as directed by the teacher.
6) Use the teacher-given questions to guide your research exploration.
7) Write their Blast response in 140 characters or less.
8)  Review the Blasts of their peers and provide feedback
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D2:
1) Perform an initial reading of the text.
2) Answer questions to demonstrate comprehension of the text.
3) Respond to short analysis to demonstrate comprehension of the text.
4) Make inferences about the text and cite textual evidence.
5) Define vocabulary words using context clues. Make predictions about vocabulary words.
6) Take part in class discussions to share ideas and hear the ideas of others.
7) Participate in a variety of text related class discussion.
8) Work independently and collaboratively.
D3:
1) Watch the Concept Definition video on textual evidence. Complete Match activity on the Access 1, 2, 3, and 4 handouts as they watch the video.
2)  After watching the Concept Definition video, read the definition of textual evidence. Either in small groups or as a whole class, use the teacher-given
questions to spur discussion among your students about finding textual evidence to make inferences. Follow the rules for collegial discussions. Consult
the Access handouts.

3) Take notes on the video on Textual Evidence in Cujo as you watch together.  Complete the Analyze the Discussion chart on the Access 1, 2 and 4
handouts as they watch the video.
4) Read and annotate the Model section. Use the annotation tool to identify areas indicated by the teacher.
5) Answer the comprehension questions to test for understanding.
D4:
1) Copy the vocabulary into their notebooks. Consult general and specialized reference materials, both print and digital, to prepare the precise meaning
of a specific word with their initial vocabulary predictions from the First Read. Review words defined incorrectly to understand why they were unable to
use context clues or other tools to develop usable definitions. Complete the Access handouts.
2) Complete the fill-in-the-blank vocabulary worksheet.
3) Listen as your teacher models a close reading strategy using the annotation strategies mentioned.
4) Read and annotate the excerpt. Use the annotation tool as they read to identify the areas specified by the teacher. Remember to use the reading
strategy learned in the First Read.
5)  Use the sample responses to the Skills Focus questions to discuss the identified material being used.
6)  Complete the prewriting questions on the Access handouts and then explain their answers to a partner before they write.
7) Review instructions for peer review. Review writing rubric.
8)  Complete the writing assignment using textual evidence to support their response. When completed, click submit.
9)  Submit substantive feedback to two peers.
D5:
1) Perform an initial reading of the text.
2) Answer questions to demonstrate comprehension of the text.
3) Respond to short analysis to demonstrate comprehension of the text.



4) Make inferences about the text and cite textual evidence.
5) Define vocabulary words using context clues. Make predictions about vocabulary words.
6) Take part in class discussions to share ideas and hear the ideas of others.
7) Participate in a variety of text related class discussion.
8) Work independently and collaboratively.
Materials/Resources
D1: Blast: How They Saw It; Access handouts
D2: First Read lesson on Cujo; Speaking & Listening Handbook; Access handouts
D3: Skills lesson on textual evidence in Cujo; Speaking & Listening Handbook; Access handouts
D4a: Close Read lesson on Cujo; Speaking & Listening Handbook Cujo Vocabulary Worksheet; Access handouts b:  Blast: Are You a Smart Consumer?;
Access handouts
D5: First Read lesson on Lord of the Flies; Speaking & Listening Handbook; Access handouts
Time Frame/Concepts
Week 6
D1: Skill:  Theme
D2: Skill:  Character
D3: Close Read “Lord of the Flies”
D4: Blast:  Follow the Leader
D5: First Read “Ten Days in a Madhouse”
Student Learning Expectations (Objectives)

D1: Learn the definition of theme. Practice using concrete strategies for identifying theme. Participate effectively in a range of conversations and
collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
D2: Learn the definition of; Practice using concrete strategies for analyzing character in a literature selection; Participate effectively in a range of
conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.

D3: Complete a close reading of a passage from literature. Practice and apply concrete strategies for identifying textual evidence to support an analysis
of an excerpt from a novel. Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
Pre-write, plan, and produce clear and coherent writing in response to a prompt.
D4: Provide background information about the traits that great leaders have in common and ask students to analyze and respond to the driving
question: What would you expect from a leader during a crisis; Encourage research with hyperlinks to a range of information about leaders and
leadership, including biographies, essays, interviews, and databases.
D5: Perform an initial reading of a text and demonstrate comprehension by responding to short analysis and inference questions with textual evidence;
Practice defining vocabulary words using context clues, and follow up by consulting reference materials to clarify precise meanings; Participate
effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
Standards
AR.L.8.4.AAR.L.8.4.BAR.RL.8.1AR.RL.8.2AR.RL.8.3AR.SL.8.1.AAR.SL.8.1.CAR.W.8.1AR.W.8.2
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Key Terminology (Vocabulary)
D1: recur, aspect, reveal, stranded, universal
D2: emerge, insight, ghoul, deliberately
D3: remote, brutal, depiction, wary
D4: intangible, precisely, proactive, anticipate, genuine, consensus
D5: milk of human kindness, incredulous, matron, ferret out, impudent, had not slept a wink, daisy
Activities & Assessments:
D1:
1) Watch the Concept Definition video on theme. Complete the fill in the blank exercise on the Access 1, 2, 3, and 4 handouts as they watch the video.
2)  After watching the Concept Definition video, read the definition of theme. Either in small groups or as a whole class, use the questions (teacher
given) to engage students in a discussion about theme.  Refer to Access handouts.

3)  Take notes on the video on theme in "The Lord of the Flies” as you watch together. Complete the chart on the Access 1, 2, and 4 handouts as they
watch the video. 
4) Read and annotate the Model section. Use the annotation tool to identify areas specified by the teacher.
5) Participate in the discussion by answering questions posed by the teacher. Consult Access handouts.
6) Answer the comprehension questions to test for understanding
D2
1) Watch the Concept Definition video on character. Understand the definition of character traits, focusing in particular on how these traits may change
or evolve over the course of a story. Pause the video at key moments indicated by the teacher to discuss the information with your students. Complete
the matching exercise on the Access 1, 2, 3, and 4 handouts as they watch the video. 
2) After watching the Concept Definition video, Read the definition of character. Either in small groups or as a whole class, use the teacher provided
questions to engage in a discussion about character. Follow the rules for collegial discussions. Refer to Access handouts.

3) Independently read the Model section. Use the annotation tool to: highlight key points; ask questions; identify places where the Model applies the
strategies laid out in the Identification and Application section. Refer to the Access handouts.
4) Answer the comprehension questions to test for understanding.
D3:
1) Copy the vocabulary into their notebooks. Consult general and specialized reference materials, both print and digital, to prepare the precise meaning
of a specific word with their initial vocabulary predictions from the First Read. Review words defined incorrectly to understand why they were unable to
use context clues or other tools to develop usable definitions. Complete the Access handouts.
2) Complete the fill-in-the-blank vocabulary worksheet.
3) Listen as your teacher models a close reading strategy using the annotation strategies mentioned.
4) Read and annotate the excerpt. Use the annotation tool as they read to identify the areas specified by the teacher. Remember to use the reading
strategy learned in the First Read.
5)  Use the sample responses to the Skills Focus questions to discuss the identified material being used.
6)  Complete the prewriting questions on the Access handouts and then explain their answers to a partner before they write.



7) Review instructions for peer review. Review writing rubric.
8)  Complete the writing assignment using textual evidence to support their response. When completed, click submit.
9)  Submit substantive feedback to two peers.
D4:
1) Read aloud the title and driving question for this Blast. Determine what you already know about the topic. Answer the questions. Discuss the visual
with teacher-shared questions. Refer to Access handouts.
2) Use Access handouts to draft initial response to the Driving Question.
3)  Read the Blast background to provide context for the driving question. When they encounter unfamiliar words or phrases, refer to the Blast Glossary
on their Access 1 and 2 handouts. If there are unfamiliar words that are not included in their glossary, check a dictionary or online reference tool, such
as http://tinyurl.com/6ytby.
4) Pair and discuss the teacher-shared questions. Consult the Access handouts. Work collaboratively with other students.
5) Brainstorm ideas for answering the Driving Question. Complete a chart as directed by the teacher.
6) Use the teacher-given questions to guide your research exploration.
7) Crowdsource findings using a backchannel tool like TodaysMeet http://tinyurl.com/psef72j. Post the research they find individually or in groups to
share with the class.
8) Write their Blast response in 140 characters or less.
9)  Review the Blasts of their peers and provide feedback.
D5:
1) Perform an initial reading of the text.
2) Answer questions to demonstrate comprehension of the text.
3) Respond to short analysis to demonstrate comprehension of the text.
4) Make inferences about the text and cite textual evidence.
5) Define vocabulary words using context clues. Make predictions about vocabulary words.
6) Take part in class discussions to share ideas and hear the ideas of others.
7) Participate in a variety of text related class discussion.
8) Work independently and collaboratively.
Materials/Resources
D1:  Skills lesson on theme in Lord of the Flies; Speaking & Listening Handbook; Access handouts
D2: Skills lesson on character in Lord of the Flies; Speaking & Listening Handbook; Access handout
D3: Close Read lesson on Lord of the Flies; Speaking & Listening Handbook Lord of the Flies Vocabulary Worksheet; Access handouts
D4: Blast: Follow the Leader; Access handouts
D5: First Read lesson on Ten Days in a Mad-House; Speaking & Listening Handbook; Access handouts
Time Frame/Concepts
Week 7
D1: Skill:  Author’s Purpose and Author’s Point of View
D2: Close Read “Ten Days in a Madhouse”
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D3: Blast:  Mental Health, Then and Now
D4: First Read “The Tell-Tale Heart”
D5a: Skill: Textual Evidence; b: Greek and Latin Affixes and Roots
Student Learning Expectations (Objectives)
D1: Learn the definition of author’s purpose and author's point of view; Practice using concrete strategies for identifying and analyzing author’s purpose
and author's point of view; Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
D2: Complete a close reading of a passage from an informational text. Practice and apply concrete strategies for identifying author’s purpose and
author’s point of view in an informational text. Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the
ideas of others. Pre-write, plan, and produce clear and coherent writing in response to a prompt.
D3: Explore background information about the history of the treatment of mental illness; Research using hyperlinks to a range of information about
mental illness, treatment options, and the effectiveness of those options.
D4: Perform an initial reading of a text and demonstrate comprehension by responding to short analysis and inference questions with textual evidence;
Practice defining vocabulary words using context clues, and follow up by consulting reference materials to clarify precise meanings; Participate
effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others

D5: a-Learn the definition of textual evidence. Practice using concrete strategies for identifying textual evidence. Participate effectively in a range of
conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others; b-Learn the definition of Greek and Latin affixes and roots;
Practice and apply concrete strategies for using Greek and Latin affixes and roots, as well as etymological information provided by a dictionary, as clues
to the meanings of words; Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
Standards
AR.L.8.4.AAR.L.8.4.BAR.L.8.4.CAR.RI.8.1AR.RI.8.2AR.RI.8.3AR.RI.8.4AR.RI.8.5AR.RI.8.6AR.W.8.1AR.W.8.2
Key Terminology (Vocabulary)
D1: author’s purpose, point of view
D2: milk of human kindness, incredulous, matron, ferret out, impudent, had not slept a wink, daisy
D3: neglected, deinstitutionalization, neuroscience, genetics
D4: Gothic, convinced, floorboards, confesses, bore no grudge, painstakingly, dissimulation, vexed, sagacity, gesticulations, derision, dissemble
D5:a- text evidence; b-daunted, affix, foresight, mortal, stifled, nymph, decipher
Activities & Assessments:
D1:
1) Learn the definition of author’s purpose.
2) Learn the definition of author’s point of view.
3) Use strategies to identify author’s purpose and author’s point of view.
4) Use strategies to analyze author’s purpose and point of view.
5) Take part in conversations and work collaboratively to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
6) Complete Access handouts.
D2:
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1) Copy the vocabulary into their notebooks. Consult general and specialized reference materials, both print and digital, to prepare the precise meaning
of a specific word with their initial vocabulary predictions from the First Read. Review words defined incorrectly to understand why they were unable to
use context clues or other tools to develop usable definitions. Complete the Access handouts.
2) Complete the fill-in-the-blank vocabulary worksheet.
3) Listen as your teacher models a close reading strategy using the annotation strategies mentioned.
4) Read and annotate the excerpt. Use the annotation tool as they read to identify the areas specified by the teacher. Remember to use the reading
strategy learned in the First Read.
5)  Use the sample responses to the Skills Focus questions to discuss the identified material being used.
6)  Complete the prewriting questions on the Access handouts and then explain their answers to a partner before they write.
7) Review instructions for peer review. Review writing rubric.
8)  Complete the writing assignment using textual evidence to support their response. When completed, click submit.
9)  Submit substantive feedback to two peers.
D3: 1) Read aloud the title and driving question for this Blast. View and discuss findings in the photograph.
2)  Use the sentence frame on the Access handouts to draft their initial responses to the driving question. 
3)  Read the Blast background to provide context for the driving question. Refer to the Access handouts.
4)  Pair and discuss the teacher-shared questions. Consult the Access handouts. Work collaboratively with other students.
5) Brainstorm ideas for answering the Driving Question. Complete a chart as directed by the teacher.
6) Use the teacher-given questions to guide your research exploration.
7) Write their Blast response in 140 characters or less.
8)  Review the Blasts of their peers and provide feedback
D4:
1) Perform an initial reading of the text.
2) Answer questions to demonstrate comprehension of the text.
3) Respond to short analysis to demonstrate comprehension of the text.
4) Make inferences about the text and cite textual evidence.
5) Define vocabulary words using context clues. Make predictions about vocabulary words.
6) Take part in class discussions to share ideas and hear the ideas of others.
7) Participate in a variety of text related class discussion.
8) Work independently and collaboratively.
D5:
a-1) Watch the Concept Definition video on textual evidence. Complete Match activity on the Access 1, 2, 3, and 4 handouts as they watch the video.
2)  After watching the Concept Definition video, read the definition of textual evidence. Either in small groups or as a whole class, use the teacher-given
questions to spur discussion among your students about finding textual evidence to make inferences. Follow the rules for collegial discussions. Consult
the Access handouts.

3) Take notes on the video on Textual Evidence in The Tell-Tale Heart as you watch together.  Complete the Analyze the Discussion chart on the Access 1,
2 and 4 handouts as they watch the video.



4) Read and annotate the Model section. Use the annotation tool to identify areas indicated by the teacher.
5) Answer the comprehension questions to test for understanding. b-1) Read the definition of Greek and Latin affixes and roots. Either in small groups
or as a whole class, use the teacher given questions to engage in a discussion about Greek and Latin affixes and roots. Refer to Collaborative Discussions
in the Speaking and Listening Handbook.

2) Complete the sentence frames on the Access 1 handout as they read the definition of Greek and Latin affixes and roots. Use the completed sentence
frames to help participate in the discussion.
3) Create three piles of index cards that contain common prefixes, Greek and Latin roots, and suffixes. Provide meanings for each entry. Draw one card
from each pile and use the entries to construct a word. The word may be real or invented. Write words on the board and lead the class to develop
definitions for the words based on the Greek and Latin affixes and roots. Discuss the reasons new words may be needed in the English language and
identify strategies people might use to invent these new words.

Materials/Resources
D1: Skills lesson on Author's Purpose and Point of View in Ten Days in a Mad-House; Speaking & Listening Handbook; Access handouts
D2: Close Read lesson on Ten Days in a Mad-House; Speaking & Listening Handbook; Point of View Chart Ten Days in a Mad-House Vocabulary
Worksheet’ Access 1 handout (Beginning)
D3: Blast: Mental Health, Then and Now; Access handouts
D4: First Read lesson on “The Tell-Tale Heart”; Speaking & Listening Handbook; Grade 8 Unit 1 Grammar handout; Access handouts
D5:a- Skills lesson on inferences in “The Tell-Tale Heart”; Speaking & Listening Handbook; Access handouts; b-Skills lesson on Greek and Latin affixes and
roots in "The Tell-Tale Heart"; Access handouts
Time Frame/Concepts
Week 8
D1: Close Read “The Tell-Tale Heart”
D2: Extended Writing Project
D3: First Read “Annabel Lee”
D4: Skill: Poetic Elements
D5: Close Read “Annabel Lee”
Student Learning Expectations (Objectives)

D1: Complete a close reading of a short story. Practice and apply concrete strategies for analyzing a short story using textual evidence. Participate
effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others. Pre-write, plan, and produce clear
and coherent writing in response to a prompt.
D2: Extended Writing Project
D3: Perform an initial reading of a text and demonstrate comprehension by responding to short analysis and inference questions with textual evidence;
Practice defining vocabulary words using context clues, and follow up by consulting reference materials to clarify precise meanings; Participate
effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others
D4: Learn the definition of poetic elements; Practice using concrete strategies for identifying poetic elements; Participate effectively in a range of
conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.



D5: Complete a close reading of a work of literature. Practice and apply concrete strategies for analyzing poetic elements in a poem. Participate
effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others. Pre-write, plan, and produce clear
and coherent writing in response to a prompt.
Standards

 AR.L.8.1AR.L.8.4.AAR.L.8.4.BAR.RL.8.1AR.RL.8.2AR.RL.8.3AR.RL.8.4AR.RL.8.6AR.SL.8.1.CAR.SL.8.1.DAR.W.8.1.BAR.W.8.2.BAR.W.8.3.A;
AR.L.8.4.AAR.L.8.4.DAR.RL.8.1AR.RL.8.2AR.RL.8.3AR.RL.8.4AR.RL.8.6AR.SL.8.1.AAR.SL.8.1.CAR.SL.8.3AR.W.8.1AR.W.8.2
Key Terminology (Vocabulary)
D1: Gothic, convinced, floorboards, confesses, bore no grudge, painstakingly, dissimulation, vexed, sagacity, gesticulations, derision, dissemble
D2: Extended Writing Project
D3: speculation, debate, inspiration, late, tuberculosis, maiden, seraphs, coveted, high-born kinsmen, bore, sepulcher, envying, dissever, beams
D4: mourns, mimics, alternates, hypnotic, generate, anguish
D5: speculation, debate, inspiration, late, tuberculosis, maiden, seraphs, coveted, high-born kinsmen, bore, sepulcher, envying, dissever, beams
Activities & Assessments:
D1:
1)  Copy the vocabulary into their notebooks. Consult general and specialized reference materials, both print and digital, to prepare the precise meaning
of a specific word with their initial vocabulary predictions from the First Read. Review words defined incorrectly to understand why they were unable to
use context clues or other tools to develop usable definitions. Complete the Access handouts.
2) Complete the fill-in-the-blank vocabulary worksheet.
3) Work in pairs to create word-search squares that include the vocabulary words. Use an online word-search creation tool such as Word Search Maker
(http://tinyurl.com/csrsag6) or Puzzlemaker (http://tinyurl.com/34mrzr). Exchange word searches and try to find and circle the vocabulary words.
4) Use flashcards to review and memorize the words.
5)  Listen as teacher models close reading using annotation strategies mentioned.
6) Read and annotate the excerpt. Use the annotation tools.
7) Prewrite and plan by brainstorming ideas about individuals who have defended human rights. Use/complete Access handouts.
8) Review instructions for peer review. Review writing rubric.
9)  Complete the writing assignment using textual evidence to support their response. When completed, click submit.
10)  Submit substantive feedback to two peers
D2: Extended Writing Project
D3:
1) Perform an initial reading of the text.
2) Answer questions to demonstrate comprehension of the text.
3) Respond to short analysis to demonstrate comprehension of the text.
4) Make inferences about the text and cite textual evidence.
5) Define vocabulary words using context clues. Make predictions about vocabulary words.
6) Take part in class discussions to share ideas and hear the ideas of others.
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7) Participate in a variety of text related class discussion.
8) Work independently and collaboratively.
9) Complete Access handouts.
D4:
1)  Watch the Concept Definition video on poetic elements. Complete the matching exercise on the Access 1, 2, 3, and 4 handouts as they watch the
video. 
2)  After watching the Concept Definition video, read the definition of poetic elements. Either in small groups or as a whole class, use the
teacher-prompted questions to spur discussion about poetic elements. Follow the rules for collegial discussions. Use/complete the Access handouts.
3)  In a group or with a partner, do a Google search for a poem that uses alliteration or another form of repetition. Have students use Diigo (diigo.com)
to highlight and annotate the poetic elements.

4)  Independently read the Model section. Use the annotation tool to: highlight key points; ask questions; identify places where the Model applies the
strategies laid out in the Identification and Application section about poetic elements.
5) After students have read the Model text, use the teacher-provided questions to facilitate a whole- group discussion that helps understand how
repetition and figurative language contribute to the meaning of the poem.
6) Answer the comprehension questions to test for understanding.
D5:
1)  Copy the vocabulary into their notebooks. Consult general and specialized reference material, both print and digital, to compare the precise meaning
of a specific word with their initial vocabulary predictions from the First Read. Review words defined incorrectly to understand why they were unable to
use context clues or other tools to develop usable definitions.  Use/complete Access handouts.
2) Complete the fill-in-the-blank Vocabulary worksheet.
3)  Draw a picture or comic that conveys the meaning of each vocabulary word.
4)  Write your own short poems, using all five vocabulary words.  Share their poems with the class or post them to a Padlet Wall (http://padlet.com).
5)  Listen as teacher models close reading using annotation strategies mentioned.
6) Read and annotate the excerpt. Use the annotation tools.
7) Prewrite and plan by brainstorming ideas about individuals who have defended human rights. Use/complete Access handouts.
8) Review instructions for peer review. Review writing rubric.
9)  Complete the writing assignment using textual evidence to support their response. When completed, click submit.
10)  Submit substantive feedback to two peers.
Materials/Resources
D1: Close Read lesson on “The Tell-Tale Heart"; Speaking & Listening Handbook; “The Tell-Tale Heart" Vocabulary Worksheet; Access handouts
D2: Extended Writing Project
D3: First Read lesson on “Annabel Lee”; Speaking & Listening Handbook; Access handouts
D4: Skills lesson on form and repetition in “Annabel Lee”; Speaking & Listening Handbook; Access handouts
D5:  Close Read lesson on “Annabel Lee”; Speaking & Listening Handbook; “Annabel Lee” Vocabulary Worksheet; Access handout
Time Frame/Concepts
Week 9
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D1a: First Read “The Bells”; b: Skill: Poetic Elements
D2: Close Read “The Bells”
D3: Blast: When Fear Becomes a Phobia
D4: Unit Assessment
D5: Unit Assessment
Student Learning Expectations (Objectives)
D1: Perform an initial reading of a text and demonstrate comprehension by responding to short analysis and inference questions with textual evidence;
Practice defining vocabulary words using context clues, and follow up by consulting reference materials to clarify precise meanings; Participate
effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others; b-: Learn the definition of poetic
elements; Practice using concrete strategies for identifying poetic elements; Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to
express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
D2: Complete a close reading of a work of literature. Practice and apply concrete strategies for analyzing poetic elements in a poem. Participate
effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others. Pre-write, plan, and produce clear
and coherent writing in response to a prompt.
D3: Provide background information about how phobias emerge and ask students to analyze and respond to the question: What's the worst phobia one
of the characters in the "Suspense!" unit might develop; Encourage research with hyperlinks to a range of information about the science of fear and its
relationship to works of suspenseful fiction and nonfiction; Recognize uses in tracing the etymology of words; Use technology to produce and publish
writing.
D4: Unit Assessment
D5: Unit Assessment
Standards
AR.L.8.4.AAR.L.8.4.BAR.L.8.4.DAR.L.8.5.AAR.RL.8.1AR.RL.8.2AR.RL.8.3AR.RL.8.4AR.RL.8.7AR.W.8.1AR.W.8.2
Key Terminology (Vocabulary)
D1: a-inspired, bell tower, onomatopoeia, interpreted, sledges, merriment, gloats, impels, turbulency, clamorous, expostulation, endeavor, palpitating,
monody, paean; b-poetic elements
D2: inspired, bell tower, onomatopoeia, interpreted, sledges, merriment, gloats, impels, turbulency, clamorous, expostulation, endeavor, palpitating,
monody, paean
D3: phobia, full-blown, panic, trauma, biochemical imbalances, trigger, offspring, gothic
D4: Unit Assessment
D5: Unit Assessment
Activities & Assessments:
D1:
a-1) Perform an initial reading of the text.
2) Answer questions to demonstrate comprehension of the text.
3) Respond to short analysis to demonstrate comprehension of the text.
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4) Make inferences about the text and cite textual evidence.
5) Define vocabulary words using context clues. Make predictions about vocabulary words.
6) Take part in class discussions to share ideas and hear the ideas of others.
7) Participate in a variety of text related class discussion.
8) Work independently and collaboratively. b-1) Watch the Concept Definition video on poetic elements. Complete the matching exercise on the Access
1, 2, 3, and 4 handouts as they watch the video. 
2)  After watching the Concept Definition video, read the definition of poetic elements. Either in small groups or as a whole class, use the
teacher-prompted questions to spur discussion about poetic elements. Follow the rules for collegial discussions. Use/complete the Access handouts.
3)  In a group or with a partner, do a Google search for a poem that uses alliteration or another form of repetition. Have students use Diigo (diigo.com)
to highlight and annotate the poetic elements.

4)  Independently read the Model section. Use the annotation tool to: highlight key points; ask questions; identify places where the Model applies the
strategies laid out in the Identification and Application section about poetic elements.
5) After students have read the Model text, use the teacher-provided questions to facilitate a whole- group discussion that helps understand how
repetition and figurative language contribute to the meaning of the poem.
6) Answer the comprehension questions to test for understanding.
D2:
1)  Copy the vocabulary into their notebooks. Consult general and specialized reference material, both print and digital, to compare the precise meaning
of a specific word with their initial vocabulary predictions from the First Read. Review words defined incorrectly to understand why they were unable to
use context clues or other tools to develop usable definitions.  Use/complete Access handouts.
2) Complete the fill-in-the-blank Vocabulary worksheet.
3)  Draw a picture or comic that conveys the meaning of each vocabulary word.
4)  Write your own short poems, using all five vocabulary words.  Share their poems with the class or post them to a Padlet Wall (http://padlet.com).
5)  Listen as teacher models close reading using annotation strategies mentioned.
6) Read and annotate the excerpt. Use the annotation tools.
7) Prewrite and plan by brainstorming ideas about individuals who have defended human rights. Use/complete Access handouts.
8) Review instructions for peer review. Review writing rubric.
9)  Complete the writing assignment using textual evidence to support their response. When completed, click submit.
10)  Submit substantive feedback to two peers.
D3:
1) Read aloud and discuss the blast, that is, the title and the driving question.
2)  Use the Blast Glossary provided in Access handouts to help them understand key terms in the Background and Research links.
3)  Draft their initial responses to the driving question in their notebooks.
4)  Understand grammatical concepts if included with text from the Access handouts.
5)  Read the Blast background to provide context for the essential question.
6)  Refer to the glossary on their Access handouts to determine word definitions.
7)  Check a dictionary or online reference tool, like http://tinyurl.com/6ytby.

http://padlet.com/
http://tinyurl.com/6ytby


8)  Complete the summary activity in the Access 4 handout, based on the Background information.
9) Work in pairs or individually to use questions to spark discussion about Background information.
10)  Complete the fill-in-the-blank activity in the Access handouts by choosing the letter of the word that best completes the sentence.
11)  Write their Blast response in 140 characters or less.
12)  Review the Blasts of their peers and to provide guidance on developing ideas for revision and feedback on audience and purpose.
13)  Identify a few strong Blasts and discuss what made those responses so powerful.
14) Revise versions of their blasts for clarity and readability.
D4: Unit Assessment
D5: Unit Assessment
Materials/Resources
D1: a-First Read lesson on “The Bells”; Speaking & Listening Handbook; Access handouts; b- Skills lesson on line and stanza and onomatopoeia in “The
Bells”; Speaking & Listening Handbook; Access handout
D2:  Close Read lesson on “The Bells”; Speaking & Listening Handbook; “The Bells” Vocabulary Worksheet; Access handout
D3: Blast: When Fear Becomes Phobia; Access handouts
D4: Unit Assessment
D5: Unit Assessment

Unit II:  In Time of War
Enduring Understanding:
Situations can bring out best or the worst in us.
Essential Questions(s):
How do we behave during war?
What does our response to conflict say about us? 
Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Week 1
D1a: Unit I Preview; b: Blast: Conflict in Communities
D2: First Read “Blood, Toil, Tears and Sweat”
D3: Skill: Textual Evidence
D4: Skill: Central or Main Idea
D5: Close Read “Blood, Toil, Tears and Sweat”
Student Learning Expectations (Objectives):
D1: b-Explore background information about conflicts in communities with a focus on the psychology of prejudice and in-groups and outgroups;
Research using hyperlinks to a range of information about community and conflict.



D2: Perform an initial reading of a text and demonstrate comprehension by responding to short analysis and inference questions with textual evidence;
Practice defining vocabulary words using context clues; Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build
upon the ideas of others.
D3: Learn the definition of textual evidence. Practice using concrete strategies for identifying textual evidence. Participate effectively in a range of
conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
D4: Learn the definition of central or main idea; Practice using concrete strategies for identifying central ideas in a text; Participate effectively in a range
of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
D5: Complete a close reading of a passage from an informational text. Practice and apply concrete strategies for identifying author’s purpose and
author’s point of view in an informational text. Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the
ideas of others. Pre-write, plan, and produce clear and coherent writing in response to a prompt.
Standards:

 AR.L.8.4.AAR.L.8.4.BAR.RI.8.1AR.RI.8.2AR.RI.8.4AR.RI.8.6AR.RI.8.8AR.SL.8.1.AAR.SL.8.1.BAR.SL.8.1.CAR.SL.8.1.DAR.W.8.1AR.W.8.2

Key Terminology (Vocabulary)
D1: b-social, instinct, superior, ethnocentrism, discriminate, tendency, parallel, solely, fanatical, interment
D2: administration, adjournment, provision, buoyancy, juncture
D3: public interest, inference, critics, counterarguments
D4: objective, cabinet, appointments, principal
D5: administration, adjournment, provision, buoyancy, juncture
Activities & Assessments:

D1:
1) Read aloud and discuss the blast, that is, the title and the driving question.
2)  Use the Blast Glossary provided in Access handouts to help them understand key terms in the Background and Research links.
3)  Draft their initial responses to the driving question in their notebooks.
4)  Read the Blast background to provide context for the essential question.
5)  Refer to the glossary on their Access handouts to determine word definitions.
6)  Check a dictionary or online reference tool, like http://tinyurl.com/6ytby.
7)  Complete the summary activity in the Access 4 handout, based on the Background information.
8) Work in pairs or individually to use questions to spark discussion about Background information.
9)  Complete the fill-in-the-blank activity in the Access handouts by choosing the letter of the word that best completes the sentence.
10)  Write their Blast response in 140 characters or less.
11)  Review the Blasts of their peers and to provide guidance on developing ideas for revision and feedback on audience and purpose.
12)  Identify a few strong Blasts and discuss what made those responses so powerful.
13) Revise versions of their blasts for clarity and readability.
D2:
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1) Read the Introduction. Refer to the vocabulary listing on their Access 1, 2, 3, and 4 handouts for definitions of key vocabulary terms. If there are
unfamiliar words that are not included in their glossary, check a dictionary or online reference tool, like http://tinyurl.com/3qe7.
2) Build background to better understand the selection. Refer to the Access handouts.
3) Make predictions about what they think each bold vocabulary word means based on the context clues in the sentence. Refer to Access handouts.
4) Listen as the teacher models the reading comprehension strategy of Summarizing by using this Think Aloud that talks students through the first two
paragraphs of the text.
5)  Independently read and annotate the excerpt. Use the annotation tool as they read. The teacher will give you specific instructions. Refer to Access
handouts.
6) Discuss the questions and inferences made while reading. The teacher should guide them to cite specific evidence from the text in their discussion.
Follow the rules for collegial discussions.
7)  Complete the Think questions and then use the peer review instructions and rubric to complete two peer reviews. 
D3:
1) Watch the Concept Definition video on textual evidence. Complete Match activity on the Access 1, 2, 3, and 4 handouts as they watch the video.
2)  After watching the Concept Definition video, read the definition of textual evidence. Either in small groups or as a whole class, use the teacher-given
questions to spur discussion among your students about finding textual evidence to make inferences. Follow the rules for collegial discussions. Consult
the Access handouts.

3) Take notes on the video on Textual Evidence as you watch together.  Complete the Analyze the Discussion chart on the Access 1, 2 and 4 handouts as
they watch the video.
4) Read and annotate the Model section. Use the annotation tool to identify areas indicated by the teacher.
5) Answer the comprehension questions to test for understanding.
D4:
1) Watch the Concept Definition video on Central or Main Idea. Understand the definition of Central or Main Idea, as well as how to write an objective
summary. Pause the video at teacher-identified key moments to discuss the information. Complete the matching exercise on the Access 1, 2, 3, and 4
handouts as they watch the video. 
2) After watching the Concept Definition video, read the definition of central or main idea. Either in small groups or as a whole class, use the teacher
disclosed questions to spur discussion about central or main idea. Follow the rules for collegial discussions. Use/complete Access handouts.
3) After watching the video, discuss the central idea (or central ideas) in a eulogy, such as Mona Simpson's eulogy for her brother Steve Jobs
(http://tinyurl.com/ohkj4ag) or Oprah Winfrey's eulogy for Rosa Parks (http://tinyurl.com/8e9gapn/). Point out specific words and phrases that support
the central idea(s).
4) Answer the comprehension questions to test for understanding. Discuss the importance of being able to evaluate sound reasoning and relevant
evidence.
D5:
1)  Copy the vocabulary into their notebooks. Consult general and specialized reference materials, both print and digital, to prepare the precise meaning
of a specific word with their initial vocabulary predictions from the First Read. Review words defined incorrectly to understand why they were unable to
use context clues or other tools to develop usable definitions. Complete the Access handouts.
2) Complete the fill-in-the-blank vocabulary worksheet.

http://tinyurl.com/3qe7
http://tinyurl.com/ohkj4ag
http://tinyurl.com/8e9gapn


3) Listen as your teacher models a close reading of the sonnet using the annotation strategies mentioned.
4) Read and annotate the excerpt. Use the annotation tool as they read to: respond to the Skills Focus section; ask questions; make connections;
identify key individuals, ideas, events, examples, and themes; note unfamiliar vocabulary; capture their reaction to the ideas and tone used in a eulogy.
5)  Use the sample responses to the Skills Focus questions to discuss the eulogy's central ideas.
6)  Complete the prewriting questions on the Access handouts and then explain their answers to a partner before they write.
7) Review instructions for peer review. Review writing rubric.
8)  Complete the writing assignment using textual evidence to support their response. When completed, click submit.
9)  Submit substantive feedback to two peers.
Materials/Resources
D1: b- Blast: Conflict in Communities; Access handouts
D2: First Read lesson on “Blood, Toil, Tears and Sweat”; Speaking & Listening Handbook; Access handouts
D3: Skills lesson on textual evidence in "Blood, Toil, Tears and Sweat"; Speaking & Listening Handbook; Access handouts
D4:  Skills lesson on central or main idea in "Blood, Toil, Tears, and Sweat"; Speaking & Listening Handbook; Access handouts
D5: Close Read lesson on “Blood, Toil, Tears and Sweat”; Speaking & Listening Handbook; “Blood, Toil, Tears and Sweat” Vocabulary Worksheet; Access
handouts
Time Frame/Concepts
Week 2:
D1: First Read “Anne Frank: The Diary of a Young Girl”
D2: Skill: Informational Text Elements
D3: Close Read “Anne Frank: The Diary of a Young Girl”
D4: First Read “The Diary of Anne Frank: A Play”
D5: Skill: Dramatic Elements
Student Learning Expectations (Objectives)
D1: Perform an initial reading of a text and demonstrate comprehension by responding to short analysis and inference questions with textual evidence;
Practice defining vocabulary words using context clues; Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build
upon the ideas of others
D2: Learn the definition of informational text elements; Practice using concrete strategies for analyzing informational text elements; Participate
effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
D3: Complete a close reading of a passage from an informational text. Practice and apply concrete strategies for analyzing informational text elements
in a nonfiction text. Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others. Pre-write,
plan, and produce clear and coherent writing in response to a prompt.
D4: Perform an initial reading of a text and demonstrate comprehension by responding to short analysis and inference questions with textual evidence;
Practice defining vocabulary words using context clues; Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build
upon the ideas of others.
D5: Learn the definition of dramatic elements; Practice using concrete strategies for identifying and analyzing dramatic elements; Participate effectively
in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.



Standards
 AR.L.8.4.AAR.L.8.4.CAR.L.8.5.BAR.RI.8.1AR.RI.8.2AR.RI.8.3AR.RI.8.5AR.RI.8.6AR.SL.8.1.AAR.SL.8.1.BAR.SL.8.1.CAR.SL.8.1.DAR.W.8.2
Key Terminology (Vocabulary)
D1: annex, conveying, occupying, scouring, abruptly, deported, liberated, unique
D2: addresses, district, account, circumstances, infer, limitations, objective, confiding in
D3: annex, conveying, occupying, scouring, abruptly, deported, liberated, unique
D4: drama, first-hand account, Nazis, confidants, cultured, threadbare, rucksack, emigrated, capitulation
D5: effect, concentration camps, trace, contrast, situate
Activities & Assessments:
D1:
1) Perform an initial reading of the text.
2) Answer questions to demonstrate comprehension of the text.
3) Respond to short analysis to demonstrate comprehension of the text.
4) Make inferences about the text and cite textual evidence.
5) Define vocabulary words using context clues. Make predictions about vocabulary words.
6) Take part in class discussions to share ideas and hear the ideas of others.
7) Participate in a variety of text related class discussion.
8) Work independently and collaboratively.
D2:
1)  Watch the Concept Definition video on informational text elements. Become familiar with all the different elements shared in the video, including
individuals, ideas, and events, as well as how these elements interact over the course of a text. Pause the video at key moments to discuss the
information.  Complete the matching exercise on the Access 1, 2, 3, and 4 handouts as they watch the video. 
2)   After watching the Concept Definition video, read the definition of informational text elements. Either in small groups or as a whole class, use
questions to engage in a discussion about informational text elements.  Complete the sentence frames on the Access 1 handout as they read the
definition. Use the completed sentence frames to help participate in discussion.
3)   Take notes on the video on Informational Text Elements. Pause the video at key moments to discuss the information.  Complete the chart on the
Access 1, 2, and 4 handouts as they watch the video. 
4)   Read the Model text.  Use the annotation tool.   Use questions to help understand how to analyze the interactions among the informational text
elements.

D3:
1)  Copy the vocabulary into their notebooks. Consult general and specialized reference materials, both print and digital, to prepare the precise meaning
of a specific word with their initial vocabulary predictions from the First Read. Review words defined incorrectly to understand why they were unable to
use context clues or other tools to develop usable definitions. Complete the Access handouts.
2) Complete the fill-in-the-blank vocabulary worksheet.
3) Listen as your teacher models a close reading of the sonnet using the annotation strategies mentioned.
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4) Read and annotate the excerpt. Use the annotation tool as they read to: respond to the Skills Focus section; ask questions; make connections;
identify key individuals, ideas, events, examples, and themes; note unfamiliar vocabulary; capture their reaction to the ideas and tone used in a eulogy.
5)  Use the sample responses to the Skills Focus questions to discuss the eulogy's central ideas.
6)  Complete the prewriting questions on the Access handouts and then explain their answers to a partner before they write.
7) Review instructions for peer review. Review writing rubric.
8)  Complete the writing assignment using textual evidence to support their response. When completed, click submit.
9)  Submit substantive feedback to two peers.
D4:
1) Perform an initial reading of the text.
2) Answer questions to demonstrate comprehension of the text.
3) Respond to short analysis to demonstrate comprehension of the text.
4) Make inferences about the text and cite textual evidence.
5) Define vocabulary words using context clues. Make predictions about vocabulary words.
6) Take part in class discussions to share ideas and hear the ideas of others.
7) Participate in a variety of text related class discussion.
8) Work independently and collaboratively.
D5:
1) Watch the Concept Definition video on dramatic elements. Complete the Match activity on the Access 1, 2, 3, and 4 handouts. 
2) After watching the Concept Definition video, read the definition of dramatic elements. Engage students in a discussion about dramatic elements,
Refer to Access handouts.
3)  Summarize the definition of dramatic elements in their own words, giving their own examples. Draw a representation of dramatic elements that
illustrates their understanding.
4)  Read the Model text, Use the annotation tool to highlight key ideas, ask questions, and identify places where the Model is applying the strategies laid
out in the Identification and Application section on dramatic elements. Use Access handouts.
5) Use questions to understand how to recognize and analyze the dramatic elements of a play. 
Materials/Resources
D1:  First Read lesson on Anne Frank: The Diary of a Young Girl; Speaking & Listening Handbook; Access handouts
D2: Skills lesson on informational text elements in Anne Frank: The Diary of a Young Girl; Speaking & Listening Handbook; Access handouts
D3: Close Read lesson on Anne Frank: The Diary of a Young Girl; Speaking & Listening Handbook Anne Frank: The Diary of a Young Girl Vocabulary
Worksheet; Short Constructed Response - Narrative Student Model; Access handouts
D4: Skills lesson on dramatic elements in The Diary of Anne Frank: A Play; Speaking & Listening Handbook; Access handouts
D5: Skills lesson on theme in The Diary of Anne Frank: A Play; Speaking & Listening Handbook; Access handouts
Time Frame/Concepts
Week 3
D1: Skill: Theme
D2: Skill: Media



D3: Close Read “The Diary of Anne Frank: A Play”
D4: Blast: Heroes of the Holocaust
D5: First Read “The Boy in the Striped Pajamas”
Student Learning Expectations (Objectives)

D1: Learn the definition of theme. Practice using concrete strategies for identifying theme. Participate effectively in a range of conversations and
collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.

D2: Learn the definition of media; Practice using concrete strategies for comparing and contrasting two versions of a poem delivered in different media
formats; Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
D3: Complete a close reading of a passage from literature. Practice and apply concrete strategies for identifying and analyzing dramatic elements, theme
and media in an excerpt from The Diary of Anne Frank: A Play. Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and
build upon the ideas of others. Pre-write, plan, and produce clear and coherent writing in response to a prompt.
D4: Explore background information about those who helped the Jews to survive during the Holocaust, how they helped and what they risked; Research
using hyperlinks to a range of information about heroes of the Holocaust, including articles, an interview, and different perspectives.
D5: Perform an initial reading of a text and demonstrate comprehension by responding to short analysis and inference questions with textual evidence;
Practice defining vocabulary words using context clues; Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build
upon the ideas of others.
Standards

 AR.L.8.4.AAR.RL.8.1AR.RL.8.2AR.RL.8.3AR.RL.8.4AR.RL.8.7AR.SL.8.1.BAR.SL.8.1.CAR.SL.8.1.DAR.W.8.1AR.W.8.2AR.W.8.3

Key Terminology (Vocabulary)
D1: annex, conflict, self-control, confront, give voice
D2: skills media
D3: drama, first-hand account, Nazis, confidants, cultured, threadbare, rucksack, emigrated, capitulation
D4: heroes, holocaust
D5: anatomy, disbelieving, rooting, sage, welling
Activities & Assessments:
D1:
1) Watch the Concept Definition video on theme. Complete the fill in the blank exercise on the Access 1, 2, 3, and 4 handouts as they watch the video.
2)  After watching the Concept Definition video, read the definition of theme. Either in small groups or as a whole class, use the questions (teacher
given) to engage students in a discussion about theme.  Refer to Access handouts.
3)  Take notes on the video on theme in "The Diary of Anne Frank: A Play” as you watch together. Complete the chart on the Access 1, 2, and 4 handouts
as they watch the video.
4) Read and annotate the Model section. Use the annotation tool to identify areas specified by the teacher.
5) Participate in the discussion by answering questions posed by the teacher. Consult Access handouts.
6) Answer the comprehension questions to test for understanding
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 D2:
1) Watch the Concept Definition video on media.  Pause the video at key moments to discuss the information. Complete the matching exercise on the
Access 1, 2, 3, and 4 handouts as they watch the video.  
2)  After watching the Concept Definition video, read the definition of media. Use the questions to engage students in a discussion about media.
Complete the Access handouts.

3)  Independently read the Model section. Use the annotation tool to: highlight key points; ask questions; identify places where the Model applies the

strategies laid out in the Identification and Application section; comment on the effect of the medium used on the text's meaning; note any unfamiliar
vocabulary.
4)  As students read the Model text, use these questions to help them understand how to evaluate poetry delivered in different media:
5) Answer the comprehension questions to test for understanding.
D3:
1)  Copy the vocabulary into their notebooks. Consult general and specialized reference materials, both print and digital, to prepare the precise meaning
of a specific word with their initial vocabulary predictions from the First Read. Review words defined incorrectly to understand why they were unable to
use context clues or other tools to develop usable definitions. Complete the Access handouts.
2) Complete the fill-in-the-blank vocabulary worksheet.
3) Listen as your teacher models a close reading using the annotation strategies mentioned.
4) Read and annotate the excerpt. Use the annotation tool as they read to: respond to the Skills Focus section; ask questions; make connections;
identify key individuals, ideas, events, examples, and themes; note unfamiliar vocabulary; capture their reaction to the theme and media in a drama.
5)  Use the sample responses to the Skills Focus questions to discuss the ideas and themes in the text.
6)  Complete the prewriting questions on the Access handouts and then explain their answers to a partner before they write.
7) Review instructions for peer review. Review writing rubric.
8)  Complete the writing assignment using textual evidence to support their response. When completed, click submit.
9)  Submit substantive feedback to two peers.
D4:
1) Read aloud and discuss the blast, that is, the title and the driving question.
2)  Use the Blast Glossary provided in Access handouts to help them understand key terms in the Background and Research links.
3)  Draft their initial responses to the driving question in their notebooks.
4)  Read the Blast background to provide context for the essential question.
5)  Refer to the glossary on their Access handouts to determine word definitions.
6)  Check a dictionary or online reference tool, like http://tinyurl.com/6ytby.
7)  Complete the summary activity in the Access 4 handout, based on the Background information.
8) Work in pairs or individually to use questions to spark discussion about Background information.
9)  Complete the fill-in-the-blank activity in the Access handouts by choosing the letter of the word that best completes the sentence.
10)  Write their Blast response in 140 characters or less.
11)  Review the Blasts of their peers and to provide guidance on developing ideas for revision and feedback on audience and purpose.
12)  Identify a few strong Blasts and discuss what made those responses so powerful.

http://tinyurl.com/6ytby


13) Revise versions of their blasts for clarity and readability.
D5:
1) Perform an initial reading of the text.
2) Answer questions to demonstrate comprehension of the text.
3) Respond to short analysis to demonstrate comprehension of the text.
4) Make inferences about the text and cite textual evidence.
5) Define vocabulary words using context clues. Make predictions about vocabulary words.
6) Take part in class discussions to share ideas and hear the ideas of others.
7) Participate in a variety of text related class discussion.
8) Work independently and collaboratively.

Materials/Resources
D1:  Skills lesson on theme in The Diary of Anne Frank: A Play; Speaking & Listening Handbook; Access handouts
D2: Access handouts
D3: Close Read lesson on The Diary of Anne Frank: A Play; Speaking & Listening Handbook The Diary of Anne Frank: A Play Vocabulary Worksheet;
Access handouts
D4: Access handouts
D5: First Read lesson on The Boy in the Striped Pajamas: A Fable; Speaking & Listening Handbook; Access handouts
Time Frame/Concepts
Week 4
D1: Skill: Point of View
D2: Skill: Character
D3a: Close Read “The Boy in the Striped Pajamas: A Fable”; b: Blast: The Cost of War
D4: First Read “Teaching History Through Fiction”
D5a: Skill: Arguments & Claims
Student Learning Expectations (Objectives)
D1: Learn the definition of point of view; Practice using concrete strategies for identifying point of view; Participate effectively in a range of
conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
D2: Learn the definition of character; Practice using concrete strategies for analyzing character in a literature selection; Participate effectively in a range
of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
D3: a-Complete a close reading of a passage from literature. Practice and apply concrete strategies for analyzing character and point of view in an
excerpt from The Boy in the Striped Pajamas: A Fable. Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build
upon the ideas of others. Pre-write, plan, and produce clear and coherent writing in response to a prompt; b-Explore background information about
how war hurts the environment; Research using hyperlinks to a range of information about the environmental effects of different wars and the effect on
animals.



D4: Perform an initial reading of a text and demonstrate comprehension by responding to short analysis and inference questions with textual evidence;
Practice defining vocabulary words using context clues; Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build
upon the ideas of others
D5: Learn the definitions of argument and claim; Practice using concrete strategies for identifying and determining the effectiveness of arguments and
claims; Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
Standards
 AR.L.8.4.AAR.L.8.4.BAR.RL.8.1AR.RL.8.2AR.RL.8.3AR.RL.8.4AR.RL.8.6AR.W.8.1AR.W.8.2
Key Terminology (Vocabulary)
D1: indicate, attentive, perspective, narrow down, disclose
D2: incident, provoke, resolution, develop, propel
D3: a-anatomy, disbelieving, rooting, sage, welling; b- civilian, unfathomable, deforestation, fallout, mechanization, phosgene, embargo, herbicide
D4: fiction, alive, fable, Holocaust, distorting, relevant, perspective, conundrum, manipulating, anachronistic, implausible
D5: unique, credible, valid, realistic portrayal, evaluate
Activities & Assessments:
D1:
1) Watch the Concept Definition video on point of view. Complete the matching exercise on the Access 1, 2, 3, and 4 handouts as they watch the video. 
2) After watching the Concept Definition video, read the definition of point of view. Engage in a discussion about point of view. Consult Access
handouts.
3) Listen to audio clips of popular songs and identify the point of view of the narrator in the song. Discuss the different kinds of information gotten
depending on the point of view.
4) Read and annotate the Model text. Use the annotation tool to indicate specific areas of the text. See Access handouts.
5) Talk together playing the roles of different characters. Create screencasts of the talks using Educreations (www.educreations.com).
6) Go through the text and highlight all of the pronouns that indicate the use of third-person point of view. List the pronouns on a chart for referral
during the lesson.
7) Answer the comprehension questions to test for understanding.
8) Work in pairs to write one additional Comprehend question based on the passage. Create a Google Form to collect the student-generated questions
and answers, and then use those questions to create a quiz using Socrative. Run this quiz as a Space Race and compete against each other to correctly
answer questions.
D2:
1) Watch the Concept Definition video on character. Understand the definition of character traits, focusing in particular on how these traits may change
or evolve over the course of a story. Pause the video at key moments indicated by the teacher to discuss the information with your students. Complete
the matching exercise on the Access 1, 2, 3, and 4 handouts as they watch the video. 
2) After watching the Concept Definition video, Read the definition of character. Either in small groups or as a whole class, use the teacher provided
questions to engage in a discussion about character. Follow the rules for collegial discussions. Refer to Access handouts.
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3) Independently read the Model section. Use the annotation tool to: highlight key points; ask questions; identify places where the Model applies the
strategies laid out in the Identification and Application section. Refer to the Access handouts.
4) Answer the comprehension questions to test for understanding.
D3:
a-1) Copy the vocabulary into their notebooks. Consult general and specialized reference materials, both print and digital, to prepare the precise
meaning of a specific word with their initial vocabulary predictions from the First Read. Review words defined incorrectly to understand why they were
unable to use context clues or other tools to develop usable definitions. Complete the Access handouts.
2) Complete the fill-in-the-blank vocabulary worksheet.
3) Listen as your teacher models a close reading using the annotation strategies mentioned.
4) Read and annotate the excerpt. Use the annotation tool as they read to: respond to the Skills Focus section; ask questions; make connections;
identify key individuals, ideas, events, examples, and themes; note unfamiliar vocabulary; capture their reaction to the theme and media in a drama.
5)  Use the sample responses to the Skills Focus questions to discuss the ideas and themes in the text.
6)  Complete the prewriting questions on the Access handouts and then explain their answers to a partner before they write.
7) Review instructions for peer review. Review writing rubric.
8)  Complete the writing assignment using textual evidence to support their response. When completed, click submit.
9)  Submit substantive feedback to two peers. b-1) Read aloud and discuss the blast, that is, the title and the driving question.
2)  Use the Blast Glossary provided in Access handouts to help them understand key terms in the Background and Research links.
3)  Draft their initial responses to the driving question in their notebooks.
4)  Read the Blast background to provide context for the essential question.
5)  Refer to the glossary on their Access handouts to determine word definitions.
6)  Check a dictionary or online reference tool, like http://tinyurl.com/6ytby.
7)  Complete the summary activity in the Access 4 handout, based on the Background information.
8) Work in pairs or individually to use questions to spark discussion about Background information.
9)  Complete the fill-in-the-blank activity in the Access handouts by choosing the letter of the word that best completes the sentence.
10)  Write their Blast response in 140 characters or less.
11)  Review the Blasts of their peers and to provide guidance on developing ideas for revision and feedback on audience and purpose.
12)  Identify a few strong Blasts and discuss what made those responses so powerful.
13) Revise versions of their blasts for clarity and readability.
D4:
1) Perform an initial reading of the text.
2) Answer questions to demonstrate comprehension of the text.
3) Respond to short analysis to demonstrate comprehension of the text.
4) Make inferences about the text and cite textual evidence.
5) Define vocabulary words using context clues. Make predictions about vocabulary words.
6) Take part in class discussions to share ideas and hear the ideas of others.
7) Participate in a variety of text related class discussion.

http://tinyurl.com/6ytby


8) Work independently and collaboratively.
D5:
1) Watch Concept Definition Video. Complete Access handouts.
2) Read and discuss the definition of argument or claim. Use questions to engage in discussion. Complete Access handouts.
3) Read and annotate text using annotation tool.
4) Answer the comprehension questions to test for understanding. 
Materials/Resources
D1: Skills lesson on point of view in The Boy in the Striped Pajamas: A Fable; Speaking & Listening Handbook; Access handouts
D2: Skills lesson on character in The Boy in the Striped Pajamas: A Fable; Speaking & Listening Handbook; Access handouts
D3: a-Close Read lesson on The Boy in the Striped Pajamas: A Fable; Speaking & Listening Handbook; Access handouts b- Blast: The Cost of War;
Access handouts
D4:  First Read lesson on Teaching History Through Fiction; Speaking & Listening Handbook; Grammar handout “Using Commas with Clauses”
Access handouts
D5: Skills lesson on argument and claim in Teaching History Through Fiction
Speaking & Listening Handbook; Access handouts
Time Frame/Concepts
Week 5
D1: Skill: Compare & Contrast
D2: Close Read “Teaching History Through Fiction”
D3: Blast: A Model of Courage
D4: First Read “Hitler Youth: Growing Up in Hitler’s Shadow”
D5: Skill: Informational Text Element
Student Learning Expectations (Objectives)
D1: Learn the definition of compare and contrast; Practice using concrete strategies for comparing and contrasting two persuasive passages; Participate
effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
D2: Complete a close reading of two essays arguing opposing points of view on a contemporary issue; Practice and apply concrete strategies for
comparing, contrasting, delineating, and evaluating arguments and claims in the two essays; Participate effectively in a range of conversations and
collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
D3: Explore background information about real-world acts of courage in today's world, and why people take serious risks to help others in dangerous
situations; Research using hyperlinks to a range of information about real-world acts of courage, including news articles, blog posts, and videos.
D4: Perform an initial reading of a text and demonstrate comprehension by responding to short analysis and inference questions with textual evidence;
Practice defining vocabulary words using context clues; Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build
upon the ideas of others.
D5: Learn the definition of informational text elements; Practice using concrete strategies for analyzing informational text elements; Participate
effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.



Standards
 AR.L.8.4.AAR.RI.8.1AR.RI.8.2AR.RI.8.3AR.RI.8.4AR.RI.8.5AR.RI.8.8AR.RI.8.9
Key Terminology (Vocabulary)
D1: essential, counterargument, sources, proof, cautionary
D2: conundrum, anachronistic, manipulating, relevant, implausible, perspective
D3: memoir, true account, maintain, famines, element
D4: alienated, buckled, standardized, implemented, intimidate
D5: typical, distinction, yard stick, confide, Storm Trooper
Activities & Assessments:
D1:
1) Watch the Concept Definition video on compare and contrast. Complete the matching exercise on the Access 1, 2, 3, and 4 handouts as they watch
the video.  
2)  Read the definition of compare and contrast.  Complete the sentence frames on the Access 1 handout as they read the definition.

3)  Independently read the Model section. Use the annotation tool to: highlight key points; ask questions; identify places where the Model applies the

strategies laid out in the Identification and Application section on compare and contrast; comment on the effect each narrator's interpretation of the

facts and topic has on your own understanding of the topic; note unfamiliar vocabulary.
4) Work in small groups to use the strategies from the Model to compare and contrast other excerpts. Use the Venn diagram to record evidence. Then in
groups or as a class, discuss.
D2:
1) Copy the vocabulary into their notebooks. Consult general and specialized reference materials, both print and digital, to prepare the precise meaning
of a specific word with their initial vocabulary predictions from the First Read. Review words defined incorrectly to understand why they were unable to
use context clues or other tools to develop usable definitions. Complete the Access handouts.
2) Complete the fill-in-the-blank vocabulary worksheet.
3) Listen as your teacher models a close reading using the annotation strategies mentioned.
4) Read and annotate the excerpt. Use the annotation tool as they read to indicate areas specified by the teacher.
5)  Use the sample responses to the Skills Focus questions to discuss the ideas and themes in the text.
6)  Complete the prewriting questions on the Access handouts and then explain their answers to a partner before they write.
7) Review instructions for peer review. Review writing rubric.
8)  Complete the writing assignment using textual evidence to support their response. When completed, click submit.
9)  Submit substantive feedback to two peers.
D3:
1) Read aloud and discuss the blast, that is, the title and the driving question.
2)  Use the Blast Glossary provided in Access handouts to help them understand key terms in the Background and Research links.
3)  Draft their initial responses to the driving question in their notebooks.
4)  Read the Blast background to provide context for the essential question.
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5)  Refer to the glossary on their Access handouts to determine word definitions.
6)  Check a dictionary or online reference tool, like http://tinyurl.com/6ytby.
7)  Complete the summary activity in the Access 4 handout, based on the Background information.
8) Work in pairs or individually to use questions to spark discussion about Background information.
9)  Complete the fill-in-the-blank activity in the Access handouts by choosing the letter of the word that best completes the sentence.
10)  Write their Blast response in 140 characters or less.
11)  Review the Blasts of their peers and to provide guidance on developing ideas for revision and feedback on audience and purpose.
12)  Identify a few strong Blasts and discuss what made those responses so powerful.
13) Revise versions of their blasts for clarity and readability.
D4:
1) Perform an initial reading of the text.
2) Answer questions to demonstrate comprehension of the text.
3) Respond to short analysis to demonstrate comprehension of the text.
4) Make inferences about the text and cite textual evidence.
5) Define vocabulary words using context clues. Make predictions about vocabulary words.
6) Take part in class discussions to share ideas and hear the ideas of others.
7) Participate in a variety of text related class discussion.
8) Work independently and collaboratively.
D5:
1)  Watch the Concept Definition video on informational text elements. Become familiar with all the different elements shared in the video, including
individuals, ideas, and events, as well as how these elements interact over the course of a text. Pause the video at key moments to discuss the
information.  Complete the matching exercise on the Access 1, 2, 3, and 4 handouts as they watch the video. 
2)   After watching the Concept Definition video, read the definition of informational text elements. Either in small groups or as a whole class, use
questions to engage in a discussion about informational text elements.  Complete the sentence frames on the Access 1 handout as they read the
definition. Use the completed sentence frames to help participate in discussion.
3)   Take notes on the video on Informational Text Elements. Pause the video at key moments to discuss the information.  Complete the chart on the
Access 1, 2, and 4 handouts as they watch the video. 
4)   Read the Model text.  Use the annotation tool.   Use questions to help understand how to analyze the interactions among the informational text
elements.
Materials/Resources
D1: Close Read lesson on Teaching History Through Fiction; Speaking & Listening Handbook Teaching History Through Fiction vocabulary handout;
Access handouts
D2: Skills lesson on comparison and contrast in Teaching History Through Fiction; Speaking & Listening Handbook; Access handouts
D3: Blast: A Model of Courage; Access handouts
D4:  First Read lesson on Hitler Youth: Growing up in Hitler's Shadow; Speaking & Listening Handbook; Access handouts
D5: Skills lesson on informational text elements in Hitler Youth: Growing up in Hitler's Shadow; Speaking & Listening Handbook; Access handouts

http://tinyurl.com/6ytby


Time Frame/Concepts
Week 6
D1: Skill: Reason & Evidence
D2: Close Read “Hitler Youth: Growing Up in Hitler’s Shadow”
D3: Blast: We Want You
D4: First Read “Parallel Journeys”
D5: Skill: Informational Text Element
Student Learning Expectations (Objectives)
D1: Learn the definition of reasons and evidence; Practice using concrete strategies for identifying reasons and evidence; Participate effectively in a
range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
D2: Complete a close reading of a passage of information; Practice and apply concrete strategies for identifying informational text elements and
analyzing reasons and evidence in a nonfiction text; Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build
upon the ideas of others.
D3: Explore background information about the use of various media to inspire the American public during World War II; Research using hyperlinks to a
range of information about World War II U.S. propaganda.
D4: Read an excerpt from a nonfiction book and make inferences and analyze text elements, providing textual evidence to support responses; Practice
using context clues to define vocabulary words; Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the
ideas of others.
D5: Learn the definition of informational text elements; Practice using concrete strategies for analyzing informational text elements; Participate
effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
Standards
 AR.L.8.4.AAR.L.8.5.BAR.RI.8.1AR.RI.8.2AR.RIdelineate.8.3AR.RI.8.4AR.RI.8.6AR.RI.8.8AR.SL.8.1.AAR.SL.8.1.BAR.SL.8.1.DAR.W.8.1AR.W.8.2
Key Terminology (Vocabulary)
D1: delineate, validity, stifle, motto, withdraw
D2: alienated, buckled, standardized, implemented, intimidate
D3: uprooted, newsreel, slogan, stir, rationed
D4: reigned, synagogues, riveted, bizarre, pogrom
D5: dual, classified, schweinhunde, commentary, implication
Activities & Assessments:
D1:
1) Watch the Concept Definition video on reasons and evidence. Complete the Match exercise on the Access 1, 2, 3, and 4 handouts as they watch the
video. 
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2)  After watching the Concept Definition video, read the definition of reasons and evidence. Engage in a discussion about reasons and evidence. Refer
to Access handouts.

3) Select and discuss an informational text they've read. How did the author support his or her arguments or claims with reasons and evidence? Which
types of evidence did the author include?
4) Access the link:  http://tinyurl.com/peu44bm . For each of the eight reasons listed, state a type of evidence that would be valid in supporting the
statement.  Post their ideas on a Padlet wall http://tinyurl.com/p4dhemf  or on Lino.it http://tinyurl.com/ylewks3 .
5) Take notes on the video on Reasons and Evidence in Hitler Youth: Growing up in Hitler's Shadow. Watch the video and complete the chart on the
Access 1, 2, and 4 handouts.
6) Read and annotate the Model text. Use the annotation tool to indicate areas specified by the teacher.
7) Understand how to recognize informational text elements and analyze reasons and evidence. 
8)  Answer the comprehension questions to test for understanding. 
D2:
1) Copy the vocabulary into their notebooks. Consult general and specialized reference materials, both print and digital, to prepare the precise meaning
of a specific word with their initial vocabulary predictions from the First Read. Review words defined incorrectly to understand why they were unable to
use context clues or other tools to develop usable definitions. Complete the Access handouts.
2) Complete the fill-in-the-blank vocabulary worksheet.
3) Listen as your teacher models a close reading using the annotation strategies mentioned.
4) Read and annotate the excerpt. Use the annotation tool as they read to indicate areas specified by the teacher.
5)  Use the sample responses to the Skills Focus questions to discuss the ideas and themes in the text.
6)  Complete the prewriting questions on the Access handouts and then explain their answers to a partner before they write.
7) Review instructions for peer review. Review writing rubric.
8)  Complete the writing assignment using textual evidence to support their response. When completed, click submit.
9)  Submit substantive feedback to two peers.
D3:
1) Read aloud and discuss the blast, that is, the title and the driving question.
2)  Use the Blast Glossary provided in Access handouts to help them understand key terms in the Background and Research links.
3)  Draft their initial responses to the driving question in their notebooks.
4)  Read the Blast background to provide context for the essential question.
5)  Refer to the glossary on their Access handouts to determine word definitions.
6)  Check a dictionary or online reference tool, like http://tinyurl.com/6ytby.
7)  Complete the summary activity in the Access 4 handout, based on the Background information.
8) Work in pairs or individually to use questions to spark discussion about Background information.
9)  Complete the fill-in-the-blank activity in the Access handouts by choosing the letter of the word that best completes the sentence.
10)  Write their Blast response in 140 characters or less.
11)  Review the Blasts of their peers and to provide guidance on developing ideas for revision and feedback on audience and purpose.
12)  Identify a few strong Blasts and discuss what made those responses so powerful.

http://tinyurl.com/peu44bm
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13) Revise versions of their blasts for clarity and readability
D4:
1) Perform an initial reading of the text.
2) Answer questions to demonstrate comprehension of the text.
3) Respond to short analysis to demonstrate comprehension of the text.
4) Make inferences about the text and cite textual evidence.
5) Define vocabulary words using context clues. Make predictions about vocabulary words.
6) Take part in class discussions to share ideas and hear the ideas of others.
7) Participate in a variety of text related class discussion.
8) Work independently and collaboratively.
D5:
1)  Watch the Concept Definition video on informational text elements. Become familiar with all the different elements shared in the video, including
individuals, ideas, and events, as well as how these elements interact over the course of a text. Pause the video at key moments to discuss the
information.  Complete the matching exercise on the Access 1, 2, 3, and 4 handouts as they watch the video. 
2)   After watching the Concept Definition video, read the definition of informational text elements. Either in small groups or as a whole class, use
questions to engage in a discussion about informational text elements.  Complete the sentence frames on the Access 1 handout as they read the
definition. Use the completed sentence frames to help participate in discussion.
3)   Take notes on the video on Informational Text Elements. Pause the video at key moments to discuss the information.  Complete the chart on the
Access 1, 2, and 4 handouts as they watch the video. 
4)   Read the Model text.  Use the annotation tool.   Use questions to help understand how to analyze the interactions among the informational text
elements.
Materials/Resources
D1: Skills lesson on reasons and evidence in Hitler Youth: Growing up in Hitler's Shadow; Speaking & Listening Handbook; Access handouts
D2: Close Read lesson on Hitler Youth: Growing up in Hitler's Shadow; Speaking & Listening Handbook Hitler Youth: Growing up in Hitler's
Shadow Vocabulary Worksheet; Access handouts
D3:  Blast: "We Want You!"; Access handouts
D4: First Read lesson on Parallel Journeys; Speaking & Listening Handbook; Grammar handout "Active and Passive Voice"; Access handouts
D5:  Skills lesson on informational text elements in Parallel Journeys; Speaking & Listening Handbook; Access handouts
Time Frame/Concepts
Week 7
D1: Close Read “Parallel Journeys”
D2: Blast: Twisted Tongues
D3: First Read “Dear Miss Breed”
D4: Skill: Media
D5: Close Read “Dear Miss Breed”
Student Learning Expectations (Objectives)



D1: Complete a close reading of a biographical excerpt; Practice and apply concrete strategies for identifying and analyzing informational text elements
in an excerpt from Parallel Journeys; Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of
others.
D2: Explore background information about propaganda, euphemism, and other distortions of language, particularly in the context of politics and war;
Research using hyperlinks to a range of information about propaganda and the way language is used to disguise reality, including essays, images, and an
online museum exhibit.
D3: Read an excerpt from a nonfiction book and make inferences and analyze text elements, providing textual evidence to support responses; Practice
using context clues to define vocabulary words; Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the
ideas of others.
D4: Learn the definition of media; Practice using concrete strategies for analyzing media; Participate effectively in a range of conversations and
collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
D5: Complete a close reading of a nonfiction passage’ Watch a government newsreel on the same topic, and compare and contrast it to the passage;
Practice and apply concrete strategies for analyzing media; Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and
build upon the ideas of others.
Standards
AR.L.8.4.AAR.L.8.4.BAR.RI.8.1AR.RI.8.2AR.RI.8.3AR.RI.8.4AR.RI.8.5AR.RI.8.6AR.W.8.1AR.W.8.2AR.W.8.3;
 AR.L.8.4.AAR.L.8.4.BAR.RI.8.1AR.RI.8.2AR.RI.8.3AR.RI.8.4AR.RI.8.5AR.RI.8.6AR.RI.8.7AR.RI.8.9AR.RL.8.4AR.W.8.1AR.W.8.2
Key Terminology (Vocabulary)
D1: pogrom, reigned, synagogues, riveted, bizarre
D2: unprecedented, suppress, manipulate, idolized, depiction
D3: ancestry, hastily, blistering, torrid, barracks, overwhelming, latrines, mitigated
D4: objective, subjective, eyewitness, perspective
D5: torrid, barracks, overwhelming, latrines, mitigated
Activities & Assessments:
D1:
1) Copy the vocabulary into their notebooks. Consult general and specialized reference materials, both print and digital, to prepare the precise meaning
of a specific word with their initial vocabulary predictions from the First Read. Review words defined incorrectly to understand why they were unable to
use context clues or other tools to develop usable definitions. Complete the Access handouts.
2) Complete the fill-in-the-blank vocabulary worksheet.
3) Listen as your teacher models a close reading using the annotation strategies mentioned.
4) Read and annotate the excerpt. Use the annotation tool as they read to indicate areas specified by the teacher.
5)  Use the sample responses to the Skills Focus questions to discuss the ideas and themes in the text.
6)  Complete the prewriting questions on the Access handouts and then explain their answers to a partner before they write.
7) Review instructions for peer review. Review writing rubric.
8)  Complete the writing assignment using textual evidence to support their response. When completed, click submit.
9)  Submit substantive feedback to two peers.
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D2:
1) Read aloud and discuss the blast, that is, the title and the driving question.
2)  Use the Blast Glossary provided in Access handouts to help them understand key terms in the Background and Research links.
3)  Draft their initial responses to the driving question in their notebooks.
4)  Read the Blast background to provide context for the essential question.
5)  Refer to the glossary on their Access handouts to determine word definitions.
6)  Check a dictionary or online reference tool, like http://tinyurl.com/6ytby.
7)  Complete the summary activity in the Access 4 handout, based on the Background information.
8) Work in pairs or individually to use questions to spark discussion about Background information.
9)  Complete the fill-in-the-blank activity in the Access handouts by choosing the letter of the word that best completes the sentence.
10)  Write their Blast response in 140 characters or less.
11)  Review the Blasts of their peers and to provide guidance on developing ideas for revision and feedback on audience and purpose.
12)  Identify a few strong Blasts and discuss what made those responses so powerful.
13) Revise versions of their blasts for clarity and readability
D3:
1) Perform an initial reading of the text.
2) Answer questions to demonstrate comprehension of the text.
3) Respond to short analysis to demonstrate comprehension of the text.
4) Make inferences about the text and cite textual evidence.
5) Define vocabulary words using context clues. Make predictions about vocabulary words.
6) Take part in class discussions to share ideas and hear the ideas of others.
7) Participate in a variety of text related class discussion.
8) Work independently and collaboratively
D4:
1) Watch the Concept Definition video on media. Understand that “media” is the plural of “medium.”  Pause the video at key moments to discuss the
information. Complete the matching exercise on the Access 1, 2, 3, and 4 handouts as they watch the video.  
2)  After watching the Concept Definition video, read the definition of media. Use the questions to engage students in a discussion about media.
Complete the Access handouts.

3)  Independently read the Model section. Use the annotation tool to: highlight key points; ask questions; identify places where the Model applies the
strategies laid out in the Identification and Application section on analyzing, comparing, and contrasting accounts in different media.
4)  As students read the Model text, use these questions to help them understand how to compare and contrast accounts in two different media.
5) Answer the comprehension questions to test for understanding.
D5:
1) Copy the vocabulary into their notebooks. Consult general and specialized reference materials, both print and digital, to prepare the precise meaning
of a specific word with their initial vocabulary predictions from the First Read. Review words defined incorrectly to understand why they were unable to
use context clues or other tools to develop usable definitions. Complete the Access handouts.
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2) Complete the fill-in-the-blank vocabulary worksheet.
3) Listen as your teacher models a close reading using the annotation strategies mentioned.
4) Read and annotate the excerpt. Use the annotation tool as they read to indicate areas specified by the teacher.
5)  Use the sample responses to the Skills Focus questions to discuss the ideas and themes in the text.
6)  Complete the prewriting questions on the Access handouts and then explain their answers to a partner before they write.
7) Review instructions for peer review. Review writing rubric.
8)  Complete the writing assignment using textual evidence to support their response. When completed, click submit.
9)  Submit substantive feedback to two peers.
Materials/Resources
D1: Close Read lesson on Parallel Journeys; Speaking & Listening Handbook Parallel Journeys Vocabulary Worksheet; Access handouts
D2: Blast: Twisted Tongues; Access handouts
D3: First Read lesson on Dear Miss Breed; Speaking & Listening Handbook; grammar handout on Transitive and Intransitive Verbs; Access handouts
D4: Skills lesson on media in Dear Miss Breed; Speaking & Listening Handbook; Media link: http://www.tubechop.com/watch/5810626; Access
handouts
D5: Close Read lesson on Dear Miss Breed; Speaking & Listening Handbook Dear Miss Breed vocabulary worksheet; Access handouts
Time Frame/Concepts
Week 8
D1: First Read “Nobel Prize Acceptance Speech”
D2: Skill: Media
D3: Skill: Author’s Purpose & Author’s Point of View
D4: Close Read “Nobel Prize Acceptance Speech”
D5: First Read “Remarks in Memory of the Victims of the Holocaust”
Student Learning Expectations (Objectives)
D1: Perform an initial reading of a text and demonstrate comprehension by responding to short analysis and inference questions with textual evidence;
Practice defining vocabulary words using context clues; Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build
upon the ideas of others
D2: Learn the definition of media; Practice using concrete strategies for analyzing media; Participate effectively in a range of conversations and
collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
D3: Learn the definition of author’s purpose and author's point of view; Practice using concrete strategies for identifying and analyzing author’s purpose
and author's point of view; Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
D4: Complete a close reading of a passage of an informational text; Practice and apply concrete strategies for identifying and analyzing author purpose
and point of view and media in an excerpt from the "Nobel Prize Acceptance Speech"; Participate effectively in a range of conversations and
collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.

http://www.tubechop.com/watch/5810626


D5: Perform an initial reading of a text and demonstrate comprehension by responding to short analysis and inference questions with textual evidence;
Practice defining vocabulary words using context clues; Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build
upon the ideas of others.

Standards

 AR.L.8.4.AAR.L.8.4.BAR.RI.8.1AR.RI.8.2AR.RI.8.3AR.RI.8.4AR.RI.8.5AR.RI.8.6AR.RI.8.7AR.SL.8.1.AAR.SL.8.1.CAR.SL.8.1.DAR.W.8.1AR.W.8.2

Key Terminology (Vocabulary)
D1: cause, vain, silent, oppression, concentration camp, indifferent, injustice, Nobel Peace Prize, active resistance, suffering, survivor, humiliation,
contempt, atonement, dignity, humility, multitudes, deportation, naïve, violated
D2: enhance, detract, humility, authority, beseeching
D3: intensify, viewpoints, defend, genocide
D4: humility, deportation, multitudes, naïve, violated
D5: Secretary-General of United Nations, vulnerable, rooted, Holocaust, tragedies, shalom, genocide, atrocities, reconciliation, exterminated
Activities & Assessments:
D1:
1) Perform an initial reading of the text.
2) Answer questions to demonstrate comprehension of the text.
3) Respond to short analysis to demonstrate comprehension of the text.
4) Make inferences about the text and cite textual evidence.
5) Define vocabulary words using context clues. Make predictions about vocabulary words.
6) Take part in class discussions to share ideas and hear the ideas of others.
7) Participate in a variety of text related class discussion.
8) Work independently and collaboratively
D2:
1) Watch the Concept Definition video on media. Understand that “media” is the plural of “medium.”  Pause the video at key moments to discuss the
information. Complete the matching exercise on the Access 1, 2, 3, and 4 handouts as they watch the video.  
2)  After watching the Concept Definition video, read the definition of media. Use the questions to engage students in a discussion about media.
Complete the Access handouts.

3)  Independently read the Model section. Use the annotation tool to: highlight key points; ask questions; identify places where the Model applies the
strategies laid out in the Identification and Application section on media.
4)  As students read the Model text, use these questions to help them understand how to determine the differences between the written and spoken
text of the passage.
5) Answer the comprehension questions to test for understanding.
D3:
1) Learn the definition of author’s purpose.
2) Learn the definition of author’s point of view.
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3) Use strategies to identify author’s purpose and author’s point of view.
4) Use strategies to analyze author’s purpose and point of view.
5) Take part in conversations and work collaboratively to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
6) Complete Access handouts.
D4:
1) Copy the vocabulary into their notebooks. Consult general and specialized reference materials, both print and digital, to prepare the precise meaning
of a specific word with their initial vocabulary predictions from the First Read. Review words defined incorrectly to understand why they were unable to
use context clues or other tools to develop usable definitions. Complete the Access handouts.
2) Complete the fill-in-the-blank vocabulary worksheet.
3) Listen as your teacher models a close reading using the annotation strategies mentioned.
4) Read and annotate the excerpt. Use the annotation tool as they read to indicate areas specified by the teacher.
5)  Use the sample responses to the Skills Focus questions to discuss the ideas and themes in the text.
6)  Complete the prewriting questions on the Access handouts and then explain their answers to a partner before they write.
7) Review instructions for peer review. Review writing rubric.
8)  Complete the writing assignment using textual evidence to support their response. When completed, click submit.
9)  Submit substantive feedback to two peers.
D5:
1) Perform an initial reading of the text.
2) Answer questions to demonstrate comprehension of the text.
3) Respond to short analysis to demonstrate comprehension of the text.
4) Make inferences about the text and cite textual evidence.
5) Define vocabulary words using context clues. Make predictions about vocabulary words.
6) Take part in class discussions to share ideas and hear the ideas of others.
7) Participate in a variety of text related class discussion.
8) Work independently and collaboratively
Materials/Resources
D1: First Read lesson on "Nobel Prize Acceptance Speech"; Speaking & Listening Handbook; Access handouts
D2: kills lesson on media in "Nobel Prize Acceptance Speech"; Speaking & Listening Handbook; Media
link: http://www.nobelprize.org/mediaplayer/index.php?id...; Access handouts
D3: Skills lesson on author's purpose and point of view in the "Nobel Prize Acceptance Speech"; Speaking & Listening Handbook; Access handouts
D4: Close Read lesson on "Nobel Prize Acceptance Speech"; Speaking & Listening Handbook; "Nobel Prize Acceptance Speech "vocabulary worksheet
Access handouts
D5: First Read lesson on "Remarks in Memory of the Victims of The Holocaust"; Speaking & Listening Handbook; Access handouts
Time Frame/Concepts
Week 9
D1: Skill: Informational Text Elements

http://www.nobelprize.org/mediaplayer/index.php?id=2028


D2: Close Read “Remarks in Memory of the Victims of the Holocaust”
D3: Blast: Bonded by Conflict
D4: Unit Assessment
D5: Unit Assessment
Student Learning Expectations (Objectives)
D1: Learn the definition of informational text elements; Practice using concrete strategies for analyzing informational text elements; Participate
effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
D2: Complete a close reading of an informational text; Practice and apply concrete strategies for identifying theme in an excerpt from "Remarks in
Memory of the Victims of the Holocaust”: Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the
ideas of others.
D3: Explore background information about the concept of why conflict brings people together; Research using hyperlinks to a range of information
about conflict and group mentality.
D4: Unit Assessment
D5: Unit Assessment
Standards

 AR.L.8.4.AAR.L.8.4.BAR.RI.8.1AR.RI.8.2AR.RI.8.3AR.RI.8.4AR.RI.8.5AR.RI.8.6AR.RI.8.8AR.RL.8.4AR.W.8.1AR.W.8.2
Key Terminology (Vocabulary)
D1: nonfiction, signals, vigilant, audience, principles
D2: Shalom, genocide, atrocities, reconciliation, exterminated
D3: contempt, barbarians, ethnocentrism, heighten, patriotism
D4: Unit Assessment
D5: Unit Assessment
Activities & Assessments:
D1:
1)  Watch the Concept Definition video on informational text elements. Become familiar with all the different elements shared in the video, including
individuals, ideas, and events, as well as how these elements interact over the course of a text. Pause the video at key moments to discuss the
information.  Complete the matching exercise on the Access 1, 2, 3, and 4 handouts as they watch the video. 
2)   After watching the Concept Definition video, read the definition of informational text elements. Either in small groups or as a whole class, use
questions to engage in a discussion about informational text elements.  Complete the sentence frames on the Access 1 handout as they read the
definition. Use the completed sentence frames to help participate in discussion.
3)   Take notes on the video on Informational Text Elements. Pause the video at key moments to discuss the information.  Complete the chart on the
Access 1, 2, and 4 handouts as they watch the video. 
4)   Read the Model text.  Use the annotation tool.   Use questions to help understand how to analyze the interactions among the informational text
elements.
D2:
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1) Copy the vocabulary into their notebooks. Consult general and specialized reference materials, both print and digital, to prepare the precise meaning
of a specific word with their initial vocabulary predictions from the First Read. Review words defined incorrectly to understand why they were unable to
use context clues or other tools to develop usable definitions. Complete the Access handouts.
2) Complete the fill-in-the-blank vocabulary worksheet.
3) Listen as your teacher models a close reading using the annotation strategies mentioned.
4) Read and annotate the excerpt. Use the annotation tool as they read to indicate areas specified by the teacher.
5)  Use the sample responses to the Skills Focus questions to discuss the ideas and themes in the text.
6)  Complete the prewriting questions on the Access handouts and then explain their answers to a partner before they write.
7) Review instructions for peer review. Review writing rubric.
8)  Complete the writing assignment using textual evidence to support their response. When completed, click submit.
9)  Submit substantive feedback to two peers.
D3:
1) Read aloud and discuss the blast, that is, the title and the driving question.
2)  Use the Blast Glossary provided in Access handouts to help them understand key terms in the Background and Research links.
3)  Draft their initial responses to the driving question in their notebooks.
4)  Read the Blast background to provide context for the essential question.
5)  Refer to the glossary on their Access handouts to determine word definitions.
6)  Check a dictionary or online reference tool, like http://tinyurl.com/6ytby.
7)  Complete the summary activity in the Access 4 handout, based on the Background information.
8) Work in pairs or individually to use questions to spark discussion about Background information.
9)  Complete the fill-in-the-blank activity in the Access handouts by choosing the letter of the word that best completes the sentence.
10)  Write their Blast response in 140 characters or less.
11)  Review the Blasts of their peers and to provide guidance on developing ideas for revision and feedback on audience and purpose.
12)  Identify a few strong Blasts and discuss what made those responses so powerful.
13) Revise versions of their blasts for clarity and readability
D4: Unit Assessment
D5: Unit Assessment
Materials/Resources
D1: Skills lesson on informational text structure in "Remarks in Memory of the Victims of The Holocaust"; Speaking & Listening Handbook;
Access handouts
D2: Close Read lesson on "Remarks in Memory of the Victims of The Holocaust"; Speaking & Listening Handbook; "Remarks in Memory of the Victims of
The Holocaust" vocabulary worksheet; Access handouts
D3: Blast: Bonded by Conflict; Access handouts
D4: Unit Assessment
D5: Unit Assessment
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Unit III:
Enduring Understanding:
It is the experiences in life that shape or values, make us who we are.
Essential Questions(s):
How can life experiences shape our values? 
Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Week 1
D1: a-Unit Preview; b-Blast: Service with a Smile
D2: First Read “Abuela Invents the Zero”
D3: Skill: Theme
D4: Skill: Character
D5: Close Read “Abuela Invents the Zero”
Student Learning Expectations (Objectives):
D1: b-Explore background information about becoming a better person by helping others, and the reasons why we want to become better; Research
using hyperlinks to a range of information about helping other people, including articles, interviews, blog entries, and interactive websites.
D2: Perform an initial reading of a text and demonstrate comprehension by responding to short analysis and inference questions with textual evidence;
Practice defining vocabulary words using context clues; Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build
upon the ideas of others.
D3: Learn the definition of theme. Practice using concrete strategies for identifying theme. Participate effectively in a range of conversations and
collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others

D4: Learn the definition of character; Practice using concrete strategies for analyzing character in a literature selection; Participate effectively in a range
of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
D5: Complete a close reading of a short story; Practice and apply concrete strategies for identifying theme and analyzing character in a short story;
Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
Standards:
AR.L.8.4.AAR.L.8.4.BAR.RL.8.1AR.RL.8.2AR.RL.8.3AR.RL.8.4AR.W.8.1AR.W.8.2AR.W.8.3
Key Terminology (Vocabulary)
D1: b-volunteer, motivated, driven, hardship, striking
D2: reflect, identity, bizarre, contemplate, trembling, more Catholic than the Pope, pry, congregation, cringe
D3: explicitly, perseverance, structure, elements, genre
D4: aspect, propel, disclose, perspective, abrupt, shine a light
D5: compromise, obligation, purgatory, periscope, senile
Activities & Assessments:
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D1:
1) Read aloud and discuss the blast, that is, the title and the driving question.
2)  Use the Blast Glossary provided in Access handouts to help them understand key terms in the Background and Research links.
3)  Draft their initial responses to the driving question in their notebooks.
4)  Read the Blast background to provide context for the essential question.
5)  Refer to the glossary on their Access handouts to determine word definitions.
6)  Check a dictionary or online reference tool, like http://tinyurl.com/6ytby.
7)  Complete the summary activity in the Access 4 handout, based on the Background information.
8) Work in pairs or individually to use questions to spark discussion about Background information.
9)  Complete the fill-in-the-blank activity in the Access handouts by choosing the letter of the word that best completes the sentence.
10)  Write their Blast response in 140 characters or less.
11)  Review the Blasts of their peers and to provide guidance on developing ideas for revision and feedback on audience and purpose.
12)  Identify a few strong Blasts and discuss what made those responses so powerful.
13) Revise versions of their blasts for clarity and readability
D2:
1) Perform an initial reading of the text.
2) Answer questions to demonstrate comprehension of the text.
3) Respond to short analysis to demonstrate comprehension of the text.
4) Make inferences about the text and cite textual evidence.
5) Define vocabulary words using context clues. Make predictions about vocabulary words.
6) Take part in class discussions to share ideas and hear the ideas of others.
7) Participate in a variety of text related class discussion.
8) Work independently and collaboratively
D3:
1) Watch the Concept Definition video on theme. Complete the fill in the blank exercise on the Access 1, 2, 3, and 4 handouts as they watch the video.
2)  After watching the Concept Definition video, read the definition of theme. Either in small groups or as a whole class, use the questions (teacher
given) to engage students in a discussion about theme.  Refer to Access handouts.
3)  Take notes on the video on theme in "Abuela Invents the Zero” as you watch together. Complete the chart on the Access 1, 2, and 4 handouts as they
watch the video. 
D4:
1) Watch the Concept Definition video on character. Understand the definition of character traits, focusing in particular on how these traits may change
or evolve over the course of a story. Pause the video at key moments indicated by the teacher to discuss the information with your students. Complete
the matching exercise on the Access 1, 2, 3, and 4 handouts as they watch the video. 
2) After watching the Concept Definition video, Read the definition of character. Either in small groups or as a whole class, use the teacher provided
questions to engage in a discussion about character. Follow the rules for collegial discussions. Refer to Access handouts.
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3) Independently read the Model section. Use the annotation tool to: highlight key points; ask questions; identify places where the Model applies the
strategies laid out in the Identification and Application section. Refer to the Access handouts.
4) Answer the comprehension questions to test for understanding
D5:
1) Copy the vocabulary into their notebooks. Consult general and specialized reference materials, both print and digital, to prepare the precise meaning
of a specific word with their initial vocabulary predictions from the First Read. Review words defined incorrectly to understand why they were unable to
use context clues or other tools to develop usable definitions. Complete the Access handouts.
2) Complete the fill-in-the-blank vocabulary worksheet.
3) Listen as your teacher models a close reading using the annotation strategies mentioned.
4) Read and annotate the excerpt. Use the annotation tool as they read to indicate areas specified by the teacher.
5)  Use the sample responses to the Skills Focus questions to discuss the ideas and themes in the text.
6)  Complete the prewriting questions on the Access handouts and then explain their answers to a partner before they write.
7) Review instructions for peer review. Review writing rubric.
8)  Complete the writing assignment using textual evidence to support their response. When completed, click submit.
9)  Submit substantive feedback to two peers.
Materials/Resources
D1: Blast: Service with a Smile; Access handouts
D2:  First Read lesson on "Abuela Invents the Zero"; Speaking & Listening Handbook; Handout – Grammar Practice: Participles and Participial Phrases;
Access handouts
D3: Skills lesson on theme in "Abuela Invents the Zero"; Speaking & Listening Handbook; Access handouts
D4: Skills lesson on character in "Abuela Invents the Zero"; Speaking & Listening Handbook
Access handouts
D5: Close Read lesson on "Abuela Invents the Zero"; Speaking & Listening Handbook; Vocabulary Review Worksheet; Access handouts
Time Frame/Concepts
Week 2:
D1: First Read “Home”
D2: Skill: Character
D3: Close Read “Home”
D4: First Read “A Celebration of Grandfathers”
D5: Skill: Central or Main Idea
Student Learning Expectations (Objectives)
D1: Perform an initial reading of a text and demonstrate comprehension by responding to short analysis and inference questions with textual evidence;
Practice defining vocabulary words using context clues; Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build
upon the ideas of others.



D2: Learn the definition of character; Practice using concrete strategies for analyzing character in a literature selection; Participate effectively in a range
of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
D3: Complete a close reading of a short story; Practice and apply concrete strategies for analyzing character in a short story; Participate effectively in a
range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
D4: Perform an initial reading of a text and demonstrate comprehension by responding to short analysis and inference questions with textual evidence;
Practice defining vocabulary words using context clues; Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build
upon the ideas of others.
D5: Learn the definition of central or main idea; Practice using concrete strategies for identifying central ideas in a text; Participate effectively in a range
of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
Standards
 AR.L.8.4.AAR.RL.8.1AR.RL.8.2AR.RL.8.3AR.RL.8.4AR.W.8.1AR.W.8.2
Key Terminology (Vocabulary)
D1: authentic, objective, depictions, muse, scruple, inured, discursive, consumption, plucky
D2: reasoning; dialogue; discloses; strict; business-like manner; switch back and forth
D3: consumption, discursive, inured, plucky, scruple
D4: reflected his own, published, body of Chicano literature, reflects, inanimate, authentic, pueblo, bystander, adobe
D5: develop, memoir, objectively, observed, interprets
Activities & Assessments:
D1:
1) Perform an initial reading of the text.
2) Answer questions to demonstrate comprehension of the text.
3) Respond to short analysis to demonstrate comprehension of the text.
4) Make inferences about the text and cite textual evidence.
5) Define vocabulary words using context clues. Make predictions about vocabulary words.
6) Take part in class discussions to share ideas and hear the ideas of others.
7) Participate in a variety of text related class discussion.
8) Work independently and collaboratively
D2:
1) Watch the Concept Definition video on character. Understand the definition of character traits, focusing in particular on how these traits may change
or evolve over the course of a story. Pause the video at key moments indicated by the teacher to discuss the information with your students. Complete
the matching exercise on the Access 1, 2, 3, and 4 handouts as they watch the video. 
2) After watching the Concept Definition video, Read the definition of character. Either in small groups or as a whole class, use the teacher provided
questions to engage in a discussion about character. Follow the rules for collegial discussions. Refer to Access handouts.

3) Independently read the Model section. Use the annotation tool to: highlight key points; ask questions; identify places where the Model applies the
strategies laid out in the Identification and Application section. Refer to the Access handouts.
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4) Answer the comprehension questions to test for understanding
D3:
1) Copy the vocabulary into their notebooks. Consult general and specialized reference materials, both print and digital, to prepare the precise meaning
of a specific word with their initial vocabulary predictions from the First Read. Review words defined incorrectly to understand why they were unable to
use context clues or other tools to develop usable definitions. Complete the Access handouts.
2) Complete the fill-in-the-blank vocabulary worksheet.
3) Listen as your teacher models a close reading using the annotation strategies mentioned.
4) Read and annotate the excerpt. Use the annotation tool as they read to indicate areas specified by the teacher.
5)  Use the sample responses to the Skills Focus questions to discuss the ideas and themes in the text.
6)  Complete the prewriting questions on the Access handouts and then explain their answers to a partner before they write.
7) Review instructions for peer review. Review writing rubric.
8)  Complete the writing assignment using textual evidence to support their response. When completed, click submit.
9)  Submit substantive feedback to two peers.
10) Complete Grammar handout.
D4:
1) Perform an initial reading of the text.
2) Answer questions to demonstrate comprehension of the text.
3) Respond to short analysis to demonstrate comprehension of the text.
4) Make inferences about the text and cite textual evidence.
5) Define vocabulary words using context clues. Make predictions about vocabulary words.
6) Take part in class discussions to share ideas and hear the ideas of others.
7) Participate in a variety of text related class discussion.
8) Work independently and collaboratively
D5:
1) Watch the Concept Definition video on Central or Main Idea. Understand the definition of Central or Main Idea, as well as how to write an objective
summary. Pause the video at teacher-identified key moments to discuss the information. Complete the matching exercise on the Access 1, 2, 3, and 4
handouts as they watch the video. 
2) After watching the Concept Definition video, read the definition of central or main idea. Either in small groups or as a whole class, use the teacher
disclosed questions to spur discussion about central or main idea. Follow the rules for collegial discussions. Use/complete Access handouts.
3) Answer the comprehension questions to test for understanding. Discuss the importance of being able to evaluate sound reasoning and relevant
evidence.
Materials/Resources
D1: First Read lesson on "Home"; Speaking & Listening Handbook; Access handouts
D2: Skills lesson on character in "Home"; Speaking & Listening Handbook; Access handouts
D3: Close Read lesson on "Home"; Speaking & Listening Handbook; "Home" Vocabulary Worksheet; Access handouts
D4: First Read lesson on "A Celebration of Grandfathers"; Speaking & Listening Handbook; Access handouts



D5: Skills lesson on central or main idea in "A Celebration of Grandfathers"; Speaking & Listening Handbook; Access handouts
Time Frame/Concepts
Week 3
D1: a-Close Read “A Celebration of Grandfathers”; b-Blast: Family Matters
D2: First Read “Mother to Son”
D3: Skill: Tone
D4: Close Read “Mother to Son”
D5: First Read “Little Women”
Student Learning Expectations (Objectives)
D1: a- Complete a close reading of a passage of informational text; Practice and apply concrete strategies for identifying central or main idea in an
informational text; Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others. b- Explore
background information about Malala Yousafzai and how her family shaped who she is; Research using hyperlinks to a range of information about
Malala and her family.
D2: Perform an initial reading of a text and demonstrate comprehension by responding to short analysis and inference questions with textual evidence;
Practice defining vocabulary words using context clues; Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build
upon the ideas of others
D3: Learn the definition of tone; Practice using concrete strategies for identifying tone; Participate effectively in a range of conversations and
collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
D4: Complete a close reading of a passage of literature; Practice and apply concrete strategies for analyzing tone; Participate effectively in a range of
conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
D5: : Perform an initial reading of a text and demonstrate comprehension by responding to short analysis and inference questions with textual evidence;
Practice defining vocabulary words using context clues; Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build
upon the ideas of others.
Standards:

 AR.L.8.4.AAR.L.8.4.BAR.RI.8.1AR.RI.8.2AR.RI.8.3AR.RI.8.4AR.RL.8.6AR.W.8.1AR.W.8.2;

 AR.L.8.4.AAR.L.8.5.AAR.RL.8.1AR.RL.8.2AR.RL.8.3AR.RL.8.4AR.W.8.1AR.W.8.2

Key Terminology (Vocabulary)
D1: a- inanimate, authentic, pueblo, bystander, adobe; b-define, flagged, advocating, flourished, clip her wings
D2: crystal, splinter, landin’s (landings), tack, bare, kinder (kind of)
D3: imply, literal, harsh, perseverance, humble
D4: crystal, splinters, landing
D5: beloved, volumes, lacking, spirit of giving, hearth, vittles, abashed, stately, gruel
Activities & Assessments:
D1:
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a-1) Copy the vocabulary into their notebooks. Consult general and specialized reference materials, both print and digital, to prepare the precise
meaning of a specific word with their initial vocabulary predictions from the First Read. Review words defined incorrectly to understand why they were
unable to use context clues or other tools to develop usable definitions. Complete the Access handouts.
2) Complete the fill-in-the-blank vocabulary worksheet.
3) Listen as your teacher models a close reading using the annotation strategies mentioned.
4) Read and annotate the excerpt. Use the annotation tool as they read to indicate areas specified by the teacher.
5)  Use the sample responses to the Skills Focus questions to discuss the ideas and themes in the text.
6)  Complete the prewriting questions on the Access handouts and then explain their answers to a partner before they write.
7) Review instructions for peer review. Review writing rubric.
8)  Complete the writing assignment using textual evidence to support their response. When completed, click submit.
9)  Submit substantive feedback to two peers.
10) Complete Grammar handout. b-1) Read aloud and discuss the blast, that is, the title and the driving question.
2)  Use the Blast Glossary provided in Access handouts to help them understand key terms in the Background and Research links.
3)  Draft their initial responses to the driving question in their notebooks.
4)  Read the Blast background to provide context for the essential question.
5)  Refer to the glossary on their Access handouts to determine word definitions.
6)  Check a dictionary or online reference tool, like http://tinyurl.com/6ytby.
7)  Complete the summary activity in the Access 4 handout, based on the Background information.
8) Work in pairs or individually to use questions to spark discussion about Background information.
9)  Complete the fill-in-the-blank activity in the Access handouts by choosing the letter of the word that best completes the sentence.
10)  Write their Blast response in 140 characters or less.
11)  Review the Blasts of their peers and to provide guidance on developing ideas for revision and feedback on audience and purpose.
12)  Identify a few strong Blasts and discuss what made those responses so powerful.
13) Revise versions of their blasts for clarity and readability
D2:
1) Perform an initial reading of the text.
2) Answer questions to demonstrate comprehension of the text.
3) Respond to short analysis to demonstrate comprehension of the text.
4) Make inferences about the text and cite textual evidence.
5) Define vocabulary words using context clues. Make predictions about vocabulary words.
6) Take part in class discussions to share ideas and hear the ideas of others.
7) Participate in a variety of text related class discussion.
8) Work independently and collaboratively
D3:
1) Watch the Concept Definition video on tone. Write down the definition of tone as it is stated in the video. Complete the matching exercise on the
Access 1, 2, 3, and 4 handouts as they watch the video. 
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2) After watching the Concept Definition video, read the definition of tone. Engage in a discussion about tone. Consult Access handouts.
3) Search online or watch TV to locate six commercials that they think express a tone—a definite attitude toward the subject. Find examples of as many
different tones as possible. Share findings in a small-group or whole-class discussion.
4) Read and annotate the Model text. Use the annotation tool to indicated specific areas indicated.
5) Answer the comprehension questions to test for understanding.
D4:
1) Copy the vocabulary into their notebooks. Consult general and specialized reference materials, both print and digital, to prepare the precise meaning
of a specific word with their initial vocabulary predictions from the First Read. Review words defined incorrectly to understand why they were unable to
use context clues or other tools to develop usable definitions. Complete the Access handouts.
2) Complete the fill-in-the-blank vocabulary worksheet.
3) Listen as your teacher models a close reading using the annotation strategies mentioned.
4) Read and annotate the excerpt. Use the annotation tool as they read to indicate areas specified by the teacher.
5)  Use the sample responses to the Skills Focus questions to discuss the ideas and themes in the text.
6)  Complete the prewriting questions on the Access handouts and then explain their answers to a partner before they write.
7) Review instructions for peer review. Review writing rubric.
8)  Complete the writing assignment using textual evidence to support their response. When completed, click submit.
9)  Submit substantive feedback to two peers.
10) Complete Grammar handout
D5:
1) Perform an initial reading of the text.
2) Answer questions to demonstrate comprehension of the text.
3) Respond to short analysis to demonstrate comprehension of the text.
4) Make inferences about the text and cite textual evidence.
5) Define vocabulary words using context clues. Make predictions about vocabulary words.
6) Take part in class discussions to share ideas and hear the ideas of others.
7) Participate in a variety of text related class discussion.
8) Work independently and collaboratively

Materials/Resources
D1: a-Close Read lesson on "A Celebration of Grandfathers"; Speaking & Listening Handbook; Access handouts; b- Blast: Family Matters; Access
handouts
D2:  First Read lesson on "Mother to Son"; Speaking & Listening Handbook; Access handouts
D3: Skills lesson on tone in "Mother to Son."; Speaking & Listening Handbook; Access handouts
D4: Close Read lesson on "Mother to Son"; Speaking & Listening Handbook; Access handouts
D5: First Read lesson on Little Women; Speaking & Listening Handbook; Access handouts
Time Frame/Concepts



Week 4
D1: Skill: Plot
D2: Close Read “Little Women”
D3: Blast: Lending a Hand
D4: First Read “The Adventures of Tom Sawyer”
D5: Skill: Point of View
Student Learning Expectations (Objectives)

D1: Learn the definition of plot. Practice using concrete strategies for identifying elements of plot. Participate effectively in a range of
conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
D2: Complete a close reading of a passage from literature. Practice and apply concrete strategies for analyzing plot in an excerpt from Little Women.
Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others. Pre-write, plan, and produce
clear and coherent writing in response to a prompt.
D3: Explore background information about people helping others, why they do it, and how it benefits them as well as those they help; Research using
hyperlinks to a range of information about helping others, including an interview, two news analyses, informational text, and an opinion column.
D4: Perform an initial reading of a text and demonstrate comprehension by responding to short analysis and inference questions with textual evidence;
Practice defining vocabulary words using context clues; Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build
upon the ideas of others.
D5: Learn the definition of point of view; Practice using concrete strategies for identifying point of view; Participate effectively in a range of
conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
Standards
AR.L.8.4.AAR.L.8.4.CAR.L.8.4.DAR.RL.8.1AR.RL.8.2AR.RL.8.3AR.RL.8.4AR.RL.8.6AR.SL.8.1.AAR.SL.8.1.CAR.SL.8.1.DAR.SL.8.4AR.W.8.1.BAR.W.8.2.A
AR.W.8.2.B
Key Terminology (Vocabulary)
D1: worn out, bundles, nose up in the air, cologne
D2: hearth, vittles, abashed, stately, gruel
D3: rappels, refugee, distributing, charities, ordinary
D4: vernacular, dreary, charismatic, endearing, leverage, starboard, alacrity, decanter, dilapidated, wended
D5: mischievous, hove, ponderously, drawing nine feet of water, hurricane-deck
Activities & Assessments:
D1:
1) Watch the Concept Definition video on plot. Complete the matching exercise on the Access 1, 2, 3, and 4 handouts as they watch the video. 
2) After watching the Concept Definition video, read the definition of plot. Either in small groups or as a whole class, use the teacher-given questions to
engage in a discussion about plot. Refer to the Access handouts.
3) Make a graphic organizer that lists each of the five parts of a plot. Fill out what they know so far about the plot of the text. Save the organizer and use
it to fill in other parts of the chart as you discuss.
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4) Read and annotate the Model section. Use the annotation tool to identify areas indicated by the teacher.
5) After students read the Model text, use the teacher-shared questions to facilitate a whole group discussion that helps understand parts of the
drama's plot.
6) Answer the comprehension questions to test for understanding
D2:
1) Copy the vocabulary into their notebooks. Consult general and specialized reference materials, both print and digital, to prepare the precise meaning
of a specific word with their initial vocabulary predictions from the First Read. Review words defined incorrectly to understand why they were unable to
use context clues or other tools to develop usable definitions. Complete the Access handouts.
2) Complete the fill-in-the-blank vocabulary worksheet.
3) Listen as your teacher models a close reading using the annotation strategies mentioned.
4) Read and annotate the excerpt. Use the annotation tool as they read to indicate areas specified by the teacher.
5)  Use the sample responses to the Skills Focus questions to discuss the ideas and themes in the text.
6)  Complete the prewriting questions on the Access handouts and then explain their answers to a partner before they write.
7) Review instructions for peer review. Review writing rubric.
8)  Complete the writing assignment using textual evidence to support their response. When completed, click submit.
9)  Submit substantive feedback to two peers.
D3:
1) Read aloud and discuss the blast, that is, the title and the driving question.
2)  Use the Blast Glossary provided in Access handouts to help them understand key terms in the Background and Research links.
3)  Draft their initial responses to the driving question in their notebooks.
4)  Read the Blast background to provide context for the essential question.
5)  Refer to the glossary on their Access handouts to determine word definitions.
6)  Check a dictionary or online reference tool, like http://tinyurl.com/6ytby.
7)  Complete the summary activity in the Access 4 handout, based on the Background information.
8) Work in pairs or individually to use questions to spark discussion about Background information.
9)  Complete the fill-in-the-blank activity in the Access handouts by choosing the letter of the word that best completes the sentence.
10)  Write their Blast response in 140 characters or less.
11)  Review the Blasts of their peers and to provide guidance on developing ideas for revision and feedback on audience and purpose.
12)  Identify a few strong Blasts and discuss what made those responses so powerful.
13) Revise versions of their blasts for clarity and readability
D4:
1) Perform an initial reading of the text.
2) Answer questions to demonstrate comprehension of the text.
3) Respond to short analysis to demonstrate comprehension of the text.
4) Make inferences about the text and cite textual evidence.
5) Define vocabulary words using context clues. Make predictions about vocabulary words.
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6) Take part in class discussions to share ideas and hear the ideas of others.
7) Participate in a variety of text related class discussion.
8) Work independently and collaboratively
D5:
1) Watch the Concept Definition video on point of view. Complete the matching exercise on the Access 1, 2, 3, and 4 handouts as they watch the video. 
2) After watching the Concept Definition video, read the definition of point of view. Engage in a discussion about point of view. Consult Access
handouts.
3) Listen to audio clips of popular songs and identify the point of view of the narrator in the song. Discuss the different kinds of information gotten
depending on the point of view.
4) Read and annotate the Model text. Use the annotation tool to indicate specific areas of the text. See Access handouts.
5) Talk together playing the roles of different characters. Create screencasts of the talks using Educreations (www.educreations.com).
6) Go through the text and highlight all of the pronouns that indicate the use of third-person point of view. List the pronouns on a chart for referral
during the lesson.
7) Answer the comprehension questions to test for understanding.
8) Work in pairs to write one additional Comprehend question based on the passage. Create a Google Form to collect the student-generated questions
and answers, and then use those questions to create a quiz using Socrative. Run this quiz as a Space Race and compete against each other to correctly
answer questions.
Materials/Resources
D1: Skills lesson on plot in Little Women; Speaking & Listening Handbook; SkillsTV video on plot in Little Women; Access handouts
D2: Close Read lesson on Little Women; Speaking & Listening Handbook; Access handouts
D3: Blast: Lending a Hand; Access handout
D4: First Read lesson on The Adventures of Tom Sawyer; Speaking & Listening Handbook; Access handouts
D5:  Skills lesson on point of view in The Adventures of Tom Sawyer; Speaking & Listening Handbook; Access handouts
Time Frame/Concepts
Week 5
D1: Skill: Media
D2: a-Close Read “The Adventures of Tom Sawyer”; b-Blast: Opposite Day; c-Blast: Taming the Wild Waters
D3: First Read “Born Worker”
D4: Skill: Story Structure
D5: Skill: Allusion
Student Learning Expectations (Objectives)
D1: Learn the definition of media; Practice using concrete strategies for analyzing media; Participate effectively in a range of conversations and
collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
D2: a-Complete a close reading of a passage from literature. Practice and apply concrete strategies for analyzing media and point of view in both
literature and film. Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others. Pre-write,
plan, and produce clear and coherent writing in response to a prompt. b- Explore background information about verbal irony and how to identify it;
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Research using hyperlinks to a range of information about verbal irony, including articles, videos, and educational sites. c-Explore background
information about how people have changed the Mississippi River; Research using hyperlinks to a range of information about levees, pollution levels,

and the complications of river management. 
D3: Perform an initial reading of a text and demonstrate comprehension by responding to short analysis and inference questions with textual evidence;
Practice defining vocabulary words using context clues; Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build
upon the ideas of others.
D4: Learn the definition of story structure; Practice using concrete strategies for identifying plot structure; Participate effectively in a range of
conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
D5: Learn the definition of allusion; Practice using concrete strategies for identifying allusion; Participate effectively in a range of conversations and
collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
Standards
AR.L.8.4.AAR.RL.8.1AR.RL.8.2AR.RL.8.3AR.RL.8.6AR.RL.8.7AR.SL.8.1.CAR.SL.8.1.DAR.W.8.1AR.W.8.2
Key Terminology (Vocabulary)
D1: faithful, evaluate, resourceful, apparent, manipulate, wallop
D2: a-starboard, alacrity, decanter, dilapidated, wended; b- insight, ubiquitous, sprinkle, tranquil, conniving, cornerstone; c-dynamic, path of least
resistance, levee, bendway weirs, erosion, impelling
D3: field laborer, distinguished, Mexican American, values, genuflected, compensate, pumice, loquat, jabbering
D4: trickster, protagonist, antagonist, conflict
D5: archetype, shenanigans, sweet-talks, cons
Activities & Assessments:
D1:
1) Watch the Concept Definition video on media. Understand that “media” is the plural of “medium.”  Pause the video at key moments to discuss the
information. Complete the matching exercise on the Access 1, 2, 3, and 4 handouts as they watch the video.  
2)  After watching the Concept Definition video, read the definition of media. Use the questions to engage students in a discussion about media.
Complete the Access handouts.

3)  Independently read the Model section. Use the annotation tool to: highlight key points; ask questions; identify places where the Model applies the
strategies laid out in the Identification and Application section on media.
4)  As students read the Model text, use these questions to help them understand how to determine the differences between the written and spoken
text of the passage.
5) Answer the comprehension questions to test for understanding.
D2: a- 1) Copy the vocabulary into their notebooks. Consult general and specialized reference materials, both print and digital, to prepare the precise
meaning of a specific word with their initial vocabulary predictions from the First Read. Review words defined incorrectly to understand why they were
unable to use context clues or other tools to develop usable definitions. Complete the Access handouts.
2) Complete the fill-in-the-blank vocabulary worksheet.
3) Listen as your teacher models a close reading using the annotation strategies mentioned.
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4) Read and annotate the excerpt. Use the annotation tool as they read to indicate areas specified by the teacher.
5)  Use the sample responses to the Skills Focus questions to discuss the ideas and themes in the text.
6)  Complete the prewriting questions on the Access handouts and then explain their answers to a partner before they write.
7) Review instructions for peer review. Review writing rubric.
8)  Complete the writing assignment using textual evidence to support their response. When completed, click submit.
9)  Submit substantive feedback to two peers.
b-1) Read aloud and discuss the blast, that is, the title and the driving question.
2)  Use the Blast Glossary provided in Access handouts to help them understand key terms in the Background and Research links.
3)  Draft their initial responses to the driving question in their notebooks.
4)  Read the Blast background to provide context for the essential question.
5)  Refer to the glossary on their Access handouts to determine word definitions.
6)  Check a dictionary or online reference tool, like http://tinyurl.com/6ytby.
7)  Complete the summary activity in the Access 4 handout, based on the Background information.
8) Work in pairs or individually to use questions to spark discussion about Background information.
9)  Complete the fill-in-the-blank activity in the Access handouts by choosing the letter of the word that best completes the sentence.
10)  Write their Blast response in 140 characters or less.
11)  Review the Blasts of their peers and to provide guidance on developing ideas for revision and feedback on audience and purpose.
12)  Identify a few strong Blasts and discuss what made those responses so powerful.
13) Revise versions of their blasts for clarity and readability
c-1) Read aloud and discuss the blast, that is, the title and the driving question.
2)  Use the Blast Glossary provided in Access handouts to help them understand key terms in the Background and Research links.
3)  Draft their initial responses to the driving question in their notebooks.
4)  Read the Blast background to provide context for the essential question.
5)  Refer to the glossary on their Access handouts to determine word definitions.
6)  Check a dictionary or online reference tool, like http://tinyurl.com/6ytby.
7)  Complete the summary activity in the Access 4 handout, based on the Background information.
8) Work in pairs or individually to use questions to spark discussion about Background information.
9)  Complete the fill-in-the-blank activity in the Access handouts by choosing the letter of the word that best completes the sentence.
10)  Write their Blast response in 140 characters or less.
11)  Review the Blasts of their peers and to provide guidance on developing ideas for revision and feedback on audience and purpose.
12)  Identify a few strong Blasts and discuss what made those responses so powerful.
13) Revise versions of their blasts for clarity and readability
D3:
1) Perform an initial reading of the text.
2) Answer questions to demonstrate comprehension of the text.
3) Respond to short analysis to demonstrate comprehension of the text.
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4) Make inferences about the text and cite textual evidence.
5) Define vocabulary words using context clues. Make predictions about vocabulary words.
6) Take part in class discussions to share ideas and hear the ideas of others.
7) Participate in a variety of text related class discussion.
8) Work independently and collaboratively
D4:
1) Watch the Concept Definition video about plot structure. Understand how plot structure can apply to dramas, or plays. Pause the video at the key
moments identified by the teacher to discuss the information with your students. Complete the matching exercise on the Access 1, 2, 3, and 4 handouts
as they watch the video.
2) After watching the Concept Definition video, read the definition of story structure. Either in small groups or as a whole class, use the
teacher-provided questions to spark discussion among about plot structure. Follow the rules for collegial discussions. Use/refer to/complete Access
handouts.

3) Independently read the Model section. Use the annotation tool to: highlight key points, themes, or central ideas; ask questions; identify places
where the Model applies the strategies laid out in the Identification and Application section. Refer to Access handouts.
4) Use the teacher shared questions to facilitate a whole- group discussion that will help students understand how the passage fits into the plot
structure of the play. Follow the rules for collegial discussions. 
5) In pairs, storyboard or diagram key events in Act 1, Scene V that help establish the central conflict in The Tragedy of Romeo and Juliet. Each scene can
be labeled with a brief phrase. Share the analyses with the class so that the students can form an accurate consensus on how the scene is structured.
6) Answer the comprehension questions to test for understanding
D5:
1) Watch the Concept Definition video on allusion. Write down and understand the definition of allusion, and how identifying them can help determine
the theme or central idea of a text.  Complete the matching exercise on the Access 1, 2, 3, and 4 handouts as they watch the video. 
2) After watching the Concept Definition video, read the definition of allusion. Engage in a discussion about allusion. Refer to Access handouts.
3) Find the allusions in a group of teacher-given sentences.
4) Read and annotate the Model text. Use the annotation tool to indicate specific areas identified by the teacher. Consult Access handouts.
5) Discuss, ask questions, and understand how to determine and analyze allusion in a work of fiction. 
6) Answer the comprehension questions to test for understanding. 
Materials/Resources
D1: Skills lesson on media in The Adventures of Tom Sawyer; Speaking & Listening Handbook; Media link: http://w.studysync.com/?18FB; Access
handouts
D2: a-Close Read lesson on The Adventures of Tom Sawyer; Speaking & Listening Handbook The Adventures of Tom Sawyer Vocabulary Worksheet;
Access handouts; b-Blast: Opposite Day; Access handouts; c-Blast: Taming the Wild Waters; Access handouts
D3: First Read lesson on “Born Worker”; Speaking & Listening Handbook; Mechanics handout on Using Commas to Signal Pause or Separation; Access
handouts
D4: Skills lesson on story structure in “Born Worker”; Speaking & Listening Handbook; Access handouts
D5:  Skills lesson on allusion in “Born Worker”; Speaking & Listening Handbook; Access handouts
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Time Frame/Concepts
Week 6
D1: a-Close Read “Born Worker”; b-Blast: Cool in the Pool; c-Blast: The Trickster’s Classroom
D2: First Read “Ode to Thanks”
D3: Skill: Poetic Structure
D4: Close Read “Ode to Thanks”
D5: Extended Writing Project
Student Learning Expectations (Objectives)
D1: a- Perform an initial reading of a text and demonstrate comprehension by responding to short analysis and inference questions with textual
evidence; Practice defining vocabulary words using context clues; Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas
and build upon the ideas of others. b-Explore background information about the text features used in instruction manuals and how they help us
understand the content; Research using a hyperlink to an example of an actual instruction manual. c-Explore background information about tricksters
and the lessons they teach; Use hyperlinks to research a range of information about tricksters, then and now.
D2: - Perform an initial reading of a text and demonstrate comprehension by responding to short analysis and inference questions with textual
evidence; Practice defining vocabulary words using context clues; Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas
and build upon the ideas of others.
D3: Learn the definition of poetic structure; Practice using concrete strategies for identifying and analyzing elements of poetic structure; Participate
effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
D4: Complete a close reading of a passage of literature; Practice and apply concrete strategies for identifying poetic structure in the poem “Ode to
Thanks."
D5: Extended Writing  Project
Standards

 AR.L.8.4.AAR.L.8.4.CAR.L.8.4.DAR.RL.8.1AR.RL.8.2AR.RL.8.3AR.RL.8.4AR.RL.8.5AR.RL.8.9AR.SL.8.1.AAR.SL.8.1.CAR.SL.8.1.DAR.W.8.1AR.W.8.2;
AR.L.8.4.AAR.L.8.4.CAR.RL.8.1AR.RL.8.2AR.RL.8.3AR.RL.8.4AR.RL.8.5AR.W.8.10AR.W.8.2
Key Terminology (Vocabulary)
D1: a- genuflected, compensate, pumice, loquat, jabbering; b-installation, drill setting, consumer, manual; c-archetype, shortcomings, antics, flouts,
sinister
D2: internationally recognized, Nobel Prize in literature, reflections, tribute, mumbled, scorn, altar, tapestry, clinging
D3: structure, rhyme, rhyme scheme, open forum
D4: mumbled, scorn, altar, tapestry, cling
D5: Extended Writing Project
Activities & Assessments:
D1: a-) Read aloud and discuss the blast, that is, the title and the driving question.
2)  Use the Blast Glossary provided in Access handouts to help them understand key terms in the Background and Research links.
3)  Draft their initial responses to the driving question in their notebooks.
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4)  Read the Blast background to provide context for the essential question.
5)  Refer to the glossary on their Access handouts to determine word definitions.
6)  Check a dictionary or online reference tool, like http://tinyurl.com/6ytby.
7)  Complete the summary activity in the Access 4 handout, based on the Background information.
8) Work in pairs or individually to use questions to spark discussion about Background information.
9)  Complete the fill-in-the-blank activity in the Access handouts by choosing the letter of the word that best completes the sentence.
10)  Write their Blast response in 140 characters or less.
11)  Review the Blasts of their peers and to provide guidance on developing ideas for revision and feedback on audience and purpose.
12)  Identify a few strong Blasts and discuss what made those responses so powerful.
13) Revise versions of their blasts for clarity and readability
c-1) Read aloud and discuss the blast, that is, the title and the driving question.
2)  Use the Blast Glossary provided in Access handouts to help them understand key terms in the Background and Research links.
3)  Draft their initial responses to the driving question in their notebooks.
4)  Read the Blast background to provide context for the essential question.
5)  Refer to the glossary on their Access handouts to determine word definitions.
6)  Check a dictionary or online reference tool, like http://tinyurl.com/6ytby.
7)  Complete the summary activity in the Access 4 handout, based on the Background information.
8) Work in pairs or individually to use questions to spark discussion about Background information.
9)  Complete the fill-in-the-blank activity in the Access handouts by choosing the letter of the word that best completes the sentence.
10)  Write their Blast response in 140 characters or less.
11)  Review the Blasts of their peers and to provide guidance on developing ideas for revision and feedback on audience and purpose.
12)  Identify a few strong Blasts and discuss what made those responses so powerful.
13) Revise versions of their blasts for clarity and readability
D2:
1) Perform an initial reading of the text.
2) Answer questions to demonstrate comprehension of the text.
3) Respond to short analysis to demonstrate comprehension of the text.
4) Make inferences about the text and cite textual evidence.
5) Define vocabulary words using context clues. Make predictions about vocabulary words.
6) Take part in class discussions to share ideas and hear the ideas of others.
7) Participate in a variety of text related class discussion.
8) Work independently and collaboratively
D3:
1)  Watch the Concept Definition video on poetic structure.  Make sure you understand the basic components of poetic structure—line breaks, stanzas,
and rhyme schemes—as well as how these components may affect a poem's meaning. Pause the video at key moments to discuss the information.
Complete the matching exercise on the Access 1, 2, 3, and 4 handouts as they watch the video. 
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2)   After watching the Concept Definition video, read the definition of poetic structure.  Use these questions to engage in a discussion about poetic
structure. Complete the Access handouts.

3)  Independently read the Model section. Use the annotation tool to: highlight key points; ask questions; identify places where the Model applies the

strategies laid out in the Identification and Application section; identify the poetic structure; note unfamiliar vocabulary.
4) After reading the Model text, use the questions to facilitate a whole- group discussion that helps to understand how to determine and analyze the
form and structure of the poem.
5) Write a poem in free verse, applying what they have learned from the Model about the characteristics of free verse and the techniques used by
Hughes. Get in small groups and read their poems to their peers. Discuss how they used form and structure to support the theme (or message) of the
poem.
6) Answer the comprehension questions to test for understanding.
D4:
1) Copy the vocabulary into their notebooks. Consult general and specialized reference materials, both print and digital, to prepare the precise meaning
of a specific word with their initial vocabulary predictions from the First Read. Review words defined incorrectly to understand why they were unable to
use context clues or other tools to develop usable definitions. Complete the Access handouts.
2) Complete the fill-in-the-blank vocabulary worksheet.
3) Listen as your teacher models a close reading using the annotation strategies mentioned.
4) Read and annotate the excerpt. Use the annotation tool as they read to indicate areas specified by the teacher.
5)  Use the sample responses to the Skills Focus questions to discuss the ideas and themes in the text.
6)  Complete the prewriting questions on the Access handouts and then explain their answers to a partner before they write.
7) Review instructions for peer review. Review writing rubric.
8)  Complete the writing assignment using textual evidence to support their response. When completed, click submit.
9)  Submit substantive feedback to two peers.
D5: Extended Writing Project
Materials/Resources
D1:a- First Read lesson on “Born Worker”; Speaking & Listening Handbook; Mechanics handout on Using Commas to Signal Pause or Separation
Access handouts; b- Blast: Cool in the Pool; Access handouts; c- Blast: The Trickster's Classroom; Access handouts
D2: First Read lesson on "Ode to Thanks"; Speaking & Listening Handbook; Access handouts
D3:  First Read lesson on "Ode to Thanks"; Speaking & Listening Handbook; Access handouts
D4: Skills lesson on poetic structure in "Ode to Thanks"; Access handouts
D5: Extended Writing Project
Time Frame/Concepts
Week 7
D1: a-First Read “The Little Boy Lost”/The Little Boy Found”; b- Skill: Figurative Language
D2: Skill: Connotation & Denotation
D3: Close Read “The Little Boy Lost”/The Little Boy Found”
D4: First Read “A Poison Tree”



D5: Skill: Allusions
Student Learning Expectations (Objectives)
D1: a- Perform an initial reading of a poem and demonstrate comprehension by responding to short analysis and inference questions with textual
evidence; Practice defining vocabulary words using context clues; Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas
and build upon the ideas of others. b- Learn the definition of figurative language; Practice using concrete strategies for identifying figurative language;
Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
D2: Learn the definitions of connotation and denotation; Make inferences about the connotations of words in poetry; Participate effectively in a range
of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
D3: Complete a close reading of two poems; Practice and apply concrete strategies for identifying and analyzing figurative language and connotation
and denotation in two poems; Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
D4: - Perform an initial reading of a text and demonstrate comprehension by responding to short analysis and inference questions with textual
evidence; Practice defining vocabulary words using context clues; Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas
and build upon the ideas of others
D5: Learn the definition of allusion; Practice using concrete strategies for identifying allusion; Participate effectively in a range of conversations and
collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
Standards
AR.L.8.4.AAR.L.8.5.CAR.RL.8.1AR.RL.8.2AR.RL.8.3AR.RL.8.4AR.RL.8.9AR.SL.8.1.AAR.SL.8.1.BAR.SL.8.1.DAR.W.8.1AR.W.8.2AR.W.8.9
Key Terminology (Vocabulary)
D1: a-innocence, experience, naivety, mire, fen, nigh, dale; b-quality, inanimate objects, evoke, face his fears, pleas
D2: precise, intentional, nuances, eerie, deserted
D3: mire, fen, nigh, dale
D4: richly illustrated, contrasts, naivety, darker, human nature, wrath, wiles, deceitful, beheld, veiled
D5: cultural illusions, source, civilization, serpent, disobedience
Activities & Assessments:
D1:
a-1) Perform an initial reading of the text.
2) Answer questions to demonstrate comprehension of the text.
3) Respond to short analysis to demonstrate comprehension of the text.
4) Make inferences about the text and cite textual evidence.
5) Define vocabulary words using context clues. Make predictions about vocabulary words.
6) Take part in class discussions to share ideas and hear the ideas of others.
7) Participate in a variety of text related class discussion.
8) Work independently and collaboratively; b-1) Watch the Concept Definition video on figurative language. Understand the different kinds of figurative
language. Pause the video at key moments to discuss the information with your students. Complete the matching exercise on the Access 1, 2, 3, and 4
handouts as they watch the video. 
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2) Read the definition of figurative language. Either in small groups or as a whole class, use questions (provided by the teacher) to engage in a discussion
about figurative language. Completer Access handouts.

3)  Independently read the Model section. Use the annotation to: highlight key points; ask questions; note unfamiliar vocabulary; identify places where

the Model is applying the strategies laid out in the Define (or Identification and Application) section on figurative language; note unfamiliar vocabulary.
4) Use questions (provided by the teacher) to help understand how to identify and interpret allusions and metaphors in "I, Too".
5) Answer the comprehension questions to test for understanding.
D2:
1)  Watch the Concept Definition video on connotation and denotation. Complete the matching exercise on the Access 1, 2, 3, and 4 handouts as they
watch the video.  

2) After watching the Concept Definition video, read and discuss the definitions of connotation and denotation. Complete the Access handouts.

3) Independently read the Model section. As they read, ask students to use the annotation tool to: highlight key points; ask questions; identify places
where the Model applies the strategies laid out in the Identification and Application section.
4) Use the teacher provided questions to facilitate a whole- group discussion that helps students understand how to determine the connotations and
denotations of words.
5) Answer the comprehension questions to test for understanding.
6) Work in pairs to write one additional comprehension question based on the poem. Create a Google Form to collect the student-generated questions
(and answers), and use those questions to create a quiz using Socrative http://tinyurl.com/nfz427v. Run this quiz as a Space Race and allow groups to
compete against each other to answer questions correctly.
D3:
1) Copy the vocabulary into their notebooks. Consult general and specialized reference materials, both print and digital, to prepare the precise meaning
of a specific word with their initial vocabulary predictions from the First Read. Review words defined incorrectly to understand why they were unable to
use context clues or other tools to develop usable definitions. Complete the Access handouts.
2) Complete the fill-in-the-blank vocabulary worksheet.
3) Listen as your teacher models a close reading using the annotation strategies mentioned.
4) Read and annotate the excerpt. Use the annotation tool as they read to indicate areas specified by the teacher.
5)  Use the sample responses to the Skills Focus questions to discuss the ideas and themes in the text.
6)  Complete the prewriting questions on the Access handouts and then explain their answers to a partner before they write.
7) Review instructions for peer review. Review writing rubric.
8)  Complete the writing assignment using textual evidence to support their response. When completed, click submit.
9)  Submit substantive feedback to two peers.
D4:
1) Perform an initial reading of the text.
2) Answer questions to demonstrate comprehension of the text.
3) Respond to short analysis to demonstrate comprehension of the text.
4) Make inferences about the text and cite textual evidence.
5) Define vocabulary words using context clues. Make predictions about vocabulary words.
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6) Take part in class discussions to share ideas and hear the ideas of others.
7) Participate in a variety of text related class discussion.
8) Work independently and collaboratively
D5:
1) Watch the Concept Definition video on allusion. Write down and understand the definition of allusion, and how identifying them can help determine
the theme or central idea of a text.  Complete the matching exercise on the Access 1, 2, 3, and 4 handouts as they watch the video. 
2) After watching the Concept Definition video, read the definition of allusion. Engage in a discussion about allusion. Refer to Access handouts.
3) Find the allusions in a group of teacher-given sentences.
4) Read and annotate the Model text. Use the annotation tool to indicate specific areas identified by the teacher. Consult Access handouts.
5) Discuss, ask questions, and understand how to determine and analyze allusion in a work of fiction. 
6) Answer the comprehension questions to test for understanding. 
Materials/Resources
D1: a- First Read lesson on Songs of Innocence; Speaking & Listening Handbook; Access handouts b- Skills lesson on figurative language in Songs of
Innocence; Speaking & Listening Handbook; Access handouts
D2: Skills lesson on connotation and denotation in Songs of Innocence; Speaking & Listening Handbook; Access handouts
D3:  Close Read lesson on Songs of Innocence; Speaking & Listening Handbook; Sequence of Events in Songs of Innocence Graphic Organizer; Access
handouts
D4: First Read lesson on "A Poison Tree"; Speaking & Listening Handbook; Access handouts
D5: Skills lesson on allusion in "A Poison Tree"; Speaking & Listening Handbook; Access handouts
Time Frame/Concepts
Week 8
D1: Skill: Word Relationships
D2: Close Read “A Poison Tree”
D3: First Read “Mandatory Volunteer Work for Teenagers”
D4: Skill: Author’s Purpose & Author’s Point of View
D5: Skill: Reasons & Evidence
Student Learning Expectations (Objectives)
D1: Learn the definition of word relationships; Practice using concrete strategies for identifying word relationships; Participate effectively in a range of
conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
D2: Complete a close reading of a poem; Practice and apply concrete strategies for identifying allusion and word relationships in a poem; Participate
effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
D3: Perform an initial reading of a text and demonstrate comprehension by responding to short analysis and inference questions with textual evidence;
Practice defining vocabulary words using context clues; Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build
upon the ideas of others.
D4: Learn the definitions of author's purpose and point of view; Practice using concrete strategies for identifying author's purpose and point of view;
Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.



D5: Learn the definition of reasons and evidence; Practice using concrete strategies for analyzing reasons and evidence; Participate effectively in a range
of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
Standards
AR.L.8.4.AAR.L.8.5.BAR.RL.8.1AR.RL.8.2AR.RL.8.3AR.RL.8.4AR.RL.8.9AR.W.8.1AR.W.8.2
Key Terminology (Vocabulary)
D1: counts, convey, deceptively, exaggerated, establishes
D2: wrath, wiles, deceitful, beheld, veiled
D3: articles, cases, mandatory, curriculum, valuable, propensity, extracurricular, allocate, grudgingly
D4: hyper-information, fired, push, opposing views, illustrate, distinctly
D5: confident, greater sense of purpose, trend, anecdotal, issue
Activities & Assessments:
D1:
1) Read the concept definition of word relationships in the Model. Write down and understand the definition of word relationships, focusing in
particular on how authors use connotation to evoke feelings in readers. Consult the Access handouts.
2) After discussing the skill of word relationships, provide synonyms for key words in the Essential Question, "How can life experiences shape our
values?" 
3) Read and annotate the Model text. Use the annotation tool to indicate particular areas as specified by the teacher. Refer to Access handouts.
4)  Understand how to analyze word relationships in a poem. 
5) Compose a revised version of the first stanza or two of "A Poison Tree" using synonyms for the words "angry," "friend," "wrath," "end," "foe," and
"grow." Crowdsource the rewrite together via a backchannel tool such as TodaysMeet http://tinyurl.com/nogqjow or Twitter
(http://tinyurl.com/3667fa). 
D2:
1) Copy the vocabulary into their notebooks. Consult general and specialized reference materials, both print and digital, to prepare the precise meaning
of a specific word with their initial vocabulary predictions from the First Read. Review words defined incorrectly to understand why they were unable to
use context clues or other tools to develop usable definitions. Complete the Access handouts.
2) Complete the fill-in-the-blank vocabulary worksheet.
3) Listen as your teacher models a close reading using the annotation strategies mentioned.
4) Read and annotate the excerpt. Use the annotation tool as they read to indicate areas specified by the teacher.
5)  Use the sample responses to the Skills Focus questions to discuss the ideas and themes in the text.
6)  Complete the prewriting questions on the Access handouts and then explain their answers to a partner before they write.
7) Review instructions for peer review. Review writing rubric.
8)  Complete the writing assignment using textual evidence to support their response. When completed, click submit.
9)  Submit substantive feedback to two peers.
D3:
1) Perform an initial reading of the text.
2) Answer questions to demonstrate comprehension of the text.
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3) Respond to short analysis to demonstrate comprehension of the text.
4) Make inferences about the text and cite textual evidence.
5) Define vocabulary words using context clues. Make predictions about vocabulary words.
6) Take part in class discussions to share ideas and hear the ideas of others.
7) Participate in a variety of text related class discussion.
8) Work independently and collaboratively.
D4:
1) Learn the definition of author’s purpose.
2) Learn the definition of author’s point of view.
3) Use strategies to identify author’s purpose and author’s point of view.
4) Use strategies to analyze author’s purpose and point of view.
5) Take part in conversations and work collaboratively to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
6) Complete Access handouts.
D5:
1) Watch the Concept Definition video on Reasons and Evidence with your students. Understand the importance of reasoning and evidence in
supporting an author's claim, looking at both good and bad examples. Complete the matching exercise on the Access 1, 2, 3, and 4 handouts as they
watch the video. 
2) After watching the Concept Definition video, read the definition of reasons and evidence. Engage in a discussion about reasons and evidence. Refer to
Access handouts.
3) After watching the video, add to a list of comparisons with an argument without evidence (a car without gas, a kite without wind). What do all these
comparisons tell us about what is wrong with an argument without evidence? Is all evidence equal? What is the best evidence?
4) Read and annotate the Model text. Use the annotation tool to indicate particular areas as specified by the teacher.
5) Understand how to determine and analyze reasons and evidence. 
6) Answer the comprehension questions to test for understanding.
Materials/Resources
D1:  Skills lesson on word relationships in "A Poison Tree"; Speaking & Listening Handbook; Access handouts
D2: Close Read lesson on "A Poison Tree"; Speaking & Listening Handbook; "A Poison Tree" Vocabulary Worksheet
"A Poison Tree" Textual Evidence Chart; Access handouts
D3: First Read lesson on Mandatory Volunteer Work for Teenagers; Speaking & Listening Handbook; Access handouts
D4: Skills lesson on author's purpose and point of view in Mandatory Volunteer Work for Teenagers; Speaking & Listening Handbook; Access handouts
D5:  Skills lesson on point of view in Mandatory Volunteer Work for Teenagers; Speaking & Listening Handbook; Access handouts
Time Frame/Concepts
Week 9
D1: Skill: Compare & Contrast
D2: a-Skill: Career Development; b-Close Read “Mandatory Volunteer Work for Teenagers”



D3: Blast: A Moral Compass
D4: Unit Assessment
D5: Unit Assessment
Student Learning Expectations (Objectives)
D1: Learn the definition of compare and contrast; Practice using concrete strategies for comparing and contrasting two persuasive passages; Participate
effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
D2: a-Learn the definition of career development; Practice using concrete strategies for writing business letters and completing volunteer applications.
b- Complete a close reading of essays that support opposing views; Practice and apply concrete strategies for comparing and contrasting reasons and
evidence in order to determine author's purpose and point of view in an informational essay; Participate effectively in a range of conversations and
collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
D3: Explore background information about how helping others can lead to personal transformation; Use hyperlinks to research a range of information
about helping others in today's world, including articles, interviews, and video and audio clips.
D4: Unit Assessment
D5: Unit Assessment
Standards:
 AR.L.8.4.AAR.RI.8.1AR.RI.8.2AR.RI.8.4AR.RI.8.6AR.RI.8.8AR.RI.8.9
Key Terminology (Vocabulary):
D1: natural transition, assess, counterargument, anecdotal, standard, weigh
D2: a-compelling, commitment, qualifications, applicants, enriching; b-mandatory, propensity, extracurricular, allocate, grudgingly
D3: emphasize, tax deduction, donation, exempt, barriers, social networking
D4: Unit Assessment
D5: Unit Assessment
Activities & Assessments:
D1:
1) Watch the Concept Definition video on compare and contrast. Complete the matching exercise on the Access 1, 2, 3, and 4 handouts as they watch
the video.  
2)  Read the definition of compare and contrast.  Complete the sentence frames on the Access 1 handout as they read the definition.

3)  Independently read the Model section. Use the annotation tool to: highlight key points; ask questions; identify places where the Model applies the

strategies laid out in the Identification and Application section on compare and contrast; comment on the effect each narrator's interpretation of the

facts and topic has on your own understanding of the topic; note unfamiliar vocabulary.
4) Work in small groups to use the strategies from the Model to compare and contrast other excerpts. Use the Venn diagram to record evidence. Then in
groups or as a class, discuss.
D2:
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a-1) Read (silently or aloud) the definition of Career Development provided in the lesson. After everyone has read or heard the definition, use the
questions to guide a discussion on career development skills. Complete the Sentence Frames exercise on the Access handout as they read the definition.
Use the completed sentence frames to help them participate in the discussion. 
2) Gather and discuss resources related to career development, writing effective business letters, and filling out job applications. Consult the teacher for
websites.
3) Read and annotate the Model text. Use the annotation tools to identify particular areas specified by the teacher. Refer to Access handouts.
4) Understand how to write effective business letters and fill out applications for volunteer positions.
5) Use the Model Business Letter handout to help write a business letter requesting a volunteer position with the City Zoo.
6)  Answer the comprehension questions to test for understanding. b-1) Copy the vocabulary into their notebooks. Consult general and specialized
reference materials, both print and digital, to prepare the precise meaning of a specific word with their initial vocabulary predictions from the First
Read. Review words defined incorrectly to understand why they were unable to use context clues or other tools to develop usable definitions. Complete
the Access handouts.
2) Complete the fill-in-the-blank vocabulary worksheet.
3) Listen as your teacher models a close reading using the annotation strategies mentioned.
4) Read and annotate the excerpt. Use the annotation tool as they read to indicate areas specified by the teacher.
5)  Use the sample responses to the Skills Focus questions to discuss the ideas and themes in the text.
6)  Complete the prewriting questions on the Access handouts and then explain their answers to a partner before they write.
7) Review instructions for peer review. Review writing rubric.
8)  Complete the writing assignment using textual evidence to support their response. When completed, click submit.
9)  Submit substantive feedback to two peers.
D3:
) Read aloud and discuss the blast, that is, the title and the driving question.
2)  Use the Blast Glossary provided in Access handouts to help them understand key terms in the Background and Research links.
3)  Draft their initial responses to the driving question in their notebooks.
4)  Read the Blast background to provide context for the essential question.
5)  Refer to the glossary on their Access handouts to determine word definitions.
6)  Check a dictionary or online reference tool, like http://tinyurl.com/6ytby.
7)  Complete the summary activity in the Access 4 handout, based on the Background information.
8) Work in pairs or individually to use questions to spark discussion about Background information.
9)  Complete the fill-in-the-blank activity in the Access handouts by choosing the letter of the word that best completes the sentence.
10)  Write their Blast response in 140 characters or less.
11)  Review the Blasts of their peers and to provide guidance on developing ideas for revision and feedback on audience and purpose.
12)  Identify a few strong Blasts and discuss what made those responses so powerful.
13) Revise versions of their blasts for clarity and readability
D4: Unit Assessment
D5: Unit Assessment
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Materials/Resources
D1: Skills lesson on comparing and contrasting in Mandatory Volunteer Work for Teenagers; Speaking & Listening Handbook; Access handouts 
D2: a-Skills lesson on career development in Mandatory Volunteer Work for Teenagers; Sample Business Letter handout; Sample Zoo Teen Volunteer
Application; Access handouts b- Close Read lesson on Mandatory Volunteer Work for Teenagers; Mandatory Volunteer Work for Teenagers vocabulary
handout; Graphic Organizer: Alike and Different; Speaking & Listening Handbook; Access handouts
D3:  Blast: A Moral Compass; Access handouts
D4: Unit Assessment
D5: Unit Assessment

Unit IV:
Enduring Understanding:
Circumstances can sometimes make us who or what we are.
Essential Questions(s):
How did the War Between the States redefine America?
Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Week 1
D1: a-Unit One: Preview; b-Blast: The Civil War
D2: First Read “House Divided Speech”
D3: Skill:  Informational Text Structure
D4: Skill: Tone
D5: a-Close Read “ House Divided Speech”; b-Blast: Shots Heard Around the World
Student Learning Expectations (Objectives):
D1: a-Video; b-Analyze myriad ways that the War Between the States redefined America; Discuss the social and political issues that occurred and
changed during the American Civil War; Explore the causes and results of the American Civil war—including states' rights, slavery, Reconstruction, and
the perspective of soldiers and civilians on both sides—through different mediums such as articles, biographies, interviews, video, and audio recordings;
Use technology to produce and publish writing.
D2: Perform an initial reading of a text and demonstrate comprehension by responding to short analysis and inference questions with textual evidence;
Practice defining vocabulary words using context clues as well as common Greek and Latin roots and affixes; Participate effectively in a range of
conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
D3: Learn the definition of informational text structure; Practice using concrete strategies for identifying informational text structure; Participate
effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
D4: Practice using concrete strategies for analyzing the tone of an informational text; Participate effectively in a range of conversations and
collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.



D5: a-Complete a close reading of an informational text; Practice and apply concrete strategies for identifying the text structure and analyzing the tone
of an informational; Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others; Prewrite,
plan, and produce clear and coherent writing in response to a prompt.; b- Explore background information about the civil war in Syria; Research using
hyperlinks to learn more about Syria and how its civil war may affect other countries; Use technology to produce and publish writing.
Standards:
 AR.L.8.4.AAR.L.8.4.BAR.RI.8.1AR.RI.8.4AR.RI.8.5AR.RI.8.6AR.W.8.1AR.W.8.2
Key Terminology (Vocabulary)
D1: b-forged, permeated, subjugated, agrarian, ingrained, abhorrent, seceded, prejudice
D2: whither, policy, agitation, augmented, advocates
D3: restate, chronological, skimming, illustrates, refine, serves as a bridge, past has shaped the present
D4: build common ground, candidate, receptive, practiced, downfall, sermon
D5: a- whither, policy, agitation, augmented, advocates; b-sparked, spread like wildfire, engaged, grew weary, cracked down, took up arms, wrestled for
control
Activities & Assessments:

D1:
1) Read aloud and discuss the blast, that is, the title and the driving question.

2)  Use the Blast Glossary provided in Access handouts to help them understand key terms in the Background and Research links.
3)  Draft their initial responses to the driving question in their notebooks.
4)  Read the Blast background to provide context for the essential question.
5)  Refer to the glossary on their Access handouts to determine word definitions.
6)  Check a dictionary or online reference tool, like http://tinyurl.com/6ytby.
7)  Complete the summary activity in the Access 4 handout, based on the Background information.
8) Work in pairs or individually to use questions to spark discussion about Background information.
9)  Complete the fill-in-the-blank activity in the Access handouts by choosing the letter of the word that best completes the sentence.
10)  Write their Blast response in 140 characters or less.
11)  Review the Blasts of their peers and to provide guidance on developing ideas for revision and feedback on audience and purpose.
12)  Identify a few strong Blasts and discuss what made those responses so powerful.
13) Revise versions of their blasts for clarity and readability.
D2:
1) Perform an initial reading of the text.
2) Answer questions to demonstrate comprehension of the text.
3) Respond to short analysis to demonstrate comprehension of the text.
4) Make inferences about the text and cite textual evidence.
5) Define vocabulary words using context clues. Make predictions about vocabulary words.
6) Take part in class discussions to share ideas and hear the ideas of others.
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7) Participate in a variety of text related class discussion.
8) Work independently and collaboratively.
D3:
1) Watch the Concept Definition video on informational text structure. Understand the three kinds of informational texts discussed in the
video—historical and/or journalism, explanatory, and persuasive. Pause the video at the teacher specified key moments to discuss the information.
2) After watching the Concept Definition video, read the definition of informational text structure. Either in small groups or as a whole class, use the
teacher given questions to spur discussion about the variety of text structures that can be used to organize informational texts. Refer to the Access
handouts.
3) Read and annotate the Model section. Use the annotation tools to indicate the specified areas identified by the teacher. Complete the Access
handouts.
4) Use the teacher given questions these to facilitate a whole-group discussion that helps students understand how to determine different ways an
informational text may be structured or organized.
5) Answer the comprehension questions to test for understanding.

D4:
1) Watch the Concept Definition video on tone. Write down the definition of tone as it is stated in the video. Complete the matching exercise on the
Access 1, 2, 3, and 4 handouts as they watch the video. 
2) After watching the Concept Definition video, read the definition of tone. Engage in a discussion about tone. Consult Access handouts.
3) Search online or watch TV to locate six commercials that they think express a tone—a definite attitude toward the subject. Find examples of as many
different tones as possible. Share findings in a small-group or whole-class discussion.
4) Read and annotate the Model text. Use the annotation tool to indicated specific areas indicated.
5) Answer the comprehension questions to test for understanding.

D5:
a-1) Copy the vocabulary into their notebooks. Consult general and specialized reference materials, both print and digital, to prepare the precise
meaning of a specific word with their initial vocabulary predictions from the First Read. Review words defined incorrectly to understand why they were
unable to use context clues or other tools to develop usable definitions. Complete the Access handouts.
2) Complete the fill-in-the-blank vocabulary worksheet.
3) Listen as your teacher models a close reading using the annotation strategies mentioned.
4) Read and annotate the excerpt. Use the annotation tool as they read to indicate areas specified by the teacher.
5)  Use the sample responses to the Skills Focus questions to discuss the ideas and themes in the text.
6)  Complete the prewriting questions on the Access handouts and then explain their answers to a partner before they write.
7) Review instructions for peer review. Review writing rubric.
8)  Complete the writing assignment using textual evidence to support their response. When completed, click submit. b-1) Read aloud and discuss the
blast, that is, the title and the driving question.
2)  Use the Blast Glossary provided in Access handouts to help them understand key terms in the Background and Research links.



3)  Draft their initial responses to the driving question in their notebooks.
4)  Read the Blast background to provide context for the essential question.
5)  Refer to the glossary on their Access handouts to determine word definitions.
6)  Check a dictionary or online reference tool, like http://tinyurl.com/6ytby.
7)  Complete the summary activity in the Access 4 handout, based on the Background information.
8) Work in pairs or individually to use questions to spark discussion about Background information.
9)  Complete the fill-in-the-blank activity in the Access handouts by choosing the letter of the word that best completes the sentence.
10)  Write their Blast response in 140 characters or less.
11)  Review the Blasts of their peers and to provide guidance on developing ideas for revision and feedback on audience and purpose.
12)  Identify a few strong Blasts and discuss what made those responses so powerful.
13) Revise versions of their blasts for clarity and readability.
Materials/Resources
D1: b-Blast: The Civil War; Access handouts
D2: First Read lesson on the "House Divided" speech; Speaking and Listening Handbook; Grammar handout: Commas, Ellipses, and Dashes; Access
handouts
D3: Skills lesson on informational text structure in the "House Divided" speech; Access handouts
D4: Skills lesson on tone in the "House Divided" speech; Access handouts
D5:a-Close Read lesson on the "House Divided" speech; Speaking and Listening Handbook; "House Divided" Speech Vocabulary Worksheet; Access
handouts; b- Blast: Shots Heard Around the World; Access handouts
Time Frame/Concepts
Week 2:
D1: First Read “Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass, An American Slave”
D2: Skill: Informational Text Elements
D3: a- Skill: Figurative Language; b-Close Read “Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass, An American Slave”
D4: a-First Read “Across Five Aprils”; b-Skill: Point of View
D5: Skill: Character
Student Learning Expectations (Objectives)
D1: Perform an initial reading of a text and demonstrate comprehension by responding to short analysis and inference questions with textual evidence;
Practice defining vocabulary words using context as well as common Greek and Latin roots and affixes; Participate effectively in a range of conversations
and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
D2: Learn the definition of informational text elements; Practice using concrete strategies for identifying informational text elements; Participate
effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
D3: a- Learn the definition of figurative language; Practice using concrete strategies for identifying figurative language; Participate effectively in a range
of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others; b- Complete a close reading of a passage from an informational
text; Practice and apply concrete strategies for identifying informational text elements and figurative language; Participate effectively in a range of
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conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others; Prewrite, plan, and produce clear and coherent writing in
response to a prompt.
D4: a-: Perform an initial reading of a text and demonstrate comprehension by responding to short analysis and inference questions with textual
evidence; Practice defining vocabulary words using context clues; Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas
and build upon the ideas of others.; b-Learn the definition of point of view; Practice using concrete strategies for identifying point of view; Participate
effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
D5: Learn the definition of character; Practice using concrete strategies for identifying character traits; Participate effectively in a range of conversations
and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
Standards:
AR.L.8.4AR.L.8.4.BAR.RI.8.1AR.RI.8.2AR.RI.8.3AR.RI.8.4AR.SL.8.1.CAR.SL.8.1.DAR.W.8.1AR.W.8.3
Key Terminology (Vocabulary):
D1: autobiography, narrative, account, oppression, vivid, procure, prohibit
D2: ponder, street urchins, acquiring, orator, emancipation, open a flood gate
D3b: autobiography, narrative, account, oppression, vivid, procure, prohibit
D4a: weathering, manhood, conflicts, velvet, lamp chimney, puny, downtrodden, crocodiles, Mason-Dixon line; b: seceding, lapse, elaborate, disclose,
inevitably, Providence
D5: propels, shadder, stirring up this trouble, grieve, secession
Activities & Assessments:
D1:
1) Perform an initial reading of the text.
2) Answer questions to demonstrate comprehension of the text.
3) Respond to short analysis to demonstrate comprehension of the text.
4) Make inferences about the text and cite textual evidence.
5) Define vocabulary words using context clues. Make predictions about vocabulary words.
6) Take part in class discussions to share ideas and hear the ideas of others.
7) Participate in a variety of text related class discussion.
8) Work independently and collaboratively.
D2:
1)  Watch the Concept Definition video on informational text elements. Become familiar with all the different elements shared in the video, including
individuals, ideas, and events, as well as how these elements interact over the course of a text. Pause the video at key moments to discuss the
information.  Complete the matching exercise on the Access 1, 2, 3, and 4 handouts as they watch the video. 
2)   After watching the Concept Definition video, read the definition of informational text elements. Either in small groups or as a whole class, use
questions to engage in a discussion about informational text elements.  Complete the sentence frames on the Access 1 handout as they read the
definition. Use the completed sentence frames to help participate in discussion.
3)   Take notes on the video on Informational Text Elements. Pause the video at key moments to discuss the information.  Complete the chart on the
Access 1, 2, and 4 handouts as they watch the video. 
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4)   Read the Model text.  Use the annotation tool.   Use questions to help understand how to analyze the interactions among the informational text
elements.
D3:
a-1) Watch the Concept Definition video on figurative language. Understand the different kinds of figurative language. Pause the video at key moments
to discuss the information with your students. Complete the matching exercise on the Access 1, 2, 3, and 4 handouts as they watch the video. 
2) Read the definition of figurative language. Either in small groups or as a whole class, use questions (provided by the teacher) to engage in a discussion
about figurative language. Completer Access handouts.

3)  Independently read the Model section. Use the annotation to: highlight key points; ask questions; note unfamiliar vocabulary; identify places where

the Model is applying the strategies laid out in the Define (or Identification and Application) section on figurative language; note unfamiliar vocabulary.
4) Use questions (provided by the teacher) to help understand how to identify and interpret allusions and metaphors in "I, Too".
5) Answer the comprehension questions to test for understanding. b-1) Copy the vocabulary into their notebooks. Consult general and specialized
reference materials, both print and digital, to prepare the precise meaning of a specific word with their initial vocabulary predictions from the First
Read. Review words defined incorrectly to understand why they were unable to use context clues or other tools to develop usable definitions. Complete
the Access handouts.
2) Complete the fill-in-the-blank vocabulary worksheet.
3) Listen as your teacher models a close reading using the annotation strategies mentioned.
4) Read and annotate the excerpt. Use the annotation tool as they read to indicate areas specified by the teacher.
5)  Use the sample responses to the Skills Focus questions to discuss the ideas and themes in the text.
6)  Complete the prewriting questions on the Access handouts and then explain their answers to a partner before they write.
7) Review instructions for peer review. Review writing rubric.
8)  Complete the writing assignment using textual evidence to support their response. When completed, click submit.
D4:
a-1) Perform an initial reading of the text.
2) Answer questions to demonstrate comprehension of the text.
3) Respond to short analysis to demonstrate comprehension of the text.
4) Make inferences about the text and cite textual evidence.
5) Define vocabulary words using context clues. Make predictions about vocabulary words.
6) Take part in class discussions to share ideas and hear the ideas of others.
7) Participate in a variety of text related class discussion.
8) Work independently and collaboratively.
b-1) Watch the Concept Definition video on point of view. Complete the matching exercise on the Access 1, 2, 3, and 4 handouts as they watch the
video. 
2) After watching the Concept Definition video, read the definition of point of view. Engage in a discussion about point of view. Consult Access
handouts.
3) Listen to audio clips of popular songs and identify the point of view of the narrator in the song. Discuss the different kinds of information gotten
depending on the point of view.



4) Read and annotate the Model text. Use the annotation tool to indicate specific areas of the text. See Access handouts.
5) Talk together playing the roles of different characters. Create screencasts of the talks using Educreations (www.educreations.com).
6) Go through the text and highlight all of the pronouns that indicate the use of third-person point of view. List the pronouns on a chart for referral
during the lesson.
7) Answer the comprehension questions to test for understanding.
8) Work in pairs to write one additional Comprehend question based on the passage. Create a Google Form to collect the student-generated questions
and answers, and then use those questions to create a quiz using Socrative. Run this quiz as a Space Race and compete against each other to correctly
answer questions.
D5:
1) Watch the Concept Definition video on character. Understand the definition of character traits, focusing in particular on how these traits may change
or evolve over the course of a story. Pause the video at key moments indicated by the teacher to discuss the information with your students. Complete
the matching exercise on the Access 1, 2, 3, and 4 handouts as they watch the video. 
2) After watching the Concept Definition video, Read the definition of character. Either in small groups or as a whole class, use the teacher provided
questions to engage in a discussion about character. Follow the rules for collegial discussions. Refer to Access handouts.

3) Independently read the Model section. Use the annotation tool to: highlight key points; ask questions; identify places where the Model applies the
strategies laid out in the Identification and Application section. Refer to the Access handouts.
4) Answer the comprehension questions to test for understanding
Materials/Resources
D1: First Read lesson on Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass, An American Slave; Speaking and Listening Handbook; Grammar handout: Active
and Passive Voice; Access handouts
D2: Skills lesson on informational text elements in Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass, An American Slave; Speaking and Listening Handbook
Access handouts
D3a: Skills lesson on figurative language in Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass, An American Slave; Speaking and Listening Handbook; Access
handouts; b: Close Read lesson on Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass, An American Slave; Speaking and Listening Handbook; Narrative of the
Life of Frederick Douglass, An American Slave vocabulary handout; Access handout
D4a: First Read lesson on Across Five Aprils; Speaking and Listening Handbook; Access handouts b: Skills lesson on Point of View in Across Five Aprils;
Speaking and Listening Handbook; Access handouts
D5:  Skills lesson on Character in Across Five Aprils; Speaking and Listening Handbook; Access handouts
Time Frame/Concepts
Week 3
D1: Close Read “Across Five Aprils”
D2: First Read “Paul Revere’s Ride”
D3: Skill: Figurative Language
D4: Skill: Connotation and Denotation
D5: Close Read “Paul Revere’s Ride”
Student Learning Expectations (Objectives)
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D1: Complete a close reading of a passage of literature; Practice and apply concrete strategies for identifying point of view and character; Participate
effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others; Prewrite, plan, and produce clear and
coherent writing in response to a prompt.
D2: Perform an initial reading of a text and demonstrate comprehension by responding to short analysis and inference questions with textual evidence;
Practice defining vocabulary words using context clues; Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build
upon the ideas of others.
D3: Learn the definition of figurative language; Interpret examples of figurative language in poetry; Participate effectively in a range of conversations
and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
D4: Learn the definitions of connotation and denotation; Make inferences about the connotations of words in poetry; Participate effectively in a range
of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
D5: Complete a close reading of a passage of literature; Practice and apply concrete strategies for interpreting figurative language and word
connotations; Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others; Prewrite, plan,
and produce clear and coherent writing in response to a prompt.
Standards:
 AR.L.8.4.AAR.RL.8.1AR.RL.8.2AR.RL.8.3AR.RL.8.4AR.RL.8.6AR.RL.8.9AR.SL.8.1.CAR.SL.8.1.DAR.SL.8.3AR.W.8.1AR.W.8.2;
 AR.L.8.4.AAR.L.8.5.BAR.L.8.5.CAR.RL.8.1AR.RL.8.2AR.RL.8.3AR.RL.8.4AR.SL.8.1.CAR.SL.8.1.DAR.W.8.1AR.W.8.2AR.W.8.3
Key Terminology (Vocabulary):
D1: weathering, manhood, conflicts, velvet, lamp chimney, puny, downtrodden, crocodiles, Mason-Dixon line
D2: verge, abolitionist, commemorate, talk liberties, enhance, vivid
D3: tone, convey, imply, eerie, emphasize, gripping, idiomatic expression
D4: precise, eccentric, context, deliberate
D5: verge, abolitionist, commemorate, talk liberties, enhance, vivid
Activities & Assessments:
D1:
1) Copy the vocabulary into their notebooks. Consult general and specialized reference materials, both print and digital, to prepare the precise meaning

of a specific word with their initial vocabulary predictions from the First Read. Review words defined incorrectly to understand why they were unable to
use context clues or other tools to develop usable definitions. Complete the Access handouts.
2) Complete the fill-in-the-blank vocabulary worksheet.
3) Listen as your teacher models a close reading using the annotation strategies mentioned.
4) Read and annotate the excerpt. Use the annotation tool as they read to indicate areas specified by the teacher.
5)  Use the sample responses to the Skills Focus questions to discuss the ideas and themes in the text.
6)  Complete the prewriting questions on the Access handouts and then explain their answers to a partner before they write.
7) Review instructions for peer review. Review writing rubric.
8)  Complete the writing assignment using textual evidence to support their response. When completed, click submit
D2:
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1) Perform an initial reading of the text.
2) Answer questions to demonstrate comprehension of the text.
3) Respond to short analysis to demonstrate comprehension of the text.
4) Make inferences about the text and cite textual evidence.
5) Define vocabulary words using context clues. Make predictions about vocabulary words.
6) Take part in class discussions to share ideas and hear the ideas of others.
7) Participate in a variety of text related class discussion.
8) Work independently and collaboratively
D3:
1) Watch the Concept Definition video on figurative language. Understand the different kinds of figurative language. Pause the video at key moments to
discuss the information with your students. Complete the matching exercise on the Access 1, 2, 3, and 4 handouts as they watch the video. 
2) Read the definition of figurative language. Either in small groups or as a whole class, use questions (provided by the teacher) to engage in a discussion
about figurative language. Completer Access handouts.

3)  Independently read the Model section. Use the annotation to: highlight key points; ask questions; note unfamiliar vocabulary; identify places where

the Model is applying the strategies laid out in the Define (or Identification and Application) section on figurative language; note unfamiliar vocabulary.
4) Use questions (provided by the teacher) to help understand how to identify and interpret allusions and metaphors in "I, Too".
5) Answer the comprehension questions to test for understanding.
D4:
1)  Watch the Concept Definition video on connotation and denotation. Complete the matching exercise on the Access 1, 2, 3, and 4 handouts as they
watch the video.  

2) After watching the Concept Definition video, read and discuss the definitions of connotation and denotation. Complete the Access handouts.

3) Independently read the Model section. As they read, ask students to use the annotation tool to: highlight key points; ask questions; identify places
where the Model applies the strategies laid out in the Identification and Application section.
4) Use the teacher provided questions to facilitate a whole- group discussion that helps students understand how to determine the connotations and
denotations of words.
5) Answer the comprehension questions to test for understanding.
6) Work in pairs to write one additional comprehension question based on the poem. Create a Google Form to collect the student-generated questions
(and answers), and use those questions to create a quiz using Socrative http://tinyurl.com/nfz427v. Run this quiz as a Space Race and allow groups to
compete against each other to answer questions correctly.
D5:
1) Copy the vocabulary into their notebooks. Consult general and specialized reference materials, both print and digital, to prepare the precise meaning
of a specific word with their initial vocabulary predictions from the First Read. Review words defined incorrectly to understand why they were unable to
use context clues or other tools to develop usable definitions. Complete the Access handouts.
2) Complete the fill-in-the-blank vocabulary worksheet.
3) Listen as your teacher models a close reading using the annotation strategies mentioned.
4) Read and annotate the excerpt. Use the annotation tool as they read to indicate areas specified by the teacher.
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5)  Use the sample responses to the Skills Focus questions to discuss the ideas and themes in the text.
6)  Complete the prewriting questions on the Access handouts and then explain their answers to a partner before they write.
7) Review instructions for peer review. Review writing rubric.
8)  Complete the writing assignment using textual evidence to support their response. When completed, click submit
Materials/Resources
D1: Close Read lesson on Across Five Aprils; Speaking and Listening Handbook; Across Five Aprils vocabulary handout; Access 1 handout (Beginning)
D2: First Read lesson on Paul Revere's Ride; Speaking and Listening Handbook; Access handouts
D3:  Skills lesson on figurative language in Paul Revere's Ride; Speaking & Listening Handbook; Access handouts
D4: Skills lesson on connotation and denotation in Paul Revere's Ride; Speaking & Listening Handbook; Access handouts
D5:  Close Read lesson on Paul Revere's Ride; Speaking and Listening Handbook; Paul Revere's Ride vocabulary worksheet; Access handouts
Time Frame/Concepts:
Week 4
D1: First Read “Speech to the Ohio Women’s Conference: And Ain’t I a Woman”
D2: Skill: Compare and Contrast
D3: Close Read “Speech to the Ohio Women’s Conference: And Ain’t I a Woman”
D4: First Read “Sullivan Ballou Letter”
D5: Skill: Media
Student Learning Expectations (Objectives):
D1: Introduce students to “Speech to the Ohio Women’s Conference: And Ain’t I a Woman” and help them through a cold read of the text; Explore
vocabulary through context clues; Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of
others.
D2: Learn the definition of compare and contrast; Provide students a usable framework for comparing and contrasting two versions of the same speech;
Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
D3: Complete a close reading of a passage from an informational text; Practice and apply strategies for comparing and contrasting information in two
texts on the same topic; Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others;
Prewrite, plan, and produce clear and coherent writing in response to a prompt.
D4: Perform an initial reading of a text and demonstrate comprehension by responding to short analysis and inference questions with textual evidence;
Practice defining vocabulary words using context as well as common Greek and Latin roots and affixes; Participate effectively in a range of conversations
and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
D5: Learn the definition of media; Practice using concrete strategies for analyzing media; Participate effectively in a range of conversations and
collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
Standards:
AR.L.8.4.AAR.L.8.5.BAR.RI.8.1AR.RI.8.2AR.RI.8.3AR.RI.8.4AR.RI.8.6AR.RI.8.8AR.RI.8.9AR.SL.8.1.AAR.SL.8.1.BAR.SL.8.1.CAR.SL.8.1.DAR.W.8.1AR.W.8.2
Key Terminology (Vocabulary)
D1: convention, attendees, Declaration of Sentiments, summoned, rousing, twixt, obliged, buzzard, besought, spurned
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D2: evaluate and interpret, vernacular, flavor, formal
D3: convention, attendees, Declaration of Sentiments, summoned, rousing, twixt, obliged, buzzard, besought, spurned
D4: Rhode Islander, Union Army, eloquent, Civil War, conflicting pulls of duty, impelled, misgivings, Omnipotence, wafted, flit
D5: medium, exploded, “language”, elements
Activities & Assessments:
D1:
1) Perform an initial reading of the text.
2) Answer questions to demonstrate comprehension of the text.
3) Respond to short analysis to demonstrate comprehension of the text.
4) Make inferences about the text and cite textual evidence.
5) Define vocabulary words using context clues. Make predictions about vocabulary words.
6) Take part in class discussions to share ideas and hear the ideas of others.
7) Participate in a variety of text related class discussion.
8) Work independently and collaboratively

D2:
1) Watch the Concept Definition video on compare and contrast. Complete the matching exercise on the Access 1, 2, 3, and 4 handouts as they watch
the video.  
2)  Read the definition of compare and contrast.  Complete the sentence frames on the Access 1 handout as they read the definition.

3)  Independently read the Model section. Use the annotation tool to: highlight key points; ask questions; identify places where the Model applies the

strategies laid out in the Identification and Application section on compare and contrast; comment on the effect each narrator's interpretation of the

facts and topic has on your own understanding of the topic; note unfamiliar vocabulary.
4) Work in small groups to use the strategies from the Model to compare and contrast other excerpts. Use the Venn diagram to record evidence. Then in
groups or as a class, discuss.

D3:
1) Copy the vocabulary into their notebooks. Consult general and specialized reference materials, both print and digital, to prepare the precise meaning
of a specific word with their initial vocabulary predictions from the First Read. Review words defined incorrectly to understand why they were unable to
use context clues or other tools to develop usable definitions. Complete the Access handouts.
2) Complete the fill-in-the-blank vocabulary worksheet.
3) Listen as your teacher models a close reading using the annotation strategies mentioned.
4) Read and annotate the excerpt. Use the annotation tool as they read to indicate areas specified by the teacher.
5)  Use the sample responses to the Skills Focus questions to discuss the ideas and themes in the text.
6)  Complete the prewriting questions on the Access handouts and then explain their answers to a partner before they write.
7) Review instructions for peer review. Review writing rubric.
8)  Complete the writing assignment using textual evidence to support their response. When completed, click submit



D4:
1) Perform an initial reading of the text.
2) Answer questions to demonstrate comprehension of the text.
3) Respond to short analysis to demonstrate comprehension of the text.
4) Make inferences about the text and cite textual evidence.
5) Define vocabulary words using context clues. Make predictions about vocabulary words.
6) Take part in class discussions to share ideas and hear the ideas of others.
7) Participate in a variety of text related class discussion.
8) Work independently and collaboratively

D5:
1) Watch the Concept Definition video on media. Understand that “media” is the plural of “medium.”  Pause the video at key moments to discuss the
information. Complete the matching exercise on the Access 1, 2, 3, and 4 handouts as they watch the video.  
2)  After watching the Concept Definition video, read the definition of media. Use the questions to engage students in a discussion about media.
Complete the Access handouts.

3)  Independently read the Model section. Use the annotation tool to: highlight key points; ask questions; identify places where the Model applies the
strategies laid out in the Identification and Application section on media.
4)  As students read the Model text, use these questions to help them understand how to determine the differences between the written and spoken
text of the passage.
5) Answer the comprehension questions to test for understanding.

Materials/Resources
D1:  First Read lesson on “Speech to the Ohio Women’s Conference: And Ain’t I a Woman”; Speaking and Listening Handbook; Access handouts
D2: Skills lesson on Compare and Contrast in "Speech to the Ohio Women's Conference: And Ain't I a Woman"; Access handouts
D3: Close Read lesson on "Speech to the Ohio Women's Conference: And Ain't I a Woman"; Speaking and Listening Handbook; "Speech to the Ohio
Women's Conference: And Ain't I a Woman" vocabulary handout; Access handouts
D4: First Read lesson on Sullivan Ballou Letter; Speaking and Listening Handbook; Access handouts
D5: Skills lesson on Media in the Sullivan Ballou Letter; Access handouts
Time Frame/Concepts
Week 5
D1: a-Close Read “Sullivan Ballou Letter”; b-Blast: Saying Goodbye
D2: First Read “Civil War Journal”
D3: Skill: Informational Text Structure
D4: Close Read “Civil War Journal”
D5: Blast: Holding It Together



Student Learning Expectations (Objectives)
D1: a- Complete a close reading of a personal letter; Practice and apply strategies for analyzing media; Participate effectively in a range of conversations
and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others; Prewrite, plan, and produce clear and coherent writing in response to a prompt;
b- Explore background information about "goodbye letters" from people facing their own mortality, and the reaction psychologists have to the way
people reflect on life before facing death; Research using hyperlinks to a range of information about the Civil War, letter writing in America, letters home
from Civil War soldiers, and the Battle of Bull Run; Use technology to produce and publish writing.

D2: Perform an initial reading of a text and demonstrate comprehension by responding to short analysis and inference questions with textual evidence;
Practice defining vocabulary words using context clues; Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build
upon the ideas of others.
D3: Learn the definition of informational text structure; Practice using concrete strategies for analyzing the structure of an informational text;
Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
D4: Complete a close reading of an informational text; Practice and apply concrete strategies for identifying the informational text structure in an
excerpt from Civil War Journal; Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others;
Prewrite, plan, and produce clear and coherent writing in response to a prompt.
D5: Explore background information about the roles of women during the Civil War; Research using hyperlinks to a range of information about the Civil
War, including the role of women such as Louisa May Alcott; Use technology to produce and publish writing.
Standards

 AR.L.8.2.BAR.L.8.2.CAR.L.8.5.AAR.RI.8.1AR.RI.8.2AR.RI.8.3AR.RI.8.4AR.RI.8.7;  AR.L.8.5AR.RI.8.1AR.RI.8.2AR.RI.8.3AR.RI.8.4AR.RI.8.5AR.RI.8.6AR.W.8.1

Key Terminology (Vocabulary)
D1: a- Rhode Islander, Union Army, eloquent, Civil War, conflicting pulls of duty, impelled, misgivings, Omnipotence, wafted, flit; b-farewell letter,
reflect, psychologists, mortality, transformational process

D2: semi-autobiographical, authored, documented, company, Spartan, reproach, pestilence, stifling
D3: text structure, informational, unique, persuasive, explanatory, purpose
D4: semi-autobiographical, authored, documented, company, Spartan, reproach, pestilence, stifling
D5: disguised, sheer, aid, moral support, support work, knit, sew, launder
Activities & Assessments:
D1:
a- 1) Copy the vocabulary into their notebooks. Consult general and specialized reference materials, both print and digital, to prepare the precise
meaning of a specific word with their initial vocabulary predictions from the First Read. Review words defined incorrectly to understand why they were
unable to use context clues or other tools to develop usable definitions. Complete the Access handouts.
2) Complete the fill-in-the-blank vocabulary worksheet.
3) Listen as your teacher models a close reading using the annotation strategies mentioned.
4) Read and annotate the excerpt. Use the annotation tool as they read to indicate areas specified by the teacher.
5)  Use the sample responses to the Skills Focus questions to discuss the ideas and themes in the text.
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6)  Complete the prewriting questions on the Access handouts and then explain their answers to a partner before they write.
7) Review instructions for peer review. Review writing rubric.
8)  Complete the writing assignment using textual evidence to support their response. When completed, click submit; b- Read aloud and discuss the
blast, that is, the title and the driving question.
2)  Use the Blast Glossary provided in Access handouts to help them understand key terms in the Background and Research links.
3)  Draft their initial responses to the driving question in their notebooks.
4)  Read the Blast background to provide context for the essential question.
5)  Refer to the glossary on their Access handouts to determine word definitions.
6)  Check a dictionary or online reference tool, like http://tinyurl.com/6ytby.
7)  Complete the summary activity in the Access 4 handout, based on the Background information.
8) Work in pairs or individually to use questions to spark discussion about Background information.
9)  Complete the fill-in-the-blank activity in the Access handouts by choosing the letter of the word that best completes the sentence.
10)  Write their Blast response in 140 characters or less.
11)  Review the Blasts of their peers and to provide guidance on developing ideas for revision and feedback on audience and purpose.
12)  Identify a few strong Blasts and discuss what made those responses so powerful.
13) Revise versions of their blasts for clarity and readability.
D2:
1) Perform an initial reading of the text.
2) Answer questions to demonstrate comprehension of the text.
3) Respond to short analysis to demonstrate comprehension of the text.
4) Make inferences about the text and cite textual evidence.
5) Define vocabulary words using context clues. Make predictions about vocabulary words.
6) Take part in class discussions to share ideas and hear the ideas of others.
7) Participate in a variety of text related class discussion.
8) Work independently and collaboratively
D3:
1) Watch the Concept Definition video on informational text structure. Understand the three kinds of informational texts discussed in the
video—historical and/or journalism, explanatory, and persuasive. Pause the video at the teacher specified key moments to discuss the information.
2) After watching the Concept Definition video, read the definition of informational text structure. Either in small groups or as a whole class, use the
teacher given questions to spur discussion about the variety of text structures that can be used to organize informational texts. Refer to the Access
handouts.
3) Read and annotate the Model section. Use the annotation tools to indicate the specified areas identified by the teacher. Complete the Access
handouts.
4) Use the teacher given questions these to facilitate a whole-group discussion that helps students understand how to determine different ways an
informational text may be structured or organized.
5) Answer the comprehension questions to test for understanding.

http://tinyurl.com/6ytby


D4:
1) Copy the vocabulary into their notebooks. Consult general and specialized reference materials, both print and digital, to prepare the precise meaning
of a specific word with their initial vocabulary predictions from the First Read. Review words defined incorrectly to understand why they were unable to
use context clues or other tools to develop usable definitions. Complete the Access handouts.
2) Complete the fill-in-the-blank vocabulary worksheet.
3) Listen as your teacher models a close reading using the annotation strategies mentioned.
4) Read and annotate the excerpt. Use the annotation tool as they read to indicate areas specified by the teacher.
5)  Use the sample responses to the Skills Focus questions to discuss the ideas and themes in the text.
6)  Complete the prewriting questions on the Access handouts and then explain their answers to a partner before they write.
7) Review instructions for peer review. Review writing rubric.
8)  Complete the writing assignment using textual evidence to support their response. When completed, click submit
D5:
1) Read aloud and discuss the blast, that is, the title and the driving question.
2)  Use the Blast Glossary provided in Access handouts to help them understand key terms in the Background and Research links.
3)  Draft their initial responses to the driving question in their notebooks.
4)  Read the Blast background to provide context for the essential question.
5)  Refer to the glossary on their Access handouts to determine word definitions.
6)  Check a dictionary or online reference tool, like http://tinyurl.com/6ytby.
7)  Complete the summary activity in the Access 4 handout, based on the Background information.
8) Work in pairs or individually to use questions to spark discussion about Background information.
9)  Complete the fill-in-the-blank activity in the Access handouts by choosing the letter of the word that best completes the sentence.
10)  Write their Blast response in 140 characters or less.
11)  Review the Blasts of their peers and to provide guidance on developing ideas for revision and feedback on audience and purpose.
12)  Identify a few strong Blasts and discuss what made those responses so powerful.
13) Revise versions of their blasts for clarity and readability.

Materials/Resources
D1: a-Close Read lesson on the Sullivan Ballou Letter; Speaking and Listening Handbook; Sullivan Ballou Letter vocabulary handout; Access handouts; b-
Blast: Saying Goodbye; Access handouts
D2: First Read lesson on Civil War Journal; Speaking and Listening Handbook; Access handouts
D3: Skills lesson on informational text structure in Civil War Journal; Speaking and Listening Handbook
Access handouts
D4: Close Read lesson on Civil War Journal; Speaking and Listening Handbook; Civil War Journal vocabulary handout; Sequence of Events Graphic
Organizer; Access handouts

http://tinyurl.com/6ytby


D5: Blast: Holding It Together; Access handouts
Time Frame/Concepts
Week 6
D1: First Read “The Red Badge of Courage”
D2: Skill: Figures of Speech
D3: Skill: Theme
D4: Close Read “The Red Badge of Courage”
D5: Blast: Fighting Words
Student Learning Expectations (Objectives)
D1: Perform an initial reading of a text and demonstrate comprehension by responding to short analysis and inference questions with textual evidence;
Practice defining vocabulary words using context clues; Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build
upon the ideas of others.
D2: Learn the definition of personification; Use concrete strategies for identifying personification; Participate effectively in a range of conversations and
collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
D3: Learn the definition of theme; Practice using concrete strategies for identifying theme; Participate effectively in a range of conversations and
collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
D4: Complete a close reading of a passage of literature; Practice and apply concrete strategies for identifying theme and personification in an excerpt
from The Red Badge of Courage; Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of
others; Prewrite, plan, and produce clear and coherent writing in response to a prompt.
D5: Explore background information on word etymologies, including about how new words come about during war, and how many words emerge from
Greek and Latin roots; Research using the hyperlinks to learn about Greek and Latin roots, specifically those that are part of Civil War vocabulary; Use
technology to produce and publish writing.
Standards
 AR.L.8.4.AAR.L.8.4.BAR.L.8.5.AAR.RL.8.1AR.RL.8.2AR.RL.8.3AR.RL.8.4AR.SL.8.1.AAR.SL.8.1.CAR.SL.8.1.DAR.SL.8.3AR.W.8.1AR.W.8.2AR.W.8.3
Key Terminology (Vocabulary)
D1: popularized, witnessed, vivid, psychology, crisis of will, courage, receiving a fill of, intricate, oblique, wreathed, set ablaze
D2: literal, color, interest, similes, metaphors, idioms, allusion, personification, onomatopoeia, pun, paints, perspective, emotion, accessible
D3: theme, explicitly, fables, infer, summed up, perseverance, genre
D4: popularized, witnessed, vivid, psychology, crisis of will, courage, receiving a fill of, intricate, oblique, wreathed, set ablaze
D5: inspires, emerged, boundary lines, found materials, building blocks, Greek and Latin roots, is key in, infer, civilians
Activities & Assessments:
D1:
1) Perform an initial reading of the text.
2) Answer questions to demonstrate comprehension of the text.
3) Respond to short analysis to demonstrate comprehension of the text.
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4) Make inferences about the text and cite textual evidence.
5) Define vocabulary words using context clues. Make predictions about vocabulary words.
6) Take part in class discussions to share ideas and hear the ideas of others.
7) Participate in a variety of text related class discussion.
8) Work independently and collaboratively

D2:
1) Watch the Concept Definition video on figurative language. Understand the different kinds of figurative language. Pause the video at key moments to
discuss the information with your students. Complete the matching exercise on the Access 1, 2, 3, and 4 handouts as they watch the video. 
2) Read the definition of figurative language. Either in small groups or as a whole class, use questions (provided by the teacher) to engage in a discussion
about figurative language. Completer Access handouts.

3)  Independently read the Model section. Use the annotation to: highlight key points; ask questions; note unfamiliar vocabulary; identify places where

the Model is applying the strategies laid out in the Define (or Identification and Application) section on figurative language; note unfamiliar vocabulary.
4) Use questions (provided by the teacher) to help understand how to identify and interpret personification in the text.
5) Answer the comprehension questions to test for understanding.

D3:
1) Watch the Concept Definition video on theme. Complete the fill in the blank exercise on the Access 1, 2, 3, and 4 handouts as they watch the video.
2)  After watching the Concept Definition video, read the definition of theme. Either in small groups or as a whole class, use the questions (teacher
given) to engage students in a discussion about theme.  Refer to Access handouts.
3)  Take notes on the video on theme in the text. Complete the chart on the Access 1, 2, and 4 handouts as they watch the video.
 4) Read and annotate the Model section. Use the annotation tool to identify areas specified by the teacher.
5) Participate in the discussion by answering questions posed by the teacher. Consult Access handouts.
6) Answer the comprehension questions to test for understanding
D4:
1) Copy the vocabulary into their notebooks. Consult general and specialized reference materials, both print and digital, to prepare the precise meaning
of a specific word with their initial vocabulary predictions from the First Read. Review words defined incorrectly to understand why they were unable to
use context clues or other tools to develop usable definitions. Complete the Access handouts.
2) Complete the fill-in-the-blank vocabulary worksheet.
3) Listen as your teacher models a close reading using the annotation strategies mentioned.
4) Read and annotate the excerpt. Use the annotation tool as they read to indicate areas specified by the teacher.
5)  Use the sample responses to the Skills Focus questions to discuss the ideas and themes in the text.
6)  Complete the prewriting questions on the Access handouts and then explain their answers to a partner before they write.
7) Review instructions for peer review. Review writing rubric.
8)  Complete the writing assignment using textual evidence to support their response. When completed, click submit
D5:



1) Read aloud and discuss the blast, that is, the title and the driving question.
2)  Use the Blast Glossary provided in Access handouts to help them understand key terms in the Background and Research links.
3)  Draft their initial responses to the driving question in their notebooks.
4)  Read the Blast background to provide context for the essential question.
5)  Refer to the glossary on their Access handouts to determine word definitions.
6)  Check a dictionary or online reference tool, like http://tinyurl.com/6ytby.
7)  Complete the summary activity in the Access 4 handout, based on the Background information.
8) Work in pairs or individually to use questions to spark discussion about Background information.
9)  Complete the fill-in-the-blank activity in the Access handouts by choosing the letter of the word that best completes the sentence.
10)  Write their Blast response in 140 characters or less.
11)  Review the Blasts of their peers and to provide guidance on developing ideas for revision and feedback on audience and purpose.
12)  Identify a few strong Blasts and discuss what made those responses so powerful.
13) Revise versions of their blasts for clarity and readability.

Materials/Resources
D1: First Read lesson on The Red Badge of Courage; Speaking and Listening Handbook; Grammar handout: Verbals; Access handouts
D2: Skills lesson on theme in The Red Badge of Courage; Access handouts
D3: Skills lesson on theme in The Red Badge of Courage; Access handouts
D4: Close Read lesson on The Red Badge of Courage; Speaking and Listening Handbook; The Red Badge of Courage vocabulary handout; Access
handouts
D5: Blast: Fighting Words; Access handouts
Time Frame/Concepts
Week 7
D1: First Read “The Gettysburg Address”
D2: Skill: Arguments and Claims
D3: Skill: Central or Main Idea
D4: Close Read “The Gettysburg Address”
D5:a-First Read “Chasing Lincoln’s Killer”; b-Skill: Textual Evidence
Student Learning Expectations (Objectives)
D1: Perform an initial reading of a text and demonstrate comprehension by responding to short analysis and inference questions with textual evidence;
Practice defining vocabulary words using context clues; Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build
upon the ideas of others.
D2: Learn the definition of argument and claim; Practice using concrete strategies for identifying the way an argument is developed in a text; Participate
effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
D3: Learn the definition of central or main idea; Practice using concrete strategies for identifying the central or main idea of a passage; Participate
effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
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D4: Complete a close reading of an informational text; Practice and apply concrete strategies for identifying the central idea and an argument;
Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others; Prewrite, plan, and produce
clear and coherent writing in response to a prompt.
D5: a- Perform an initial reading of a text and demonstrate comprehension by responding to short analysis and inference questions with textual
evidence; Practice defining vocabulary words using context clues; Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas
and build upon the ideas of others; b-Learn the definition of textual evidence; Practice using concrete strategies for making inferences based on textual
evidence in an informational text; Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of
others.
Standards
 AR.L.8.4.AAR.L.8.5.BAR.RI.6.1AR.RI.7.1AR.RI.8.1AR.RI.8.2AR.RI.8.8AR.SL.8.1.DAR.SL.8.2AR.SL.8.3
Key Terminology (Vocabulary)
D1: engaged, vain, endure, hallowed, resolve, eloquently, consecrate, conceived, score, proposition, devotion
D2: monument, conceived, proposition, laying the groundwork, endure
D3: proposition, resting place, emphasized, founding principles, illustrates, drives home
D4: engaged, vain, endure, hallowed, resolve, eloquently, consecrate, conceived, score, proposition, devotion
D5:a-archival, childhood, fascination, researching, assassination, circumstances, birthday, infamous, mind, pored, crushed, prepared, served, cause;
b-weight, saloon, gloat, illuminate
Activities & Assessments:
D1:
1) Perform an initial reading of the text.
2) Answer questions to demonstrate comprehension of the text.
3) Respond to short analysis to demonstrate comprehension of the text.
4) Make inferences about the text and cite textual evidence.
5) Define vocabulary words using context clues. Make predictions about vocabulary words.
6) Take part in class discussions to share ideas and hear the ideas of others.
7) Participate in a variety of text related class discussion.
8) Work independently and collaboratively
D2:
1) Watch Concept Definition Video. Complete Access handouts.
2) Read and discuss the definition of argument or claim. Use questions to engage in discussion. Complete Access handouts.
3) Read and annotate text using annotation tool.
4) Answer the comprehension questions to test for understanding. 
D3:
1) Watch the Concept Definition video on Central or Main Idea. Understand the definition of Central or Main Idea, as well as how to write an objective
summary. Pause the video at teacher-identified key moments to discuss the information. Complete the matching exercise on the Access 1, 2, 3, and 4
handouts as they watch the video. 
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2) After watching the Concept Definition video, read the definition of central or main idea. Either in small groups or as a whole class, use the teacher
disclosed questions to spur discussion about central or main idea. Follow the rules for collegial discussions. Use/complete Access handouts.
3) Answer the comprehension questions to test for understanding. Discuss the importance of being able to evaluate sound reasoning and relevant
evidence.
D4:
1) Copy the vocabulary into their notebooks. Consult general and specialized reference materials, both print and digital, to prepare the precise meaning
of a specific word with their initial vocabulary predictions from the First Read. Review words defined incorrectly to understand why they were unable to
use context clues or other tools to develop usable definitions. Complete the Access handouts.
2) Complete the fill-in-the-blank vocabulary worksheet.
3) Listen as your teacher models a close reading using the annotation strategies mentioned.
4) Read and annotate the excerpt. Use the annotation tool as they read to indicate areas specified by the teacher.
5)  Use the sample responses to the Skills Focus questions to discuss the ideas and themes in the text.
6)  Complete the prewriting questions on the Access handouts and then explain their answers to a partner before they write.
7) Review instructions for peer review. Review writing rubric.
8)  Complete the writing assignment using textual evidence to support their response. When completed, click submit

D5:
a- 1) Perform an initial reading of the text.
2) Answer questions to demonstrate comprehension of the text.
3) Respond to short analysis to demonstrate comprehension of the text.
4) Make inferences about the text and cite textual evidence.
5) Define vocabulary words using context clues. Make predictions about vocabulary words.
6) Take part in class discussions to share ideas and hear the ideas of others.
7) Participate in a variety of text related class discussion.
8) Work independently and collaboratively
b-1) Watch the Concept Definition video on textual evidence. Complete Match activity on the Access 1, 2, 3, and 4 handouts as they watch the video.
2)  After watching the Concept Definition video, read the definition of textual evidence. Either in small groups or as a whole class, use the teacher-given
questions to spur discussion among your students about finding textual evidence to make inferences. Follow the rules for collegial discussions. Consult
the Access handouts.

3) Take notes on the video on Textual Evidence as you watch together.  Complete the Analyze the Discussion chart on the Access 1, 2 and 4 handouts as
they watch the video.
4) Read and annotate the Model section. Use the annotation tool to identify areas indicated by the teacher.
5) Answer the comprehension questions to test for understanding.

Materials/Resources
D1: First Read lesson on the Gettysburg Address; Speaking and Listening Handbook; Access handouts



D2: Skills lesson on argument and claim in the Gettysburg Address; Access handouts
D3: Skills lesson on central or main idea in the Gettysburg Address; Access handouts
D4: Close Read lesson on the Gettysburg Address; Speaking and Listening Handbook; Gettysburg Address vocabulary handout; Access handouts
D5:a- First Read lesson on Chasing Lincoln's Killer; Speaking and Listening Handbook; Access handouts; b- Skills lesson on textual evidence in Chasing
Lincoln’s Killer
Access handouts
Time Frame/Concepts
Week 8
D1: Close Read “Chasing Lincoln’s Killer”
D2: First Read “O Captain! My Captain!”
D3: Skill: Connotation and Denotation
D4: Skill: Figurative Language
D5: a-Skill: Poetic Structure; b-Close Read “O Captain! My Captain!”
Student Learning Expectations (Objectives)
D1: Guide students through a close reading of an informational text; Practice identifying central ideas and textual evidence in an excerpt from Chasing
Lincoln’s Killer; Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others; Prewrite, plan,
and produce clear and coherent writing in response to a prompt.
D2: Perform an initial reading of a text and demonstrate comprehension by responding to short analysis and inference questions with textual evidence;
Practice defining vocabulary words using context clues; Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build
upon the ideas of others.
D3: Learn the definition of connotation and denotation; Practice making inferences about the connotations of words in poetry; Participate effectively in
a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
D4: Learn the definition of figurative language. Interpret examples and demonstrate understanding of figurative language in poetry; Participate
effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
D5a: Learn the definition of poetic structure; Interpret examples and demonstrate understanding of poetic structure in poetry; Participate effectively in
a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others; b-Complete a close reading of a passage of Literature;
Practice and apply concrete strategies for interpreting figurative language, word connotations, and poetic structure in “O Captain! My Captain!”;
Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others; Prewrite, plan, and produce
clear and coherent writing in response to a narrative prompt.
Standards

 AR.L.8.4.AAR.L.8.4.BAR.RI.8.1AR.RI.8.2AR.RI.8.3AR.RI.8.4AR.RI.8.6AR.SL.8.1.AAR.SL.8.1.CAR.SL.8.1.DAR.W.8.1AR.W.8.2;
AR.L.8.4.AAR.L.8.5.CAR.RL.8.1AR.RL.8.2AR.RL.8.4AR.RL.8.5AR.SL.8.1.AAR.SL.8.1.BAR.SL.8.1.CAR.SL.8.1.DAR.W.8.1AR.W.8.2
Key Terminology (Vocabulary)
D1: archival, childhood, fascination, researching, assassination, circumstances, birthday, infamous, mind, pored, crushed, prepared, served, cause
D2: structures, robust, elegize, meter, rack, keel, bouquets, tread

https://apps.studysync.com/
https://apps.studysync.com/


D3: contrary, withstand, ravages, denotative, connotative
D4: sorrow, upbeat, grim, intensifies, connotation
D5: a- scheme, verse, chorus, lament, couplets, cast as a dark cloud; b- structures, robust, elegize, meter, rack, keel, bouquets, tread
Activities & Assessments:
D1:
1) Copy the vocabulary into their notebooks. Consult general and specialized reference materials, both print and digital, to prepare the precise meaning
of a specific word with their initial vocabulary predictions from the First Read. Review words defined incorrectly to understand why they were unable to
use context clues or other tools to develop usable definitions. Complete the Access handouts.
2) Complete the fill-in-the-blank vocabulary worksheet.
3) Listen as your teacher models a close reading using the annotation strategies mentioned.
4) Read and annotate the excerpt. Use the annotation tool as they read to indicate areas specified by the teacher.
5)  Use the sample responses to the Skills Focus questions to discuss the ideas and themes in the text.
6)  Complete the prewriting questions on the Access handouts and then explain their answers to a partner before they write.
7) Review instructions for peer review. Review writing rubric.
8)  Complete the writing assignment using textual evidence to support their response. When completed, click submit.
D2:
1) Perform an initial reading of the text.
2) Answer questions to demonstrate comprehension of the text.
3) Respond to short analysis to demonstrate comprehension of the text.
4) Make inferences about the text and cite textual evidence.
5) Define vocabulary words using context clues. Make predictions about vocabulary words.
6) Take part in class discussions to share ideas and hear the ideas of others.
7) Participate in a variety of text related class discussion.
8) Work independently and collaboratively
D3:
1)  Watch the Concept Definition video on connotation and denotation. Complete the matching exercise on the Access 1, 2, 3, and 4 handouts as they
watch the video.  

2) After watching the Concept Definition video, read and discuss the definitions of connotation and denotation. Complete the Access handouts.

3) Independently read the Model section. As they read, ask students to use the annotation tool to: highlight key points; ask questions; identify places
where the Model applies the strategies laid out in the Identification and Application section.
4) Use the teacher provided questions to facilitate a whole- group discussion that helps students understand how to determine the connotations and
denotations of words.
5) Answer the comprehension questions to test for understanding.
6) Work in pairs to write one additional comprehension question based on the poem. Create a Google Form to collect the student-generated questions
(and answers), and use those questions to create a quiz using Socrative http://tinyurl.com/nfz427v. Run this quiz as a Space Race and allow groups to
compete against each other to answer questions correctly.

http://tinyurl.com/nfz427v


D4:
1) Watch the Concept Definition video on figurative language. Understand the different kinds of figurative language. Pause the video at key moments to
discuss the information with your students. Complete the matching exercise on the Access 1, 2, 3, and 4 handouts as they watch the video. 
2) Read the definition of figurative language. Either in small groups or as a whole class, use questions (provided by the teacher) to engage in a discussion
about figurative language. Completer Access handouts.

3)  Independently read the Model section. Use the annotation to: highlight key points; ask questions; note unfamiliar vocabulary; identify places where

the Model is applying the strategies laid out in the Define (or Identification and Application) section on figurative language; note unfamiliar vocabulary.
4) Use questions (provided by the teacher) to help understand how to identify and interpret allusions and metaphors in "I, Too".
5) Answer the comprehension questions to test for understanding.
D5:
a-24-Watch. Watch the Concept Definition video on poetic structure with your students. Make sure students understand the basic components of
poetic structure—line breaks, stanzas, and rhyme schemes—as well as how these components may affect a poem's meaning. Pause the video at key
moments to discuss the information with your students.

24- Match. Have students complete the matching exercise on the Access 1, 2, 3, and 4 handouts as they watch the video.

24- Read and Discuss. After watching the Concept Definition video on the form and structure of poetry, have students read the definition of poetic

structure. Either in small groups or as whole class, use these questions (Consult teacher text for questions) to spur discussion among your students

about poetic structure. Make sure your students follow the rules for collegial discussions.

24- Read and Annotate. Have students independently read the Model section. As they read, ask students to use the annotation tool to:

-highlight key points

-ask questions

-identify places where the Model applies the strategies laid out in the Identification and Application section

24- Discuss. After students have read the Model text, use these questions (See teacher’s text for questions) to facilitate a whole-group discussion that

helps students analyze the form and structure of the poem.

24- Assess and Explain. Have students answer the comprehension questions to test for understanding.

b-1) Copy the vocabulary into their notebooks. Consult general and specialized reference materials, both print and digital, to prepare the precise
meaning of a specific word with their initial vocabulary predictions from the First Read. Review words defined incorrectly to understand why they were
unable to use context clues or other tools to develop usable definitions. Complete the Access handouts.
2) Complete the fill-in-the-blank vocabulary worksheet.
3) Listen as your teacher models a close reading using the annotation strategies mentioned.
4) Read and annotate the excerpt. Use the annotation tool as they read to indicate areas specified by the teacher.
5)  Use the sample responses to the Skills Focus questions to discuss the ideas and themes in the text.
6)  Complete the prewriting questions on the Access handouts and then explain their answers to a partner before they write.
7) Review instructions for peer review. Review writing rubric.



8)  Complete the writing assignment using textual evidence to support their response. When completed, click submit

Materials/Resources
D1: Close Read lesson on Chasing Lincoln’s Killer
Speaking and Listening Handbook
Chasing Lincoln’s Killer vocabulary handout
Access handouts
D2: First Read lesson on “O Captain! My Captain!”
Speaking and Listening Handbook
Access handouts
D3: Skills lesson on connotation and denotation in “O Captain! My Captain!"
Speaking and Listening Handbook
Access handouts
D4: Skills lesson on figurative language in “O Captain! My Captain!"
Speaking and Listening Handbook
Access handouts
D5: a-Skills lesson on poetic structure in “O Captain! My Captain!"
Speaking and Listening Handbook
Access handouts; b-Close Read lesson on “O Captain! My Captain!”
Speaking and Listening Handbook
“O Captain! My Captain!” vocabulary handout
Access handouts
Time Frame/Concepts
Week 9
D1: Skill: Sources and Citations
D2: Blast: Fresh Start?
D3: Extended Writing Project
D4: Unit Assessment
D5: Unit Assessment
Student Learning Expectations (Objectives)
D1: Skill: Sources and Citations
D2: Explore background information about the post–Civil War years where racism was rampant in America; Research using hyperlinks to a variety of
information about Jim Crow laws, the Voting Rights Act and the state of America following the Civil War; Use technology to produce and publish writing.
D3: Extended Writing Project
D4: Unit Assessment
D5: Unit Assessment



Standards
Cumulative
Key Terminology (Vocabulary)
D1: Skill: Sources and Citations
D2: bondage, Mason-Dixon line, inherently, inferior, resented, rampant, substandard
D3: Extended Writing Project
D4: Unit Assessment
D5: Unit Assessment
Activities & Assessments:
D1: Skill: Sources and Citations
D2:
1) Read aloud the title and driving question for this Blast. Discuss with your teacher and classmates.
2) View a drawing depicting America after the Civil War, such as the one at: http://tinyurl.com/lan2589 . Discuss how the picture represents the
problems society still faced after the Civil War.
3) Draft their initial responses to the driving question. Refer to this Blast sentence frame on their Access handouts.
4) Read the Blast background to provide context for the essential question. Refer to Access handouts.
5) Pair students and have them discuss the Blast with teacher shared questions.
6) Complete the chart concerning the driving question. See Access handouts. Consult teacher for an example.
7) Use questions and activities to explore the research links.
8) Write their Blast response in 140 characters or less.
9) Review the Blasts of their peers and provide feedback. 
D3: Extended Writing Project
D4: Unit Assessment
D5: Unit Assessment
Materials/Resources
D1: Skill: Sources and Citations
D2: Blast: Fresh Start?; Access handouts
D3: Extended Writing Project
D4: Unit Assessment
D5: Unit Assessment

http://tinyurl.com/lan2589

